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INTRODUCTION 
To all Sunday School Teachers 

This is the first manual of Year B in our Series of Anglican Sunday School lessons.  We aim to provide the children with a firm 

knowledge of stories from both the New and Old Testaments, while at the same time, observing the Seasons of the Anglican 

Church and the readings as set out in the lectionary.   

We start by focusing on the life of Jesus. We include lessons for the Transfiguration, Palm Sunday and Easter. The lessons are 

based on readings found in Year B.  We try to follow the lectionary reading for the day, but when we come to the Old 

Testament lessons this is not always possible.  This is because the Sunday Lectionary readings do not always follow on from 

one week to the next hence the children do not get a sense of the chronological order of events of the Bible. Moreover, many 

important Bible stories that children should know are not covered in the Sunday readings. Sometimes two stories that we 

would like to cover come up in the same week, while other weeks may have readings that are not really applicable to children. 

Hence, we have decided to cover the creation through to Moses in Year A, Joshua through to David in Year B and the prophets 

in Year C. 

 

The lectionary readings from the gospel of Mark form the first lessons and children will learn of Jesus.  The themes of honesty, 

being kind and good and standing for justice and what is right are emphasised in the lessons. We hope that the children will 

gain a strong sense that Jesus is bringing a new way of living and that they will grow in their relationship with God. 

 

The lessons are challenging and provide an opportunity to think seriously about our faith and what we believe. In this multi-

faith, technological environment children question what they are taught. We need to provide an understanding of their faith 

that will withstand challenges from technology and other faiths. So, allow time for questions and discussion and help children 

to explore their faith and what it means in their daily lives.   

 

The lessons are packed with ideas and you are NOT expected to do everything.  Rather choose what works for you and suits 

your children and your Sunday School situation. Teachers will have different time frames and different resources. Select the 

questions and activities that work for your situation.   

 

Parental involvement is crucial in a child’s education.  Try to involve parents as much as possible in what the children learn 

each week.  Perhaps you could send out a list of the topics covered by your Sunday School and ask the parents to discuss 

with the children what they have learnt that day, especially if the child is not able to attend Sunday School that week. We 

are writing this in a time of COVID-19 and therefore some of the group activities will not be possible. 

 

The Anglican Diocese of Johannesburg offers excellent training should you need help with preparing and teaching lessons. 

May you be blessed as you prepare your lessons and may this blessing spread to the children you teach.  

 

Diocese of Johannesburg Children’s Ministry 
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How to prepare for a lesson 

Pray for yourself, the children in your group and the lesson message. 

Read the Bible to learn and understand the story and the spiritual truths.  Study related Bible passages and other 

translations of the Scriptures. 

Enrich your background understanding.  Read the information for the teacher found at the beginning of each of our 

lessons in this manual.  If you are able to, look at reference books, consult an atlas etc. 

Prepare.  Preferably, you should be thinking about your lesson a week before you are due to give it, so that you are able to 

collect the materials you need over that week.  Decide how you will present the material and what activities you will do.  
Prepare the teaching aids and anything else needed for the lesson.  It is important to plan a lesson which is not too short or 
too long.  It is good to have a few extra activities planned should the church be running late.   

Here follows a basic lesson structure you can use, although not all components are necessary every lesson: 

• Welcome 

• Introduction to the theme and attention grabber 

• Bible reading 

• Prayer 

• Memory verse 

• Craft 

• Song 

• Physical activity 

• Worksheet 

• Snack 
 

Aim of the lesson. Know what you wish to accomplish during the lesson. 

Reach the children.  Choose the best methods to convey the message to the children.  Use an age appropriate Bible.  

Remember that children learn best by actively doing things and exploring and discovering for themselves.  Try to vary your 
activities from week to week e.g. try artwork activities that include painting and collage to encourage creativity. 

Evaluate the lesson after teaching it. Ask yourself questions such as: 

• What went really well? 

• What did the children enjoy? 

• What will I do the same next time and what will I do differently? 

(The PREPARE idea is inspired by The South African Sunday School Association) 
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PRAYER  
The following are some ideas to use for worship with the children before the lesson. If the children go 
into church for the first part of the service then you may not need to use it. But you might like some form 
of worship together if the children do not go into church.  
Leader: The Lord be with you. 
Children: And also, with you. 
Sing a song 
Have a time of confession. 
Then ask the children "What do we want to thank God for this week?" 
You can find out if anyone has a birthday in the coming week? 
 
What do we want to pray for this week? 
Another idea is to make a Prayer Box. Children write their prayers. Each prayer should have a theme. The children 
may decorate the cards in whatever way they wish and write on their name and age. Cover and decorate a 
cardboard box to hold the cards. Put the cards in alphabetical order of topic. Give the box of prayers to your 
minister or priest to use in family services, for example. 
Spontaneous prayers are also encouraged. You should also pray whenever the need arises as there is no special 
formula, time or place for prayer.  
 

UNDERSTANDING THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN 

To be a more effective teacher, we need to know the children we teach.  This means knowing about their families, their 
brothers and sisters and the circumstances in which they live.  It also means having knowledge of the characteristic 
behaviour of children at various ages as this helps to understand their needs and what really makes them “tick”. 
 
 “Jesus grew both in body and in wisdom, gaining favour with God and people” (Luke 2:52). This scripture asserts that no 
one is born fully mature and complete. This maturation process can be seen in terms of physical, intellectual, emotional, 
social and spiritual development.   Within each of these domains typical characteristics are evident for each age group. 
 
Birth, One, Two and Three-Year-Olds 
For the very young children and babies it is often best if a parent or caregiver comes with them to Sunday School. Children 
under two years need individual attention. They are timid and emotionally sensitive and need care from a familiar adult. 
 
This age group is very active and so need opportunity and space for activity. They do not sit still for any length of time and 
their concentration span is no more than a couple of minutes.  So, keep stories short and action packed with plenty of 
pictures. They love repetition and routine - this helps them feel secure. It is therefore good to follow a similar format for 
your lessons each week.  Perhaps start with a song, follow with prayer and so on. Stories should be short and familiar in the 
sense that the child can identify with the characters.  So even though bible stories happened hundreds of years ago, show 
how they are still relevant for today and use modern scenarios. 
 
Two and three year olds are individualistic rather than functioning as part of a group.  Give individual care and provide 
time for free play. Craft activities can be part of free play, but so can puppets and other toys which they can use to re-enact 
bible stories or simply play with. Provide them with sensory experiences such as sand, water play, paint and play dough.  
Encourage them to appreciate colour and beauty and especially the beauty of nature - God’s creation. Point out pretty 
flowers, interesting cloud formations, trees and encourage them to look around their environment and to think of ways to 
care for and even improve their environment.  Maybe plant a garden as an activity. They are open to spiritual things and to 
an awareness of God. 
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Four, Five and Six- Year- Olds 
This is a time of rapid growth. These children are still extremely active as well as being inquisitive and asking countless 
questions. They imitate those around them and especially the five year olds have a strong desire to please. They learn best 
through play and this means that stories and teaching are short and free play, organised games and craft activities fill much 
of the Sunday School time. Alternate your programme with times of activity and times of quiet and rest. Answer questions 
honestly. Seek the reasons behind the questions and encourage the children to think for themselves. 
 
They are full of wonder and eager to be taught. They need routine and security but also new experiences and challenges. 
Be a consistent example to them as they learn acceptable behaviour from your guidance and example.  By your love and 
care for them you will help them to experience God’s love.  Stimulate their desire to worship by having short, fun times of 
worship using action songs.  Build reverence for prayer and for church. 
 
Six, Seven and Eight-Year-Olds 
Their growth is now slower and they are refining their skills and improving their muscle co-ordination. They need to use 
large muscles so include active games and running as far as is possible.  They are starting to read and write and this opens 
new opportunities for teaching. Their thinking is still literal, so be careful how you explain the mysteries of faith. Avoid 
symbolism which is beyond their understanding. They have a strong sense of fairness and are concerned about right and 
wrong. They tend to see things as black or white and struggle to understand and appreciate uncertainty and that there are 
shades of grey. 
 
They have keen senses. They are eager and curious, extremely conversational, highly sensitive, friendly and have a whole 
hearted approach to things. It is a time when you can build their self-esteem by giving them simple tasks that are easily 
completed.  Provide objects to see and handle. Allow them to learn with active participation. Encourage and promote self-
expression and also working together. Be fair and encourage them to make their own rules. Help them to apply the bible to 
real life situations in which they have to make decisions. Most importantly help them to experience God’s love and care for 
them through your love and care. 
 
Nine-, Ten-, Eleven- and Twelve-Year-Olds 
This age group is very active and so lessons need to include games and various activities. They have a great interest in facts, 
a good memory, like recognition, and are loyal.  It is a time where they are learning who they are; they often identify with 
heroes and will form groups or gangs. Let Sunday School be “The Club” or “The gang” and set Christ as their hero. 
 
They enjoy humour.  Teach what is funny and what is not. They need constructive activities that will challenge their ability. 
Give plenty of facts, encourage memorisation of scripture, praise them when they do well.  Answer questions truthfully and 
help them to find answers in the bible.  Provide devotional help by setting an example of prayer and trust in God.  
Encourage the church to have family services that are inclusive of the children and teaching which is suitable for children, 
so that they come to enjoy going to church.  Encourage them to make a practice of daily devotions.  
 
Remember that children develop at different rates in different areas and must always be treated as individuals.   
Remember that God loves each and every child and that we have a huge privilege as well as a responsibility as we teach 
them about God’s love and deepen their faith and understanding. 
 
References: 
“Called to teach” Sunday School Teacher Training Manual, Anglican Church of Southern Africa, Diocese of Johannesburg, 
Molly Robinson, 2013 
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Curriculum for Year B 
 Date Week in Church year Lessons Reading for the lesson Page 

1 15 - 17 January Second Sunday after 

the Epiphany 

Baptism of Jesus John 1:43-51 

 

7 

 

2 22 - 24 January Third Sunday after the 

Epiphany - 

Jesus calls disciples 

 

Mark 1:14-20 15 

3 29 - 31 January Fourth Sunday after 

Epiphany 

Speaking with authority Mark 1:21-28 

 

20 

4 5 - 7 February Fifth Sunday after 

Epiphany 

Jesus, the healer 

 

Mark 1:29-39 26 

5 12 - 14 February Sixth Sunday after 

Epiphany 

The 

Transfiguration 

Mark 9:2-9 35 

6 19 - 21 February First Sunday in Lent 

 

Temptation Mark 1:9-15 42 

7 26- 28 Feb Second Sunday in Lent The great burden Mark 8:31-38 51 

8 5- 7 March Third Sunday in Lent Jesus clears the temple John 2:13-22 55 

9 12- 14 March Fourth Sunday in Lent Walking in the Light 

Why did Jesus have to die? 

John 3:14-21 60 

10 19 - 21 March Fifth Sunday in Lent Walking in the way of the 

cross 

John 12:20-33 65 

11 26 -28 March Palm Sunday Palm Sunday 

The Passion Story 

Mark 14:1-15:47 or Mark 

15:1-39, (40-47) 

70 

12 2 - 4 April Easter Alleluia Jesus is alive 

 

Acts 10:34-43 - John 20:1-

18 or Mark 16:1-8 72 

74 

13  9 - 11 April Second Sunday after 

Easter 

Is it OK to have doubts John 20:19-31 76 

14  16 - 18 April  Third Sunday after 
Easter 

Jesus meets us in our 
uncertainties 

Luke 24:36-48 
 

82 

15  23 - 25 April  Fourth Sunday after 

Easter 

The Lord is my shepherd 
(Psalm 23) 

Psalm 23 
1 Jn 3:16-24; Jn 10:11-18 

90 

16  30 April - 2 May Fifth Sunday 
after Easter 

I Am the Vine John 15:1-8 
 

98 

 17   7 - 9 May  Sixth Sunday 
after Easter 

Abiding in love John 15:9-17 
 

105 

18 14 - 16 May  Seventh Sunday after 

Easter 

Living with Jesus 
Jesus prays for his disciples. 

John 17:6-19 
 

115 

19 21 - 23 May  Day of Pentecost Pentecost: The Church is 
born 

Acts 2:1-21 
Jn 15:26-27, 16:4b-15 

124 

20 28 - 30 May  First Sunday 
after Pentecost 

Trinity Sunday Jn 3:1-17 
 

127 

21 4 - 6 June  Second Sunday after 

Pentecost 

How the Church tells time 
 

 132 

22 11 - 13 June  Third Sunday after 

Pentecost 

Growing God’s Kingdom Mark 4:26-34 
 

139 

24  18 - 20 June  Fourth Sunday after 

Pentecost 

Jesus calms the storm Mark 4:35-41 144 

25 25 - 27 June Fifth Sunday after 

Pentecost 

Jesus confronts and heals Mark 5:21-43 150 
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The Baptism of Jesus  

Third Sunday after Epiphany  
 
 

Reading:   Mark 1:4-11 
Theme:  Baptism 
Memory verse: “And a voice from heaven said: “This is my Son, whom I love; with Him I am well pleased” (Matt3:17)  

 
 

Information for the teacher: 
 
The concept of Baptism originates in the Old Testament in Ezekiel 36:32 "I will sprinkle clean water on you and 
you will be clean"  
 
John was known as John the Baptist because he baptised people. He told people that one who was more 
powerful than him, one "whose sandals he was not worthy to untie" would come and baptise them not with 
water bit with the Holy Spirit (Mark 1:7) This of course was Jesus. Jesus comes to John who is baptizing at the 
river Jordan and he asks John to baptise him. As Jesus comes up out of the water a voice is heard from heaven 
saying, "This is my beloved Son"(Mark 1:11).  
 
The baptism of Jesus on an Epiphany moment. The word Epiphany has its origins in the Greek word "epiphaneia" 
meaning appearance or revelation. When Jesus is revealed as Go's son. Jesus baptism marked the beginning of 
his ministry with the stamp of God's approval and the Spirit of God upon him. 
 
Why did Jesus get baptised? John the Baptist baptised people as a sign of repentance and Jesus had not sinned 
and did not need to repent. But Jesus showed his support for John's ministry and identified with our humanness.  
 
Baptism is a sacrament of the Anglican church. It is an outward and visible sign of the inward and invisible grace 
of God in us/ Baptism means a turning away from sin and a commitment to follow Jesus.  
 
The New Testament says very little about how we should baptise, whom we are to baptise or when we are to 
baptise. Some parents choose to baptise their children in the faith and hope that nurturing them in Christian 
homes and with a Christian community will lead them to follow Christ. These children affirm these promises and 
commitment to follow Jesus at Confirmation. Other parents choose for their children to be baptised at an age 
when they can make their own decision for themselves to follow Jesus. In both cases Baptism emphasises the 
grace of God, given to us in Christ and our response of faith within a believing community. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 

Lesson Objectives: 

To teach children   that: 

• Jesus is revealed as God’s Son during his Baptism 

• Our Baptism is a sign that we are part of God’s family 

• To teach children the symbols of our baptism: water, the cross and light. 

• To encourage children “to shine as a light in the world”. 

 Attention Grabber: Show pictures of signs – See end of lesson for examples. See 

how many the children can identify. 

 

Signs always tell you something – they give you information. Today we will be learning about 

some important signs in the life of Jesus, as well as our own. 

 

 

 Bible Story: The Baptism of Jesus (Mark 1:4 -11) 

 

 

Questions: 

1. What do we know about John the Baptist?   (John the Baptist was born to Elizabeth and 

Zechariah. He lived in the desert. His clothes were made of camel’s hair and he wore a leather belt 

around his waist. He ate locusts  and  honey. His job   was  to  get  everyone ready for Jesus. He told 

people to be sorry for all the bad things they did. He would then baptise them in the river Jordan,) 

2. Today’s lesson is about the Baptism of Jesus. What happened during His baptism? (Allow the 

children to relate the story. Emphasise that a voice was heard from Heaven saying “This is my Son” 

and something like a dove came down from Heaven) 

3. What do you think the dove represented? (The Holy Spirit) 
 

 

Discussion: 

1. Do you know if you have been baptised? 

2. Have you ever watched a baptism? Can you remember what happens? (You may want to have a 

doll to act out the important features of baptism as well as a bowl of water and a candle) 
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• (Just as Jesus was baptized by John the Baptist, the priest baptizes the person, dipping the 

person in water three times, or pouring water  over the person three times. The priest 

says,” I baptize you in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.” The 
water reminds us that Jesus washes our sins away. 

• The person is marked with the sign of a cross to show that he / she is a member of God’s family 

• The person is given a candle to remind us of Jesus, light of the world. We are also to shine as 
a light in the world) 

3. Do you think the Holy Spirit lives in you? Why do you think this?  (Yes, the Holy Spirit helps us to live 

our lives as Jesus would like us to) 

 

Prayer:  
Dear Lord Jesus. We thank you that we are all members of your family and that you love us all 
very much. We are sorry for the bad things we do, such as ....................(children can add to the 

prayer). Help us not to do these things. Thank you for sending the Holy Spirit into our lives to help 

us live each day as you would like us to. Amen 

 
 

 
 
 

Craft: Make a dove – see end of lesson. It works best if the body of the dove is made of 

cardboard. 
 
 

Physical activities: Play water games – see the older children’s section for more ideas. 
 
 
 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 

Lesson objectives: 
• To teach children that: 

• Jesus is revealed as God’s Son during his Baptism 

• Our Baptism is a sign that we are part of God’s family 

• To teach children the symbols of our baptism: water, the cross and light. 

• To encourage children “to shine as a light in the world”. 
 

 Attention Grabber: Show pictures of signs – See end of lesson for examples. See how 

many the children can identify. 

 
Signs tell you something – they give you information. Today we will be learning about some 

important signs in the life of Jesus, as well as our own. 
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 Bible Story: The Baptism of Jesus (Mark 1:4 -11) 

Read the story from the Bible 

 

Review Questions: 
What do we know about John the Baptist?  

Today's lesson is about the Baptism of Jesus. What stands out most for you as you listened 

to the story?  
 

Discussion: 

1.  What is meant by Epiphany? (Epiphany comes from the Greek “epiphaneia” meaning “appearance” 

or “revelation” – it refers to events when Jesus was revealed as Lord to the world.) 

2. Can you think of any Epiphany moments i.e. stories that reveal Jesus as God? (During Jesus Baptism, a 

voice from Heaven declares Jesus as God’s Son. You may want to remind the children that the 

Season of the Church after Christmas is known as Epiphany, and that the Wise Men and their gifts as 

well as Jesus performing His first miracle, the Wedding of Cana are also events recognised as being 

part of the Epiphany) 

 

3. During this story, all three parts of the Trinity are mentioned. Explain how. (God the creator’s  is 

the voice from Heaven; God the Son is Jesus being baptised in the River Jordan; God the Holy Spirit 

descends on Jesus like a dove) 

4. Why do you think Jesus needed to be baptised? Remember, John the Baptist baptised people as a 

sign of repentance – Jesus had never sinned. (Jesus asked to be baptised to show His support for John’s 

ministry; to identify with our humanness and sin; to give us an example to follow. It was also during 

Jesus’ baptism that Jesus was revealed to the world as God. It is after this that Jesus begins His 

ministry.) 

 

Application: 

1. Do you know if you have been baptised? 

2. Have you ever watched a baptism? Can you remember what happens? (Let the children give 

suggestions and then  add in:   

• At the beginning of a Baptism service all that is evil is renounced and a statement of belief 
in God is made. 

• Just as Jesus was baptized by John the Baptist, the priest baptizes the person, dipping the person in 

water three times, or pouring over the person three times. The priest says,” I baptize you in the 

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.” We are baptised with water as a 

symbol of purity and cleansing – the washing away of sins and a symbol of new life. 

• Each person is then marked with the sign of a cross to show that they are a follower of Christ, 
a member of God’s family. 

• They are given a candle as a symbol of the light of Christ and to remind them to shine as a light in 
the world to the glory of God) 

3. Baptism is one of our sacraments. Do you know what a sacrament is? (It is an outward and 
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visible sign of the inward and invisible action in which God works within us) 

4. Some people choose to rather be baptised when they are older. Does this then mean they are 

not members of God’s family? (No - Baptism is an outward sign to everyone that we choose to 

be a follower of Jesus, a member of His family, the Church. Some people choose to baptise their 

children when they are babies – these parents promise to bring their children up in the Christian 

faith and promise to bring them to Church. When the children are older, they are confirmed, 

meaning that they affirm the promises made by their parents and commit to continue to 

follow Jesus. Other parents prefer their children to be baptised only when they are old 

enough to understand the promise to follow Jesus. What is important to know is that Jesus 

loves us all, regardless of whether we have or have not been baptised.) 

5. The Holy Spirit descended on Jesus like a dove. Do you think the Holy Spirit lives in us too? (Yes -

The Holy Spirit prompts us to do good and helps us to live as Jesus would like.) 

6. You may want to discuss the statements “Have you been born again?” or “Are you saved?” 

To be “born again” or to be “saved” means to make a commitment to follow Jesus. 

Sometimes this commitment can be pinpointed to a specific moment when that 

choice is made, but sometimes this commitment is a lifelong journey as you grow into a 

deeper relationship with Jesus 
 
 

Prayer: 
If possible, each child receives a candle to hold which is then lit from one candle. If not, place one candle at 

the centre of the group as a symbol of Christ’s light. 

Perhaps start with a time of open prayer, ending with the following prayer: 

“Dear Lord, we thank you we are all members of your holy family and we thank you for the love you have for 

each one of us. We are sorry for all that we do that is wrong – either in thought, word or deed, or what we 

have left undone. Please forgive us of our sins and help us to live pure lives. We pray that we may grow in 

our faith and that we may shine as a light in the world. Amen” 

 

            Craft: Ask the children to draw or create something in response to this lesson. 

 

 

Worksheet: Crossword - see end of lesson 
(Answers: across: 2. John 5.preaching 8.repentance 9.dove 

down: 1. public 2.Jordan 3.honey 4.water 6.Father 7.believe 

Physical activities: Play water games - here are 2 examples: 

1. The wet sponge relay. You will need two buckets filled with water, two empty jars, and two large 
sponges for this game. Divide the class into teams. Each team makes a line next to a bucket filled with 
water. When the game starts, the first member of each team puts the sponge in the water, carries it 
or puts it on his/ her head, and runs to the jar at the other end of the playing area. Squeeze the 
water into the jar and run back. Continue on with the rest of the 
players. The first team to fill the jar to overflowing wins. Try this game yourself beforehand to 

determine how big the jars should be. 

2. Wet sponge tag. Play the traditional game of tag. Designate one person to be “it”. “It” should 
have a wet sponge and run around to chase the others with it. The first person tagged becomes 

the next “it” and refills the sponge with water. 
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References: 
www.dtlk-bible.com 

An Anglican Prayer Book, Church of the Province of South Africa, Collins Publishers, 1989 
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Jesus calls disciples 

Third Sunday after Epiphany  

 
Reading:   Mark 1:14-20 
Theme:  Getting to know and follow Jesus 
Memory verse: I will make you fishers of people 

 

Information for the teacher: 

The book of Mark presents Jesus’ story in a straightforward way. The writer focusses more 
on what Jesus did than on what Jesus said. The book of Mark is the shortest Gospel and was 
written in Greek. 
 
This lesson is on Jesus calling his disciples. Mark starts this story mentioning that John the 
Baptist had been put into prison. This is significant as Jesus has just been baptized by John.  
When Jesus walked along the shore of Galilee, he saw two brothers, Simon and Andrew, on 
a fishing boat. He calls them to follow him as he will teach them to be fishers of people. 
Jesus carried on along the shore and saw two more brothers, James and John, on their 
father, Zebedee's, boat and called them too.  Jesus saw something special in these four 
men.   
 
Jesus asks them to come with him. This invitation of his was different from the rabbis of the 
time. They would expect students to ask to follow them and today we apply to study at a 
school or university. But here Jesus takes the initiative and chooses his disciples rather than 
waiting to be sought out by them. Jesus’ call is also different in that he calls them, not to 
follow the Torah, but to follow himself.   

• The Torah is the law on which Judaism is founded (Torah is Hebrew for “law”). This law is 

covered in the first five books of the Bible. 

We are like the four disciples that have just been called. Jesus is calling each of us. He is not 
concerned of our past mistakes or our backgrounds. Jesus is concerned with what we can 
become and how we can live the Good News. Jesus wants us to choose him and to follow 
him this takes a lot of faith and courage as we can’t see where this will lead us. But God is 
always with us and guides us in the right direction! 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 

 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To think what it means to follow Jesus. 

• How can we be like the first disciples and become “fishers of people”? 
 

 Attention Grabber:   
 

Spread out a blue blanket as the water. In the middle put a fishing net if you have (or 
bucket) and then put cut out paper fish all throughout the water (on the blanket). 
 
Choose several children to form two teams. Give each child a straw. The child will use a 
straw to suck up the fish and move them to the net or bucket (whatever is available). Once 
the paper fish is in the net/ bucket then the next team member goes.  Encourage the group 
to cheer for the teams. 
 
Alternatives to using straws (which are environmentally dangerous if they get into the sea) 
is to use a magnet and put paper clips on the fish. Attach the magnet to a string and the 
string to a stick to make it look like a fishing rod. 
 
If you don’t have straws or magnets the children can simply run and pick up a fish and put it 
in the net or bucket. 
 
HINT: Make sure the fish are no longer than 10cm -as they get too difficult to move with 
suction power. Make sure you have enough paper fish cut outs for each child in each team. 
 

 

 Bible Story:  Jesus calls some disciples (Mark 1:14 - 20) 
 

Tell the children this story adding in imaginative bits to make it more interesting and 
memorable for the children. For example, it was a warm day and Jesus was walking by Lake 
Galilee. He was wondering how he could reach more people with his important message. 
Who would help him? He was asking God to help him. Then he looked up and saw two men 
in the distance. They were fishermen…. 
 

Questions and discussion 

• Who were the four men Jesus called? (Simon, Andrew, James and John) 
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• What did Jesus say he would teach them? (“Come and follow me. I will make you fishermen 

for people.”) 

• What does it mean to be a fisher of people? (it means that you choose to follow Jesus and 

tell others about Jesus and encourage them to do the same) 

• What do you think it was like to want to follow Jesus? 

• How do you think Zebedee felt when his sons left to follow Jesus? 

 

Prayer:   

God, thank you for blessing me and my friends today. Thank you that we have learnt 
something new! Help us tell our friends what the good news is and to invite them to church 
next week. I pray for all those who do not know you that someone will be able to tell them 
about you and all the good things that you are and do for all of us.  We love you Jesus! 
Amen 
 
 
 

Craft: Make a fish 
Children can make a fishing rod with fish attached to it with string. 

•  What you would need: paper cut outs, stick or straw, string, glue or sticky tape, punch.  

• What you do: cut out and decorate paper cut outs of fish. Make a whole in the fish and tie it 

onto the string. Take the string and tie it onto the rod and secure with glue or sticky tape. 

You can add as many fish as you want! 
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 

 
Lesson objectives  

• To understand what it means to be fishers of people 

• To know what the Good News means for them and the world around them. 

• To know that to follow Jesus is a choice and Jesus has invited them personally 

 

 Attention Grabber:   Show pictures of signs – See end of lesson for examples.  See how 
many the children can identify. 
 
Sign always tell you something – they give you information.  Today we will be learning about 
some important signs in the life of Jesus, as well as our own. 

 
 

 Bible Story:  Jesus calls some disciples (Mark 1:14 -20) 
Read the story from the Bible.  
 

 Questions and discussion  

• Discuss who Jesus called from the boats and why this is important 

• Discuss what it means to be fishers of people. 

• Ask what they think the Good news Jesus spoke about means. 

• What do you think the difference is between good news and bad news? 

• Discuss how Jesus chooses us no matter what we are like or where we come from. He knows 

we all make mistakes but still wants us to know him! 

• Go around your group asking for ways to introduce Jesus to others. Think of St Francis’ 

words “Preach the Gospel at all times, and if necessary use words.” St. Francis of Assisi. 

 

Prayer:   
Dear God. Thank you that we could all be here today. We ask that you protect those who were not 
here today. Thank you for choosing me. Help me to share with others about how awesome you are. 
Help me “Preach the Gospel at all times, and if necessary use words.” I pray that those who don’t 
know how awesome you are will come to know you! Thank You Lord. Amen. 
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Craft:  
 

Children can make fish with the verse, “Come and follow me. I will make you fishers of 
people.” Mark 1:17, on it and perhaps your Churches information as well and hand it out to 
their friends. 
What you need: paper cut out (see templet), pens or pencils, Your churches address, service 
times, email address etc. 
What you do: hand out the paper cut outs of the fish. 
Have each child write out the verse as well as your churches information on it 
Have the children decorate it with whatever you have available. 
Ask your group to give their fish to their friends or family and remind them to tell the story 
they have learnt to those they give the fish to and to invite their friends to church next 
week! 
 
 

Physical activities:  Play water games - here are 2 examples: 

What you need:  balloons, Koki, plastic bags  
What you do:  blow up the balloons (small) and draw faces on them with the Koki. 
Spread the balloons out over the room. 
Spilt your group into teams.  
One person from each team runs out to try catch a fish (balloon) with a net (plastic bag). 
Once they have caught the fish they must come back to their team and drop it off into a 
larger plastic bag and the next person goes. 
The team who finishes first wins 
Hint: make sure you have enough balloons for each child. 
If balloons are not available use what you have e.g. Balls, stones, fish cut outs. Anything 
can work. And remember to have fun! 
 
Red Rover Red Rover 
Two teams line up opposite each other and link hand. The first team calls, "Red Rover, 

Red Rover, (player's name) come over!" The person called runs to the other line and 

attempts to break the chain (formed by the linking of hands). If the person called fails to 

break the chain, this player joins the team that called Red Rover. But, if the player 

successfully breaks the chain, he may capture either of the two players whose link was 

broken by the dash, and bring them back to his original team. Teams take turns calling 

out Red Rover and challenging a player on the opposing team. The objective is to get the 

most players on your team by not letting the chain be broken. The game ends when all 

the players end up on one side. 
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 Speaking with Authority           
Fourth Sunday after the Epiphany  

 
Reading:  Deuteronomy 18:15-20, Mark 1:21-28 
Theme:  Jesus’s words can change our lives if we act on them. 
Memory verse: “So do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for I am your God. I 
will strengthen you and help you; I will uphold you with my righteous hand.” Isaiah 41:10 
OR “Your word is a lamp for my feet, and a light on my path.” Psalm 119:105 

 
 

**  Information for the teacher: 
 
The reading from Deuteronomy presents Moses as the ideal prophet – one who did not speak on his own 
authority, but who spoke on behalf of God. When Moses approached God on the mountain, the people witnessed 
the signs of God’s power and mystery. They were terrified at having experienced such a close encounter with God, 
and so they decided to choose Moses, to act as their mediator, for God’s holiness had brought their sinfulness into 
focus, and they were unable to stand up to such purity.  
 

We learn of a similar reaction in today’s Gospel, when a man in the congregation shouts out, in the silent 
synagogue, and disrupts the service.  Something had thrown the man into a panic, something that was linked to 
Jesus’ behaviour. Mark tells us that Jesus had been teaching; Jesus’ teaching always made a deep impression on 
people because, unlike the Scribes (the official teachers), he taught them with authority; always speaking from 
within, providing vision, inspiration, and meaning for the lives of those who would gather around him.              
Presumably so much of God’s glory shone through Jesus’ words, that this challenged whatever in the man, was evil, 
and in opposition to God’s nature.  God’s goodness and love shone into the man’s broken, sick, and isolated inner 
being, compelling him to scream out, for indeed, no evil can survive the power of God’s loving word. 

The people of Jesus’ time believed that the world was a battlefield for the conflict between the forces of good and 
evil. They believed that the suffering in the world was caused by demons that took control of people’s lives, and 
that this was often seen as a physical sickness. For this reason, the gospels recount many incidences where Jesus 
casts out a demon, demonstrating a victory of good over evil, and thus the establishment of God’s reign.  Although 
we have a different world view, we cannot deny the fact that we too are, at times, caught in a battle between the 
forces of good and evil.  

The Jews believed that God would raise up another prophet, like Moses, who would speak God’s own words with 
God’s authority. Our gospel reading for today, identifies Jesus as the one who taught with such authority. His 
words and actions show that he has conquered the forces of evil, however, this victory must be realised in the life 
of each one of us.  Often, we are afraid to talk about that which is hurting us, hiding our failures and problems. 
Sometimes hiding things, may be more harmful than what we are trying to conceal; our fear, shame and guilt hold 
us in isolation. When we have the courage to face our problems, to show our wounds, and allow ourselves to reach 
out to others, then new creative energies become available to us.                                                                                                                          
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives:  
. To know that Jesus’ words guide us when we are in error. 
. To feel comforted by Jesus’ words when we are sad. 
. To be inspired by Jesus’ words so that we live well and lead holy lives. 
 

 Attention Grabber:  Story about Rex the dog. 
One Saturday the two big Soweto rivals, the Kaiser Chiefs and the Orlando Pirates had 
decided to play a charity soccer match at soccer city, in order to raise funds for under 
privileged children. The stands were filled with thousands of people.  Somehow, a dog had 
managed to run out onto the soccer field!  The referees stopped the game because the dog 
was running all around, distracting the players and getting in the way.  One of the players 
could have tripped on him.  
The crowd went wild!  Everyone started yelling at the dog, "Hey, doggie!  Get off the field!"  
"Come on, man!  We want to watch the game!" 
The poor dog was afraid and confused.  He ran a way, then cocked his head as if listening, 
then ran some more.  Then he stopped in his tracks.  He lifted his head.  His ears perked up, 
it looked like he was running for the goal post. He ran over and there right up against the 
stand was a where a young boy who was calling, "Rex!  Rex!  C'mon, Boy!  That's a good 
dog!  Come, Rex!" 
The dog, Rex, barked and jumped excitedly at the spot where his owner was until one player 
lifted the dog over the barrier and into his owner's arms.  Rex licked his face and wriggled all 
over like he had never been so happy to see anyone in his whole, entire puppy dog life.   
Isn't it amazing that in that crowd, and with all of those people shouting at him, Rex could 
pick out his mater's voice?  When he did, Rex responded immediately, didn't he.  Because 
he knew it was the voice of the one who loved him and cared for him.  It was the voice that 
had authority for Rex--the one he listened for and obeyed. (Based on a true story, perhaps 
change the dog’s name to one that is more suitable to your class)  

  
 

 Bible Story:  The Voice of authority (Mark 1:21-28) 
 
When telling the story please include the following points. 
 
. Early in his ministry, Jesus went to the synagogue in a town called Capernaum.   
. A synagogue is a place of worship. 
. Jesus was a teacher. He taught the people about God’s love. All the people listened to him 
and learned from him, even people much older than Jesus, because he spoke with authority. 
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. They could see by the things he did, and the things he said, that his teaching was true and 
honest. They watched as Jesus healed a man who was sick in his mind. They saw the power 
of God’s love.  
. God’s love shone through Jesus, so much so that the people he encountered were able to 
see themselves as they really were. 
. God’s love helped them to see all their nastiness and sin, as well as their loveliness and 
goodness.  
. Sometimes this meant that people didn’t feel nice about this, because those who were 
behaving badly, but pretending to be good, found Jesus’ understanding of them very 
uncomfortable. 
. For those who longed to live well, but knew they weren’t very good at it, Jesus brought 
hope and forgiveness.   
. The best teachers are the ones who really know what they are talking about. Jesus is the 
best teacher to teach us about love.                                                                                                                          
Teaching was a large part of Jesus' work, or ministry.  And he always taught with authority.  
.Fortunately, people wrote down Jesus' teachings and they are collected in the Bible where 
we can read and learn from them, too. 
 

Questions: and Discussion: 
 

1. Who has guided you when you have been nasty, or when you have done something 
wrong? 

2. Who are our role models?  Who do we look up to? Have you ever had a good 
teacher, what made them so good?  

3. What did they do to guide you? 
4. Do you think it is ok to keep our wrong doing hidden? What would happen to us if 

we did this? 
5. When have you been comforted by God’s love? What happened?  
6. God wants us to grow tall and strong, and to grow in honesty, goodness and love. 

How do you think we can help God to do this in our lives?  
 
 

Prayer:  Let's Pray.   
Dear God, we thank-you for Jesus, who taught his followers about you.  We are also grateful 
that we can learn from Jesus like they did, by reading the Holy Bible.  Help us to learn and 
live what Jesus taught.  Amen. 
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Craft: Power Pack   
Cut out cards about 5cm x 8cm.  
The children can draw or write on one side of the cards about some experiences for which 
the they need help and power. They could add a sad, worried, or scared looking face.     
On the other side of each card write a scripture verse pertaining to that specific need. 
Place these in an envelope or box for them to keep and refer to when they need 
reassurance of God’s loving presence with them.  
For example:  
Card 1. Front side of card is written - When I’m ready to give up. 
              Other side of this card can have words such as - POWER FOR ME! My flesh and my 
heart fail, but God strengthens me. God will always help me. (See Psalm 73:26) 
Card 2. When I feel weak and unable to do what’s expected of me. 
POWER FOR ME! Jesus says His strength works best in me when I feel weak. So I am glad for 
my weakness because I know He will use His power in me. (see 2 Corinthians 12:9) 
Card 3. When what I have to do seems impossible. 
POWER FOR ME! This may be impossible for people, but with God all things are possible! 
(See Matthew 19:26) 
Card 4. When I’m in trouble. 
POWER FOR ME! God is my refuge and strength. He’s right there when I’m in trouble and 
need help. (See Psalm 46:1) 
Card 5. When I’m discouraged.  
POWER FOR ME! Be bold, be strong for the Lord your God is with you! (Deuteronomy 1:29-
30) 
Card 6. When I have a hard job to do. 
POWER TO ME! I can do all things through Jesus Christ who strengthens me. (Philippians 
4:13) 
 

Physical activities:  These are activities in which the instruction has to be followed (it 
has authority) 
CONTINUE THE PICTURE  
Make a list of things such as a flower, cat, house, dog that are to be drawn and put them in a 
hat or a bag. Have a large sheet of paper and crayons. The children take turns in taking one 
of the pieces of paper and then on the large piece of paper they start drawing whatever 
they are told to draw. It should not be completed before the first child sits down and the 
next child takes an instruction and starts to draw adding to the existing drawing – not 
starting a new one.  
 
STOP AND GO: The teacher can have various exercises for the children to do and be 
carefully listening for when the teacher says STOP... and then give another exercise to do 
and say GO, etc. The various "exercises" could include completing a drawing that is either on 
paper or on a black board. One person starts, when the teacher shouts stop another carries 
on with drawing and so on. Or they can alternate between running, hopping or playing 
musical chairs! 
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 
Lesson objectives: 
. To discover that Jesus uses authority to serve, not to be served. 
. To feel loved and thus secure and hopeful, knowing that Jesus gives us the courage to face 
our challenges. 
. Have the courage to face our ‘demons’  
 

 Attention Grabber:   A glut of words from public figures. 
Bring a few newspaper articles about the statements of public figures in South Africa. 
Discuss who of the public figures have credibility, and what damages credibility? Include 
character, integrity and so on. You may add to your conversation the idea that for many 
people authority becomes merely a means of enriching oneself, of getting one’s own 
way, of suppressing the truth, and of getting, and holding the power to keep doing those 
things. We witness this in the parade of businesses, government and church scandals, 
autocratic parents, bosses, teachers, government officials and the like.  
 

 Bible Story:   
The Voice of Authority (Mark 1:21-28) and (Deuteronomy 18:15-20)   
. The teachers of the law didn’t speak with their own authority. They necessarily prefaced 
their comments with something like “There is a saying that...” or “Rabbi Such-and-Such 
said...” Even the prophets rightly attributed their pronouncements to “Thus says the Lord...” 
But Jesus said simply, “I say to you...” 
. Jesus was a man who spoke with his own authority, not in the name of another. That alone 
was amazing. But if that were not amazing enough, Jesus demonstrated his authority when 
he told an evil spirit what to do, and the evil spirit obeyed. The people in the synagogue had 
never seen anything like it. Who could have such authority that even the evil spirits have to 
obey his straightforward word? 
. It has always been unnerving when people have found God looking into their hearts, and 
realized that God sees what is really there, the nastiness and sin, as well as the loveliness 
and goodness.  
. Read the passage from Deuteronomy, noticing how the people even then were scared of a 
close encounter with the all-knowing God. Refer to the gospel reading to state that in Jesus, 
God had come closer to the people and that there was a man in the congregation who 
found this very distressing. 
. Go back to the Deuteronomy reading and look at the verses about the prophet speaking 
God’s word. Link this with Mark 1:22, so that they can pick up on the authority of Jesus as 
God’s spokesperson. 
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Review Questions:  
1. How does Jesus use his authority, when teaching in the synagogue, and when he encounters 

the man who has an unclean spirit? Jesus spoke from the heart, he spoke the truth. He 
backed up his words with deeds. He provided vison, inspiration and meaning.  Jesus was not 
put off by the man’s desperate cry. In the cry, ‘leave me alone,’ Jesus heard a cry for help, 
and he cured him. Jesus use his authority to help us not to destroy us. 

2. Why do you think the man in the congregation find Jesus’ teaching distressing? Talk about 
this in the light of the reading in Deuteronomy.  God appears as all powerful and cannot be 
approached. ….. Because God saw what was really in his heart – the pain, the sin. We all seek 
to hide what is painful, acting as if we had no problems, no wounds, and no failures. Growth 
is painful. 

Discussion: 
1. How might we be God’s spokesperson, how might we use any authority given to us?  
2. When it comes to Jesus’ authority in our lives, how do you think he uses it? 
3. What’s your enemy? What habit, what sin, what fear plagues you, saps your courage and 

energy? What has you beaten down, enslaved? 
4. How can Jesus help you? Why not take your needs to Jesus? Give your problems to him and 

trust him to see you through them. He’s there for you, now and always. 

 

Prayer: 
All - seeing God, all- knowing God, shine in my heart so that goodness grows strong and no 
evil can take root. 
 
 

Craft: Craft: Power Pack 
The children can write rather than draw. 
 

Physical activities:   
 
Continuous picture as for the younger children  
OR 
STOP AND GO: The teacher can have various exercises for the children to do and be carefully 
listening for when the teacher says STOP... and then give another exercise to do and say GO, 
etc. The various "exercises" could include completing a drawing that is either on paper or on 
a black board. One person starts, when the teacher shouts stop another carries on with 
drawing and so on. Or they can alternate between running, hopping or playing musical 
chairs! 
 
References: 
Sermons4Kids, Inc. Activities for Kids. 
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Jesus the Healer 
Fifth Sunday after Epiphany 

 
 
Readings:   Mark 1:29-39 
Theme:  Jesus heals 
Memory verses: “Jesus healed many who were sick and those who had demons” (34) 
 

Information for the teacher: 
 
Jesus performed many miracles and healed many people, which showed that He was the 
Son of God.  Jesus is clearly a man of power and action, not just words. 
 
There are many stories in the Bible where Jesus heals people physically. We may focus on 
this and forget that Jesus also heals emotionally. Jesus knows us as we truly are, seeing the 
whole person and not just a part of us.  
 
The question often arises that if God loves us and wants the best for us, why is there pain, 
suffering and sickness in the world. Why do people get sick in the first place and then have 
to be healed?  We don’t know the answers to this question. We don’t know why there is 
suffering, but we do know that God suffers with us and loves us. We believe that God does 
want to heal and liberate us.  
 
We all know of people - good, Christian people who have become ill or been hurt.  They are 
prayed for, faithfully, and yet they do not recover - they have not become well again. Not 
everyone is healed physically or even emotionally, and it is not because they did not have 
enough faith - Jesus was a perfect, good person and yet he did not escape suffering. 
 
And so, while we always pray for the sick, and always hope for a miracle we need to also 
know that sometimes God answers our prayer in another way and that there will not always 
be healing in the way we hoped.  
 
It is a great miracle when someone’s heart is changed and healed! 
 
There are so many stories of Jesus healing people. You can choose one of your favourite 
stories or you can use the ones given in the lesson. The older children are asked to 
remember stories they have heard before where Jesus healed people.  
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To know that Jesus heals in many different ways. 

• To feel that Jesus is with them and can heal situations in many different ways. 

• To pray for those in need. 

Attention Grabber:  
Have a stethoscope, some empty pill boxes, plasters (band aids), bandages, a first aid box 
or anything else that the children can use to play out situations of illness. Then ask 
questions such as, “What happens when you get sick?” and “What helps to make you feel 
better?”  Accept and expand on their answers. For example, “I go to bed, Mommy looks 
after me; I get taken to the doctor.” Then you can say, “All these people want to help you 
to get better.” And Jesus also wants you to get better. 
 
Today we are going to learn about many stories where Jesus helped people to get better. 
 

Bible Story:  
Use a children’s Bible with pictures to briefly discuss several stories where Jesus healed.  
Here are some examples: 
Jesus heals Simon’s mother-in-law (Mark 1:29-31) 
Jesus heals a blind man (John 9:1-12)) 
Jesus heals the deaf (Mark 7:31- 37) 
Jesus heals the lame ((Mark 2:1-5; John 5:1-9) 
Jesus heals the ten lepers (Luke17:11-19) 
Jesus raises Jairus’ daughter from the dead (Luke 8:40-42; 49-56) 
Jesus raises Lazarus from the dead (John 11:1-44) 
 
Make sure that the children understand the meaning of the words such as lame, deaf, blind 
etc. Today we speak of differently abled, hard of hearing, visually challenged etc.  Be 
sensitive to what terms are acceptable. Also discuss the meaning of the word miracle – 
when something happens that seems impossible. 
 
You may want to elaborate on one of these stories. 
 

Discussion:  

1. Have you ever been sick or ill? What do you do to feel better? (they can share stories 
of when they were sick and were able to get better. Please make sure you handle 
this with care because some children may have chronic illness and therefore it is a 
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good time to affirm them that there is nothing wrong with them. God loves and is 
with them.) 

2. Why do you think Jesus was able to make all these people well? (He is the Son of God 
and loved and cared for people so much that he could heal them). 

3. What can you do to help someone who is sick? (Ask Jesus to make them better – 
pray for them. We can also do what we can to assist them.  Perhaps discuss with the 
children that sometimes people do not get better even if we pray for them, but our 
prayers do still help to make them stronger.  Jesus heals all of our hurts, not just 
sickness – so if we are sad, we can also go to Jesus and He will make us feel better) 

 
 

Songs:  Any songs to do with the body or Jesus performing miracles.  
 

Crafts: 
1. Jesus used His hands to heal people. We can also use our hands to pray for people.  

The children can make hand prints using paint or they can trace around their hands 
with a crayon and then colour in. 

2. If you discussed the story of the ten lepers, the following craft could be used: 

 
 
3. Make a “get-well” card for someone who is sick.  Some of the ideas used in the crafts 

above can perhaps be used for the card. 

Physical activities: 
1. Exercise helps to keep us healthy.  Do some exercises, play a game such as skipping 

or hopscotch or do relay races.  Perhaps create an obstacle course using whatever 
resources you have available.  The course could involve running around cones, 
crawling through tunnels made out of large cardboard boxes or under chairs, 
jumping over a number of ropes. 

2. Guess what is in the bag?  Place a number of items in a bag.  The children can take 
turns by feeling an item in the bag and guessing what it is without looking at it. 
(What it is like to be blind) 

3. First aid memory game.  Prepare a tray of medical first aid supplies for children to 
look at and try to remember all that is one the tray.  Cover the tray and then remove 
one item from the tray - the children need to guess what is missing. 
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4. Blind Walk: Blindfold the children.  Then ask them to skip, jump, walk, sit, touch their 
toes, scratch their nose etc.  Perhaps have children hold on to one another’s waists 
and walk with the teacher at the front.  The teacher can then ask the children to 
skip, jump walk, run hop etc. 

5. Using our senses:  You will need 2 or 3 things to smell such as cinnamon, shampoo, 
banana; 2 or 3 things to feel such as a piece of velvet, sandpaper, wet wash cloth; 2 
or 3 things to hear such as a bell ringing, water running, walking.  The children need 
to close their eyes and guess what each of these things are. 

6. Divide the children into teams. Children can take off their shoes and put them at the 
end of the playing area.  Then blindfold one child at a time from each team and have 
them run to the shoe pile and try to find their own shoes.  For younger ages, children 
could just remove one shoe instead of both.  N.B.  Do first check that no one is 
wearing the same shoes! 

7. Blind wanderings:  Have an area with 3 or 4 main “attractions” that can be shown to 
the children before they are blindfolded.  After being blindfolded, the teacher will 
tell the children to “wander” to one of the areas, such as .....to the piano ..... or to 
the colouring table  ......or to the big stuffed bear (where you send them will depend 
on what’s in your teaching space).  If the children are very young perhaps don’t 
blindfold them. 

 
Extra activity: If you know of anyone who is blind or deaf, this is a good time to have this 
person join your class and share what it is like to be blind and answer some questions 
from the children.  A deaf person could perhaps teach the children some sign language. 
 

Snack:  Make a healthy snack – such a fruit salad, carrots dipped in cream cheese or 
whatever works for you. 

Prayer: Dear God, we thank you that we are well today and that we can see the 
beautiful flowers and ...... (children can add things), and that we can hear our friends 
laughing and ..... (Children can add things) and that we can run around.  We pray for people 
who are sick today.  (Children can name people) – please help them to get well soon.  We 
thank you that you are God, and that you are always with us and that you are able to make 
us feel better. We thank you that you love and care for everyone.   
Amen. 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years): 
Lesson objectives: 

• To know that God heals. 

• To understand that healing may not always be physical healing. 

• To feel that God is always present and loves and cares for us  

• To pray for those who are not well and who need healing and to help them in 
practical ways. 
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Attention Grabber: 
Talk about when they have been sick –or their friends and family have been sick. 

Or 
The Lazarus challenge:  Each team is to use 1 roll of toilet paper to wrap up one of 
the people in their team.  The first team to finish wrapping Lazarus with the entire 
roll wins round 1.  There can also be a prize for the team who has done the best job!  
Once all the Lazarus’ have been wrapped up, the teacher can shout out, “Lazarus 
come out!”  The first Lazarus to free him/herself of all toilet paper is the winner of 
round 2. 

Or 
Refer to the younger children’s section on Physical Activities for other ideas. 

 
Today’s lesson is about Jesus’ healing power.  Jesus performed many miracles. 

1. What is a miracle? (When something happens that seems impossible.) 
2. Ask the children if they can name a few stories where Jesus healed people. 

N.B. Ensure the children understand the meaning of words such as blind, deafness, 
paralysed, lame, leprosy. Remember to be sensitive about the terms used. Differently abled 
for example is better to use than lame. 

 

Bible Story:   
For the Bible story today, it is suggested that the children are divided into groups.  The 
groups then need to identify the Bible story given by each of the Bible verses found below.  
Perhaps make it a competition for the groups to complete this in the fastest time. 
 

Mark 1:29-31 (Jesus heals Simon’s mother-in-law) 
Mark 2:1-5 (Jesus heals a paralysed man) 
Luke 17:11-19 (Jesus heals 10 men with leprosy) 
Luke 7:11-16 (Jesus raises a widow’s son) 
Matt 8:28-34 (Jesus heals man with demons) 
Luke 8:43 -48 (Jesus heals a woman who touched his cloak) 
Luke 8:40-42; 49-56 (Jesus heals Jarius’ daughter) 
Luke 18:35-43 (Jesus heals a blind beggar) 
John 5:1-9 (Jesus heals a paralysed man by the pool) 
John 9:1-2 (Jesus heals a man born blind) 
John 11:1-44 (Jesus raises Lazarus from the dead) 

 
The teacher can then assign one of the stories to each group or perhaps the groups can each 
decide for themselves which story they would like to choose.  Each group needs to read the 
story and then act out or mime the story to the rest of the class. The rest of the class can 
then guess what the story is.  Please note that the story of Lazarus is very long in the Bible, 
so perhaps no group should take this story on.  Below is an abbreviated version of the story 
which you can read to the children after the others have acted out their stories. 
 
N.B. Do put a time limit on this section so that there is enough time to cover some of the 
questions in the Discussion section of this lesson. 
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Lazarus rises from the dead  (John 11:1-44) 

Lazarus, Mary and Martha’s brother, felt ill.  The sisters immediately sent for Jesus, hoping 
He would come quickly and heal their brother.  But Jesus did not come straight away.  When 
He eventually arrived in Bethany, Lazarus had already been buried for 4 days.  Mary and 
Martha were grieving.  They knew that if Jesus had come in time, their brother would not 
have died.  Everyone was weeping.  Jesus also wept.  “Where have you put him?” Jesus 
asked. 
 
They took Jesus to the tomb where Lazarus was lying.  The tomb was a cave with a large 
stone that sealed the entrance.  Jesus asked them to roll the stone away.  Then He shouted, 
“Lazarus, come out!” 
 
Immediately, Lazarus came to life and stepped out of his tomb.  His hands and feet were still 
wrapped in the linen used to prepare the dead for burial.  A head cloth covered his face.  
But he was alive!  Lazarus had indeed risen from the dead!  People could not believe their 
eyes.  Everyone rejoiced.   
 

Discussion: 
(When discussing healing there are a number of complex issues and questions that are 
difficult to answer.  Different groups will have different needs e.g. some children may need 
advice on caring for a sick person, especially those who are part of child-headed households.  
It is important for you to decide what the needs of your class are and select questions from 
this section based on this.) 
 

1. Why do you think Jesus was able to heal? (Jesus is the Son of God) 
2. The story of the healing of Jarius’ daughter (Luke 8:40-42; 49-55) can be used to give 

practical advice on how to care for the sick.  Read this story together and then 
discuss what you can do to help someone who is sick. (Visit them, talk to them, help 
them to know that they are loved – Jesus took Jarius’ daughter by her hand – touch is 
often important for healing.  Also do something practical like taking food or a 
magazine for them to read – Jesus asks her parents to get her food.  Pray for them – 
pray that Jesus will heal and be with them and comfort them.  Pray for doctors and 
nurses and all those involved in the work of healing. Simon’s mother in law) 

3. Do you think God still performs miracles today?  Can you think of any examples? 
 
Discuss that sometimes what we may consider a co-incidence may in fact be something 
bigger.  Here is an example: 
“One day we had driven to the park to take our dogs for a walk. Our son was there with 
some friends playing ball. One of his friends was stung by a bee and started to swell up. 
None of the boys knew what to do or how serious this was. We just happened to walk 
past, could get him in the car and take him to hospital – in a rush. As he got into the 
hospital he collapsed. There they rushed him into emergency and treated him and he 
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survived. Was it a miracle that we were there and able to help?  It felt like God’s hand in 
the situation.” 
Can you think of anything that has happened to you that may have been a miracle – 
even something small – perhaps something you thought was just a co-incidence? 
Look out for those everyday things that happen that we call co-incidences – could they 
not in fact be “God-incidences”? 
 

4. Sometimes people do not get better, even if we pray for them.  Does this mean that 
God has not answered our prayer?  (No! God hears our prayers and from the many 
stories we read about in the Bible where Jesus heals, we learn of God’s love for people 
and we can be sure that God does not wish us to suffer – Jesus wept when He learnt of 
Lazarus’ death.  We must always remember that God is love and God is mystery.  We 
can’t ever fully understand God but we can trust God and feel God’s love.)  
 
God does not send illness as punishment. Illness may be a consequence of what we do. 
Fr example some forms of cancer can be ascribed to what we eat. Sometimes innocent 
people suffer because of what others do, for example, because others pollute the air a 
little baby may get a bad chest infection.  It is important to understand that it is not 
because a person lacks faith or is not good enough that he /she is not healed– Jesus was 
a perfect, good person and yet He did not escape suffering. 
 
Also be aware that just because your prayer has not been answered in a way you hoped 
for i.e. physical healing, there may have been some other healing e.g. emotional or 
spiritual. 
 
It is interesting to note that often when Jesus healed people he also challenged unjust 
systems. Jesus wanted to heal more than just bodies. He healed people’s minds and 
hearts and challenged taboos and prejudice. For example, he healed on the Sabbath.) 
 

5. Even if people are not healed in the way we hoped, how do the prayers of others 
help? (They give courage and help people to cope with sickness.  They give people 
inner strength, even when things are not good.) 

 

Craft:  Refer to the younger children’s section for ideas to use or adapt. 

Physical activity: Refer to the younger children’s section for ideas to use or adapt 
 

Songs:   

Prayer: Make use of an open form of prayer.  Look at the younger children’s prayer for 
ideas. 
References:  www.sermons4kids.com 

http://www.sermons4kids.com/
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 The Transfiguration of 
Christ 

Sixth Sunday after Epiphany 
 

Reading:   2 Kings 2:1-12, Psalm 50:1-6, 2 Corinthians 4:3-6, Mark 9: 2-9 
Theme:  An invitation to meet with God. 
Memory verse:  YOUNGER ‘Lord it’s good to be here,” Peter exclaimed.  Mark 9:5 
OLDER ‘We couldn’t be surer of what we saw and heard – God’s glory, God’s voice. The 
prophetic word was confirmed to us. You’ll do well to keep focusing on it. It’s the one light 
you have in a dark time as you wait for daybreak and the rising of the Morning star in your 
hearts.”     2 Peter 1:19 

 
  

Information for the teacher: 
 
Today we move from Advent, Christmas and Epiphany to the Transfiguration and Lent.  Lent is a time to prepare 
for Easter and to look at our lives to see if we can change and walk closer with God. 
 
The Transfiguration of Christ is a story that reveals God’s glory. Mark, the writer of the gospel, uses language that 
is full of images and symbols. In the bible there are many examples of how people met with God when they were 
on mountain tops and away from people and distractions. The belief was the higher you got the closer you got to 
God but we now know that we can connect with God in many different places                                                                                                              
 
Some examples of mountain top experiences are of Moses going up Mt Sinai and receiving the 10 
commandments. The mountain was covered with a cloud and Moses face was transfigured.  Jesus' shining face 
and clothes show (according to common symbolism of the time) the presence of God in the person of Jesus.  The 
cloud that covered them is also a sign of the presence of God; as in the Exodus story, a pillar of cloud protected 
the Israelites - the visible sign that God was with God's people.                                                                                                           
 
The appearance of Moses and Elijah with Jesus represent the Law and the Prophets. The voice from the cloud 
reminds us of the voice heard at Jesus' baptism. It speaks not only of Jesus' identity but also of his relationship to 
God. He is loved by God and people are to ‘‘Listen to him!’ If the Israelites were to listen to Moses and the 
revelation from the old mountain, how much more are they to LISTEN to Jesus from the new mountain.                                                                                                 
The Transfiguration reveals that Jesus is God's beloved son not just a law- giver or a prophet.  Jesus is the new 
Moses, the one who will lead the new people (represented by the three disciples) and which includes each one of 
us. For this reason, when the three disciples raise their eyes the only one they see is Jesus; Moses and Elijah have 
disappeared their mission is over, they have presented the Messiah, the new prophet, the new law-giver, to the 
world. It is Jesus who, through his presence, teaches the truth of the prophets and makes obedience to the 
commandment of love possible through the grace that he gives.  
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Lesson Suggestions:  

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives: 

• Know: That God meets with us in our daily lives.  

• Feel:  Excited that we able to meet with God. 

• Do:  Help to explore how Church can be a place where everyone can experience 
God’s love and care. 

 

 Attention Grabber:   
Have a number of pictures of mountains and beautiful places in nature.  Also have the 
words “LORD IT IS GOOD TO BE HERE” printed in a ‘bright cloud’ and have one of these 
cut out for each child. Gather and welcome the children. Look at the pictures and ask 
which place do the children like best and why? They place their ‘cloud’ at the place they 
really enjoy.  Ask what is their favourite place and why? (These are not the pictures, and 
may include a walk in the park, or on the beach etc.) Mention that some places are very 
special and that Church is a special place. Why?  Lead into the lesson saying that today is 
the last Sunday of Epiphany (explain) we are going to hear what happened when Jesus 
and his friends climbed a mountain. Look at the picture of the mountain and ask if any of 
the children have climbed a mountain. 
 

 Bible Story:  Mark 9:2-10 – The Transfiguration of Jesus 
 
Read the story from the Bible and then summarise the story, speaking with expression and 
action. Have the children participate in the story as they take turns to mime each part of the 
reading. 
 

Review Questions:  
(Show the children a picture of the Transfiguration as you discuss these questions) 

1. Where did Jesus take Peter, James and John? 
2. What did they see? 
3. What did they hear? 
4. Why was it such a special place? (It was a special place because it was the place of 

God’s sign of special love for Jesus.) 
 

Application Questions:  
How can the Church be a special place where everyone finds it good to be?  
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Think of something that makes church special for you?  
In what ways is church a special place of God’s love? 
‘Church’ is not only the building but also it is the people that gather there to worship God.  
 

Prayer:  Dear God thank You that you always meet with us. Help us to show your love 
to all people so that they may want to worship you. 
AMEN 
 

Craft: 
Have a number of magazines that have pictures of nature, animals, plants, birds…. Have the 

children paste their ‘bright cloud’ in the centre of a blank sheet of paper and then 
cut out pictures from the magazines and paste them and around their ‘cloud.’  

 
OR The Craft at the end of the lesson. 
 

Songs: Sing songs of praise.   
 
 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 
Lesson objectives: 

• Know:  That God is with us every moment of our lives.   

• Feel: To feel secure that God is always with us. 

• Do: Live our lives so that others may encounter God.  
 

 Attention Grabber: Our Mountaintop Experiences. 
Ask the group to share moments when they felt closest to God. That might be called a 
mountain top experience 
 
After they have shared go on to say that this is the experience that Peter, James and 
John had on the top of Mount Tabor when they saw Jesus’ face change and his clothes 
become sparkiling white. They wanted that moment to last forever.  
 

 Bible Story:  Mark 9: 2-9 – The Transfiguration of Jesus 
Perhaps use children who can read well to do a dramatic reading of the transfiguration of 
Jesus. 
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Application Questions: 
 

• How might the transfiguration experience be part of our lives?  

• Do we fully recognise our "mountaintop experiences"?  

• Do we still see Jesus’ glory in these, or do we write them off as unimportant compared to all 
the other ‘stuff’ in our daily lives? 

• Jesus was transfigured before his Gethsemane experience; how might our mountaintop 
experiences help us during the times we spend in the valley - in our dark times?  

• How might our experiences bring hope and faith to our communities? 

 

Prayer:  The group can stand in a circle, each holding an unlit candle. You light your 
candle and then the next, who will light the next and so on. As you light them recall how 
they are used referring to the light they represent. Then remind them Jesus shines brighter 
than any of them or all of them together.   
When all the candles are lit sing the song Shine Jesus Shine.  
 
 Then say together the prayer of St. Ignatius of Loyola: 

Fill us, we pray, Lord, with your light and life 
That we may show your wondrous glory 

Grant that your love may fill our lives 
That we may count nothing too small to do for you 

Nothing too much to give, 
And nothing too hard to bear 

Through Christ, our Lord 
Amen 

 Craft:  Transfiguration of Jesus sun-catcher – see end of lesson 
 

  Songs:  Sing songs of praise 
 

  Worksheet: A crossword and a word unscramble can be found at the end of this 
lesson 

Answers to word scramble:  bright, shine, face, voice, to change 
Answers to crossword:  3 across: transfigured; 9 across: Moses; 2 down: voice; 4 down: afraid; 1 down: Jesus;  

       10 across: only; 8 across: risen; 7 across: Elijah; 6 down: restore; 5 down: understood 

References: 
www.calvary-kids-pages.com 
www.sermons4kids.com 
 

 

http://www.calvary-kids-pages.com/
http://www.sermons4kids.com/
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TRANSFIGURATION OF JESUS ~ CRAFT 

 
 
This "sun-catcher" is meant to resemble the 
transfiguration of Jesus.  “His face shone like 
the sun, and His clothes became as white as 
the light” Matt 17: 2  
 
 
To make this craft you will need: 
White cardboard 
Wax paper  
Crayons or coloured pencils 
Sticky Tape 
Scissors 
And either draw your own picture of Jesus or 
ask the children to draw a picture of Jesus but 
it must fit into an oval shape. 
 
Instructions: 
Colour the background behind Jesus - It can be as simple as rays of light to as detailed as a 
mountain scene with clouds. 
Then cut out the oval around the image and the image of Jesus. 
Stick wax paper to the back so the light can shine through Jesus. 
Use string, sticky tape or press stick to hang it on a window or a light/lamp. Kids love shining 
a torch through it too!! 
 
Optional idea: To make it "gift quality" or sturdy enough for younger children to play 
with, you could laminate it. 

 

 

Background 

Oval shape 

Jesus figure 

http://www.catholicinspired.com/2012/03/transfiguration-of-jesus-craft.html
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 THE TRANSFIGURATION  

(MATTHEW 17:1-13) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

3 ACROSS  "Now after six days Jesus took Peter, James, and John his brother, brought them up 
on a high mountain by themselves, and was _____ before them..." MATTHEW 17:1-2 

9 ACROSS  "And behold, _____ and Elijah appeared to them, talking with Him." MATTHEW 17:3 
2 DOWN  "While he was still speaking, behold, a bright cloud overshadowed them; and suddenly 

a _____ came out of the cloud, saying, 'This is My beloved Son, in whom I am well 
pleased. Hear Him!' "MATTHEW 17:5 

4 DOWN  "And when the disciples heard it, they fell on their faces and were greatly _____." 
MATTHEW 17:6 

1 DOWN  "But _____ came and touched them and said, 'Arise, and do not be afraid.' MATTHEW 
17:7 

10 ACROSS  "And when they had lifted up their eyes, they saw no one but Jesus _____. 
MATTHEW 17:8 

8 ACROSS  "Now as they came down from the mountain, Jesus commanded them, saying, 'Tell the 
vision to no one until the Son of Man is _____ from the dead.' MATTHEW 17:9 

7 ACROSS  "And His disciples asked Him, saying, 'Why then do the scribes say that _____ must 
come first?' MATTHEW 17:10 

6 DOWN  "Then Jesus answered and said to them, 'Elijah truly is coming first and will _____ all 
things.' MATTHEW 17:11 

5 DOWN           "Then the disciples _____ that He spoke to them of John the Baptist."  
MATTHEW 17:13 
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 “Temptation          
First Sunday of Lent 

 
Reading:   Mark 1:9-15  
Themes:  Temptation; Saying no to sin 
Memory verse:  Jesus said to him, ”Away from me, Satan.  For it is written, “Worship the 
Lord your God, and serve Him only” (Matt 4:10)  

Information for the teacher: 
The theme for today is temptation.  The Bible story is the temptation of Jesus in the desert.  
It uses the story from Matthew as the Mark story of the temptation is very short. The lesson 
will also discuss stories of temptation from the Old Testament, such as the story of Adam 
and Eve and the Israelites in the wilderness worshipping a golden calf.  Jesus did not 
succumb to temptation while the Israelites did.  Why?  The Israelites had forgotten God's 
promises. They strayed away from God.  Jesus however was rooted in God and saw evil for 
what it was, hence, His statement, “Away from me Satan!” (Matt 4:10).  
 
As today is the beginning of Lent we will discuss the meaning of Lent. Lent was originally 
used as a time of preparation for those to be baptised or confirmed on Easter Day. Today, 
Lent is observed as a 40-day period before Easter. We remember Jesus' time in the 
wilderness. It is a time of reflection, study, and prayer to help us draw closer to God, just as 
Jesus spent 40 days in the desert, reflecting and spending time in prayer and drawing closer 
to God.   
 
The Church encourages prayer, fasting, and giving during Lent as ways we can turn our 
hearts and minds to God.  During this time, we attempt to incorporate activities in our daily 
lives which strengthen us.  Many people “give up” something important to them for the 40 
days of Lent, just as Jesus fasted for 40 days – they make a personal sacrifice.  Apart from 
‘giving up’ something, we are also encouraged to give of ourselves to God as we journey 
with Jesus during this period. 
 
Lent begins with Ash Wednesday. On Ash Wednesday, ashes are placed on peoples’ 
foreheads as a sign of sorrow for sinning against God. The custom of placing ashes on the 
forehead as a sign of repentance dates back to Old Testament times: “So I turned to the 
Lord God and pleaded with him in prayer and petition, in fasting, and in sackcloth and ashes.  
I prayed to the Lord my God and confessed (Daniel 9:3-5). Placing ashes on the forehead has 
been done in the Catholic Church since in 1091 A.D. 
 
During today’s lesson we will encourage the children to commit to taking on something for 
this season of Lent. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To understand that temptation happens to all of us. 

• Help to deal with our temptations.  

• To be introduced to the concept of Lent 
 

 Attention Grabber:   
Give each child a few treats such as smarties or chips. Then say: “I have given you each 
something very nice to eat, but no matter what I say or do, you may not eat what I have 
given you until the game is over” 
Begin to have a taste of your own snack and say. “This is really good.  Why are you not 
eating yours?” 
“What if I look away, are any of you going to have a quick bite?  Let’s try!”  Look away 
and listen for anyone who may be eating the snack.   
Look back at them.  “Who had a bite while I was not looking?”  Respond with “well done” 
or “oh dear”, depending on what happened. 
 

“This game is now over – you may now eat your snack!  What I have been trying to do is 
tempt you.  The word “tempt” means to try to get you to do something you have been told 
not to do.  Today we are going to learn how Jesus was tempted to do something wrong – do 
you think He did it?  Let’s listen to the story.” 

 
 

 Bible Story:  The temptation of Jesus Mk 1:9-15 but include Matt 4:1-11) – 
 
You can tell this story using the discussion below. 

  Discussion: 
Shortly after Jesus was baptised, He went into the desert for 40 days and 40 nights to be 
with God.  During this time, Jesus did not eat any food.  He spent this time praying to God. 
 
While Jesus was in the desert He was tempted. What is meant by the word “tempted”? (It 
means when you think about doing something you know you are not supposed to do or you 
know is wrong). 
 
Do you think it was God who was tempting Jesus? (No! God doesn’t want us to do wrong.  
We are the ones who are tempted. Some people blame this on the devil or Satan. Whatever 
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we believe temptation concerns things and people that keep us away from God and doing 
good) 
 
How was Jesus tempted?  Well, Jesus was very hungry, so the devil suggested that Jesus 
change the rocks around him into bread.  Do you think Jesus did that? (No! – this was from 
the devil and Jesus would never do something that the devil told Him to do) 
 
Then the devil tempted Jesus to show off. Jesus was tempted to show everyone how great 
he was and that God would do special, miraculous things for him. Do you think Jesus did 
this?  
 
The devil also tempted Jesus with power and riches. Jesus was tempted to become a 
powerful, rich king. But Jesus knew this was not the right way to go. He knew that he would 
no longer be doing what God wanted him to do if he succumbed to temptation. And so, 
Jesus affirmed that we are to worship and serve only God. 
 

Questions 
Do you think Jesus struggled with temptation? 
Despite the temptation Jesus managed to resist it. How? Do you think you can? 
(We can read the Bible and go to Church to learn more about Jesus and what He would do; 
we can pray to Jesus to ask Him to help us to always do good) 
 
Further Discussion 
Do you know that just as there are 4 seasons in a year – Summer, Autumn, Winter, Spring, 
so the Church has seasons that we celebrate at different times of the year.  Who knows 
what season the Church is celebrating at the moment?  (Lent) 
 
Who knows what Lent is? (It is the 40 days before Easter, starting with Ash Wednesday.  
During this time we remember the 40 days Jesus spent in the desert, praying to God and not 
eating any food.  During Lent, people try to follow what Jesus did in the desert by praying 
more or giving up something that they really enjoy.  What is something you really enjoy?  
During Lent people often give up something like chocolate or watching television, or they 
may choose to use their pocket money to buy something for someone needy) 
 
We may want to give up something in Lent that is starting to control us. Jesus had to give up 
what controlled his life so he could hear God and be with God. It is giving up something that 
is coming between us and God so we can connect with God better.  
It may not be giving up something. It may be doing something extra like reading or 
meditating that helps us to focus on the inner person and to grow and to be better 
connected to God. 
 
If you think your children are old enough, encourage them to think about something they 
would like to give up or take on during this Lent 
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Prayer:   
Before the prayer, ask the children if any of them attended the Ask Wednesday Service for 
this Lent.  Discuss that on Ash Wednesday, ash is put on each person’s forehead to remind us 
to be sorry for all the bad things we have done – ask the children to think about all the bad 
things they have done and encourage them to try to not do these bad things again. 
 
Dear Lord Jesus.  We are sorry for all the bad things we do. (Children can add to this). Help 
us to not do these bad things again. Help us to follow you in all that we do.  Help us to read 
our Bibles and pray everyday and go to Church so that we can learn more about you and 
always do what is right.  Amen.   
 

Craft: Trace each child’s foot. On the footprint can be written, “I want to walk in 
the footsteps of Jesus”.  If your children are old enough to give up something or take 
on something for Lent, you can ask the children what they intend doing and then 
include it on the footprint, “This Lent I am going to ..........” 

 
Ideas for giving up or taking on something could include giving up chocolate, watching less 
TV, trying not to fight with sisters or brothers, bringing some of their pocket money each 
week for collection, reading the Bible more.  If your children do take on something for Lent, 
remember to ask them each of the coming weeks if they have managed to do what they 
promised to do during Lent. 
 
Perhaps the class could take on something together, such as bringing a few coins every 
week – at the end of Lent, this money could be used to buy something for the needy. 
 
The footprints drawn this week can either be taken home by each child as a reminder of the 
lesson, or they can all be stuck on a large poster or wall, making a path towards a cross. 
 

Physical activities:  Play tug-of-war.  Ask the children why we are playing this game. 
(Sometimes we want to do good and at other times we do not – it’s almost as if there was a 
tug-of-war going on in us).  
 

Older children (7 – 13 years) 

 
Lesson objectives: 

• To learn about the temptation of Jesus 

• To understand the difference between temptation and sin, and how to resist 
temptation 

• To learn about the season of Lent  
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• To encourage the children to make a personal sacrifice of giving up 
something or taking on something. 

 

 Attention Grabber: Play a game of “Tug-of-war“ 

Today we will be looking at the fight between good and evil, which is like a tug of war. We 
struggle within ourselves as like Paul says n Romans 7:15-24 

 
 

 Bible Story:  The temptation of Jesus (Matt 4:1-11 the Mark passage is very 
short) – this can be read from any Bible and you can also use the discussion from the 
younger group lesson as a basis. 
 

Review Questions: 
1. Where was Jesus when He was tempted? (in the desert) 
2. For how many days was Jesus tempted? (40 days and 40 nights) 
3. What did Jesus do every time Satan tried to get Him to do wrong?  (Jesus quoted a 

scripture from the word of God) 
 

Application Questions / Discussion 
1. Perhaps re-read the Bible passage again.  What stood out most for you in this 

passage? (Give the children a chance to answer this question; Responses could 
possibly include: Jesus knew His Bible; the angels attended Him – God is always with 
you) 

2. True / False – God tempts people.  (No! God doesn’t want us to do wrong.  Being 
human we are tempted. Some say it is the devil or Satan who tries to keep us away 
from God and doing good) 

3. Why do you think it was necessary for Jesus to undergo temptation?  (Temptation is 
part of the human experience.  For Jesus to be fully human, for Him to understand 
completely our human nature, He had to face temptation) 

4. What is the meaning of: 
 a) temptation? (It is the enticement to do wrong.  It is when you think about doing 
something you know you shouldn’t do 
b) sin?  (You do what you know you shouldn’t do.  Note that temptation is NOT a sin –
giving into it is.  Jesus was tempted but He never sinned.) 

5. What temptations do you face? (Give the children some time to answer this question.  
Here are a few examples of temptation you can discuss with them. 

 
1. There is a bowl of sweets on the table.  Your mother notices that you are looking 

at the sweets and says,” Don’t eat any of those sweets until after supper or you 
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will spoil your appetite.”  The sweets look so good and the temptation is great!  
Surely just one little bite won’t hurt – and mom will never know the difference! 

 
2. “Put away your books and take out one sheet of paper and a pencil,” the teacher 

said.  “We are going to take our weekly spelling test”.  You have an empty feeling 
in the pit of your stomach.  You knew that you were going to have a spelling test 
today, but you watched TV last night and you are not ready for the test.  As the 
test begins, you look around the room and realise you have a clear view of your 
friend’s paper.  “It won’t hurt if I look at my friend’s paper just this once”, I think 
to myself.  “I promise I’ll never do it again....” 

 
The season of Lent 
Do you know that just as there are 4 seasons in a year – Summer, Autumn, Winter, 
Spring, so the Church has seasons that we celebrate at different times of the year.  
Who knows what season the Church is celebrating at the moment?  (Lent) Who 
knows what Lent is? (It is the 40 days before Easter, starting with Ash Wednesday.  
Lent is the time to prepare your heart and mind for Easter.  Just as Jesus spent 40 
days in the desert fasting and praying, bringing Himself closer to God, so Lent is for 
us a time of fasting and prayer to think about all that Jesus gave up for us on the 
cross.  People choose to “give up” something that is personally important to them for 
the period of Lent – they make a personal sacrifice – a reminder again of what Jesus 
gave for us.  Some people give up eating meat, others sweets, or a favourite regular 
activity such as watching television!  Others may take something on such as alms 
giving – whatever we “give up”, the money we save can go to the needy, or perhaps 
save a portion of your pocket money for the needy.  You can also give of your time 
and goods to those in need.  Perhaps you want to take on the commitment of praying 
and reading the Bible everyday, if you don’t do so already.  Encourage the children to 
“give up” or take something on this Lent.  Perhaps even commit to a class project e.g. 
prepare a set of Bible readings for the children to follow throughout the time of Lent 
or perhaps collect money to put towards a group project). 
What happens at an Ash Wednesday service?  Ashes are placed on people’s 
foreheads as a sign of sorrow for sinning against God.  

 
Did you know? 

Ash Wednesday originated in Old Testament times.  In Bible times, people who repented 
of their sins sometimes wore sack cloth (rough, scratchy cloth) and dabbed themselves 
with ashes or sat in ashes (Isaiah 58:5 and Deuteronomy 9:3; Jonah 3:6) 
 

 Discussion: Links with other faiths 
 
Many of our children live in multi faith situations and are aware of other faiths such as Islam 
and Judaism. They may know that Muslims fast during Ramadan and Jews fast over Pesach. 
Christians also have a tradition of fasting. But Christians are less governed by law as Jesus 
set us free from the law. However, this freedom does not mean that we do wrong. 
However, Christians do have a tradition of fasting. We fast as a way that can help us to draw 
closer to God. 
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 Craft: Make a pretzel.  See the information at the end of this lesson regarding 
the pretzel.  If you do not have the time to make the dough for the pretzel in class, then 
perhaps have dough ready for the children to shape.  If you do not have dough you 
could make a pretzel out of anything else you have, coloured paper, sticks, stones, 
buttons, wool. This is called using loose parts. The children use what they are given to 
make the shape of a pretzel. They then make it away at the end of the activity or the 
lesson if you have used buttons or other things that you want to keep to use again.   
Another option is to use paper mâché. 

 

  Worksheet:  wordsearch at the end of the lesson  
 

Physical activity:  Prepare a firm piece of board labelled the “Word of Truth”.  Ball up 
some socks.  Have one student try to cross the room while the others throw socks at him / 
her.  The children can be all around this child, so that socks are thrown from all directions. 
Then give the student the cardboard to use as a shield – label it, “The Word of God”.  
Discuss how it is easier to navigate temptation with the Word of God on our side. (You could 
ask the children what they think the shield is. What is it that helps them to stand up against 
temptation?) 

 

Prayer:  God, our Father, I offer you today, all I think and do and say.  I offer it with 
what was done on earth by Jesus Christ, your Son.   
Continue by praying the Lord’s Prayer, with particular emphasis on, “Lead us not into 
temptation”. 
References: 
http://www.sermons4kids.com 
http://www.sundayschoolkids.com 
http://sundayschoolsources.com 
http://www.sundayschoolnetwork.com 
https://www.highlights.com/activities_for_parents_and_kids/recipes_from_high_five/how_
to_make_soft_pretzels 
Learning Centre for Advent and Lent, Doris Murphy, Twenty-third Publications, 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sermons4kids.com/
http://www.sundayschoolkids.com/
http://sundayschoolsources.com/
http://www.sundayschoolnetwork.com/
https://www.highlights.com/activities_for_parents_and_kids/recipes_from_high_five/how_to_make_soft_pretzels
https://www.highlights.com/activities_for_parents_and_kids/recipes_from_high_five/how_to_make_soft_pretzels
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The Legend of the Lenten Pretzel 

Perhaps the easiest and most significant Lenten food custom is to serve a small pretzel to 
each family member with meals during Lent.  The pretzel is a symbol of prayer and fasting. 
 
The pretzel was the Christian Lenten bread as far back as the fifth century.  In the Roman 
Empire, the faithful Christians kept a strict fast all through Lent: no butter, eggs, cheese, 
cream, or meat.  They ate bread made of water, flour and salt. 
 
To remind themselves that Lent was a time of prayer, they shaped the bread into the form 
of arms, crossed in prayer – in those days they crossed their arms over their chests while 
praying, as shown in the diagram below. 

 
Today in many European places, pretzels are served only from Ash Wednesday to Easter, 
thus keeping the ancient symbolism alive. 

 

Every time you see a pretzel, remember prayer! 

Recipe for pretzels 

(makes 3 large pretzels) 
Ingredients: 
10 g yeast – 1 small packet     ½ teaspoon salt 
1 tablespoon of sugar     1 egg (optional) 
2 cups flour 
For topping: mixture of cinnamon and sugar or coarse salt or sesame seeds  
 Method: 

1. Preheat oven to 2000C.  (If you do not have the time or facilities at church to bake, 
then the children can take their pretzel home on a paper plate, with instructions for 
baking.) 

2. Sprinkle yeast onto ¾ cup of warm water.  Add a tablespoon of sugar and stir.  Let 
mixture stand for a few minutes until the mixture foams. 

3. Put flour and salt into a bowl.  Add the yeast mixture and stir. 
4. Now knead the dough until it is smooth – if too sticky, add a bit more flour. 
5. Roll pieces of dough into ropes and make the shape of a pretzel 
6. Beat an egg with a fork. 
7. Brush pretzels with the beaten egg and sprinkle topping on. 
8. Bake the pretzels for 15 min or until light brown 
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The great burden 

Second Sunday of Lent 
 

 
Readings:   Mark 8:31-38 
Theme:  Taking up your cross - Hard decision to make when following Jesus 
Memory verse: Jesus said, ”If anyone wants to follow me they must forget self and carry their cross 
ad follow Jesus.” “For whoever wants to save their own life will lose it; but whoever loses their life 
for me will save it.” 

  

Information for the teacher: 
 
In Mark 8:31-38 Jesus predicts his death for the first time. Biblical scholars today think that this prediction was 
added in after the death of Jesus rather than having actually happened before his death. This is possible as the 
gospels were all written after the death of Jesus. 
 
In this passage there are three main ideas:  

1. When Jesus speaks about his own death, he clarifies his identity as the Messiah/Christ. 
2. The reaction of the disciples is because a disciple must die the same way as his master/teacher dies. 

When Peter gets upset it’s understandable as no one would want to die, especially by crucifixion. 
3. In the passage Jesus refers to Peter as Satan. Peter misunderstood the nature of Jesus Messiahship. 

Peter was hoping that Jesus would conquer the Romans. In his gospel Mark corrects this perception of 
Peter showing that Jesus was going to be crucified. 

 
In this lesson we pick up on the fact that it is not always easy to follow Jesus and to stand for what is good.  
Jesus says that being a follower doesn’t necessarily mean it will be an easy journey. For Jesus' followers it could 
result in persecution and even death. 
 
In verse 36-37 Jesus speaks of losing one's life. The difficult choice to follow Jesus moulds us to become more 
like how God created us to be.  By following Jesus, we become our true self which is in the image of God. 
 
. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To help children understand that it’s not always easy to stand up for what is right. 

• To be aware that people are not always going to like what we say just as they did not always 
like what Jesus said. 

 

 Attention Grabber:  Two truths and a lie 
One person at a time will need to tell two things that are true about them and one that is a lie, the 

rest of the group needs to figure out which one is a lie. 
 

  Bible Story:  
In this story we hear Jesus say some things that upset his disciples. He tells his disciples that he is 

going to die and Peter doesn’t like hearing Jesus say this. It was like getting a new 
teacher and your teacher then tells you that they are leaving. 

 
Jesus was telling the disciples something very important, when he was telling them that he was 

going to die he was telling them that he was the Messiah, he was also telling them that 
being a follower of Jesus wasn’t going to be easy that you would need to make sacrifices 
and in the case of the disciples some of them like Jesus may have to die. 

Discussion 
Ask the group if they’ve ever been playing with friends and another child wants to play with your 
group and your one friend says no. You don’t want to make your friend cross by going to play with 
the person who has no friends because your friend may not play with you later on but it is also 
wrong to leave anyone out, what would you do? 
 

• What do you think it means to carry your cross?   

• Do everyone's' problems look the same? 

• Why are some people's problems harder than others? 

•  

• If your friend is struggling with a hard problem how can you help? 
 
 

Songs: 
 

Activity:  Stained Glass Crosses. 
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There are two ways in which to make these, the 1st is to colour in cardboard with multiple wax 
crayon colours, and then paint over it with black paint and then cut the cardboard into crosses. (this 
all needs to be done before the lesson or at the beginning of the lesson in time to allow the paint to 
dry). 
The 2nd way is you can buy the cardboard already prepared. You will still need to cut the cardboard 
into crosses. 
You will need to give each child a cross and something sharp (a wooden skewer/stick) works well, 
each child then scratches the black paint off to reveal the colours behind. 
The craft shows us that sometimes something sharp/painful can reveal something beautiful. (when 
bad things happen something good comes from it.)  
Those children that can cut can do so. 
 
 

Other activity suggestions:  
Have all the children stand in a line and put their hands on the waist of the person in front of them. 
The last person in line tucks one end of a scarf in their back pocket, belt, waist band. The first person 
in the line needs to try to grab the scarf from the back of the last person. 
 
Once the first person has grabbed the scarf, they then put the scarf in their back pocket and they 
become the end of the line and the next person in line becomes the front. 
 
This game shows that we must all work together and we can all be called to do the right thing. 

Prayer:  
Dear God, 
Sometimes it’s hard to do the right thing. We pray that when we have to make hard decisions that 
we will listen to you, knowing that you are there to help us make the right decision. 
Amen. 
 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years): 

Lesson objectives: 

• To understand that it’s not always easy to stand up for what is right. 

• To know that standing/telling the truth doesn’t always mean you won’t get into trouble.  
 

  Attention Grabber:  Two truths and a lie 
   One person at a time will need to tell two things that are true about them and one that is a lie, the 

rest of the group needs to figure out which one is a lie. 

  Bible Story:  
    I would suggest you read this story from a bible but read it three times. Have the children sit and 
listen with their eyes closed and the second time they hear it to play it in their heads as if they are 
watching a movie. And the third time to pick up anything they haven’t heard. (Often we hear the 
same passages over and over and then we don’t actually hear all the passage.) 
I would then ask the group what they heard. 
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Discussion 
 
One of the things that will probably come up is that Jesus calls Peter Satan. So, ask them if they think 

that Jesus really thinks Peter is Satan.  

What do you think Jesus meant by calling Peter Satan? 

Ask them what they think Jesus means by taking up their cross and following Jesus? 

Do you think that following Jesus means you have to die?  

In this day and age what do you think the modern cross is? 

Is it hard to stand up for what is right? 

Do you think you could tell the truth if it meant that you would get into trouble? 

What examples do we have today of people who have been persecuted for doing the right thing? 

(Some examples could include those who fought in the apartheid such as Steve Biko and Phakamile 

Mabija. More recently Thuli Madonsela (the public protector) and Jacques Pauw who wrote the 

book the Presidents keepers). More internationally one could think of Julain Assange, the WikiLeaks 

creator) 

 
 

Activity: 
Stain glass crosses. The older children do the colouring with the many colours themselves. But there 
will need to be time for the black paint to dry.  
 

Songs:   
 

Physical Activity suggestions:  
Protect the president 
Have one person to be the President and one person to be the body guard. 
The rest of the group has to try and get the President out by hitting him/her with the ball. The body 
guard has to try and protect the President. 
If the body guard it is hit by the ball the game continues if the president is hit the president needs to 
return to the group and the body guard then becomes president and the teacher then picks another 
child to be the body guard. 
 

Prayer:  
Dear God, 
 
We pray for strength and guidance when making the right decisions, especially if the decisions we 
make are not comfortable for us. 
We pray for wisdom to know what the right decision to make. 
 
Amen 
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Jesus clears the temple  

Third Sunday of Lent 

 
 
Reading:  John 2:13-21 
Theme:  Jesus clears the temple 
Memory verse: Stop making God's house a market place (17) 

 

Information for the teacher: 
 
In John this story comes at the start of Jesus ministry. The temple leaders, that is the Pharisees had 

become powerful and were running a system that exploited the poor. The poor people came to the 

temple to make sacrifices. They had to exchange their money to special temple money before they 

could buy the pigeon, sheep or cow that they were going to sacrifice. The money changers were 

overcharging and cheating the people.  This meant that the poor were often excluded from the 

temple. The system worked to the priest’s advantage and they became rich at the expense of the 

poor. Jesus stood for justice and what was right. He challenged the unjust system by turning over the 

tables and exposing the corruption. Jesus exposure of and challenge to the unjust system angered 

the Pharisees. 

In this lesson we will look at modern situations where poor or vulnerable people are hurt. We could 

look at church organisations that demand money or consider whether there are consequences of 

not paying money to the church. Are today’s priests getting wealthy at the expense of their 

congregations. This is often the case with certain evangelists who become popular.  

You could also look at situations that are relevant to the children such as shy children at school, or 

poor children who are teased because they do not have smart clothes.  
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 

 
Lesson Objectives:  

• To help the children to see where there is exploitation of others and that it is wrong. 

• To help give them courage to stand for what is right.  
 

Attention Grabber: 
 Have some tins, stones or lego. Build a tower and then knock it down. The children can build some 
towers and then knock them over. You could also use skittles that get knocked over. 
 
Feelings game 
Explain to the children what a feeling is.  Feelings are happy, sad, glad, angry etc. Good and bad are 
not really feelings.  Then go round and ask the children, “how do you feel?”   
 

Bible Story: John 
  
Tell the story. You can add in sound effects of the animals and pigeons. 
 

Discussion: Choose some of these questions to talk about with the children. 
1. If you went into a church and saw things that were wrong, what would you do? 
2. How else do you think Jesus could have handled this? 
3. Why was Jesus so angry? 
4. Do you get angry when you see things that are wrong? What makes you angry? What makes 

you glad? What makes you sad? 
5. What do you do when you get angry? Are there better ways you could deal with your anger? 
6. Is it OK to be angry?  How do you express your anger? 

 
 

Craft:   
 
Painting to music 
Put some music on. Try and find music that expresses emotions. Then ask the children to listen to 

the music and to paint as the music makes them feel. You could do a few different types of 
music, some soft and relaxing others loud and fast etc. 

 
Make a stress ball 
Introduce this by saying that a stress ball could help us to deal with our emotions. You will need 

balloons and flour. Put flour in a balloon and cover it with another balloon or use a very thick 
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one.  Tie a knot at the end. Then decorate the balloon with felt or scraps of material, paper, 
feathers or whatever you can find to make a face or another decoration. 

 

Snack: Decorate biscuits to look like money. 
 

Songs 
 
 

Physical activities:   
 
Feelings game.  
You can play this again  
 
Emoji memory game 
Make emojis of various sorts by drawing faces (emojis) on small cards that show various emotions – 
smiling, frowning, crying, angry etc.  For the very young children they can match them. The slightly 
older children can use them as a memory game. Turn the emoji cards upside down. The children 
take turns in turning 2 cards over to see if they are the same. If they are the child keeps the pair. If 
not, they get turned back over and the next child has a turn. 
 

 

Prayer:   Pray that the children will be aware of their emotions and that they can express their 
emotions honestly but without hurting others. Also pray that they will help those in need and do 
what is right and just. 
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 

 
Lesson objectives: 

• To help the children to see where there is exploitation of others and that it is wrong. 

• To help give them courage to stand for what is right.  

• To understand that loving God means loving others. 
 

Attention grabber 
 
You can do the same as the younger children and build towers  
OR 

Play the feelings game: Explain what feelings are and suggest some emotive words. Then go 
round and ask the children how do you feel. Then ask why? How strongly do they feel that 
emotion? Give a number on the scale of 1 - 10. You could suggest various scenarios that 
might arose feelings in the children.  
 
For example, you see an older child stealing money from a younger child. How would you 
feel? Rate this feeling on a scale of 1 – 10. What could you do about it? 
 

 

 
 
Bible Story: John 
  
Tell the story. You can add in sound effects of the animals and pigeons. 
 
 

Discussion: Choose some of these questions to talk about with the children. 
1. If you went into a church and saw things that were wrong, what would you do? 
2. How else do you think Jesus could have handled this? 
3. Why was Jesus so angry? 
4. Do you get angry when you see things that are wrong? What makes you angry? What makes 

you glad? What makes you sad? 
5. What do you do when you get angry? Are there better ways you could deal with your anger? 
6. Is it OK to be angry?  How do you express your anger? 

 

Craft:   
 
Painting to music 
Put some music on. Try and find music that expresses emotions. Then ask the children to listen to 

the music and to paint as the music makes them feel. 
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Make a stress ball 
Introduce this by saying that a stress ball could help us to deal with our emotions. You will need 

balloons and flour. Put flour in a balloon and cover it with another balloon  or use a very 
thick one.  Tie a knot at the end. Then decorate the balloon with felt or scraps of material, 
paper, feathers or whatever you can find to make a face or another decoration. 

 
 

Emotion faces 
Using paper plates (or just an oval shaped piece of paper) make smiley faces, angry faces 
etc. If you do not have paper and crayons etc. you can use anything such as sticks, small 
stones, leaves – and the children make faces out of these.  
 
 

Snack: Decorate biscuits to look like money. 
 

 

Physical activities:   
 

Play skittles 

You can use cool drink bottles with some sand in the bottom as skittles (10 pin bowling) if you do not 

have skittles. You need a ball. Try to have a least two sets of skittles so the children are not standing 

around waiting. 

You could also play the games suggested for the younger group. 

 

Prayer:   Pray that the children will be aware of their emotions and that they can express their 
emotions honestly but without hurting others. Also pray that they will help those in need and do 
what is right and just. 
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Walking in the light of God  

Fourth Sunday in Lent  

 
Reading:   John 3: 14 -21 
Theme:  Walking in the light of God. Why did Jesus die? 
Memory verse. God did not send Jesus into the world to be its judge, but to be its saviour. John 3: 17 

 

Information for the teacher: 
 
This reading is in the context of Jesus' conversation with Nicodemus who asks Jesus how a grown up 
can be born again. Jesus refers back to the way in which Moses lifted up a pole with a bronze snake 
on it to prevent the Israelites from being bitten by snakes when they were in the wilderness. Jesus 
says he too will be lifted up which is a reference to the cross.  
 
The concept of salvation is a mystery and we don’t have all the answers.  Some of the questions to 
explore regarding salvation are: 

*Who saves? 
*Saved from what? 

  *How is salvation accomplished? 
 
God saves. Salvation is not our doing but the gracious gift of God (Eph 2:8). Throughout the Bible, 
from the Old Testament to the New God is portrayed as a god who rescues, liberates, heals and 
restores.  
 
In the Bible there are stories of God saving people from oppression, slavery, injustice, illness, 
discrimination, sexism, racism, guilt, shame, death and hopelessness. In fact, we can say that God’s 
saving activity is against anything that prevents life in all its fullness. God’s saving activity embraces 
all of life – the environment, the mystical, the economic, the political and the social. All creation 
groans awaiting the fullness of God’s presence (Rom 8:21). To say that God saves us from sin is far 
too narrow a concept of salvation. But what we can say is that God restores the broken relationships 
between the world and Godself, between us and our Creator.  
 
Jesus is at the centre of God’s saving work – as Jesus came to save the world (Jn 3:17) and to give us 
life in all its fullness (Jn 10:10). The biblical writers described this saving work of God in different 
ways, so that the people they were explaining to would understand. We should try to use all the 
biblical images so that our children, who live in this modern scientific world can understand and 
come into relationship with God.  
 

 

Below is some more information about the way salvation is understood. This is for the teachers if 
they are interested and want to think further about salvation. 

1 A sacrificial image: Jesus dies in our place to placate God who requires a 
ransom (sacrifice) because of sin. This has its roots in the Old Testament 
sacrificial system where animals were sacrificed to God. It is sometimes 
referred to as the ransom theory.   Jesus is the ransom or sacrifice by which 
God redeemed humanity from Satan’s power. The death of Jesus a holy and 
innocent man is the basis on which Satan is defeated. 
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2 A similar theory is the substitutionary theory. Jesus dies instead of humans 

as God is Holy and requires sacrifice in order to restore the relationship. 
People cannot make the sacrifice as they deserve to die anyway and so 
Jesus who is God and sinless, dies in our place. The steps of this theory 
could be listed as:  
 

a. People fail to give to God what is due to God. 

b. People should make reparation  

c. People can’t do this as they are sinners and would only be giving 

to God what was God's anyway.  

d. God can punish humanity as deserved or accept a substitute 

sacrifice made on their behalf.  

e. This can only be done by a human as it is humans who have 

sinned.  

f. The solution – Jesus the God man dies. This takes human sin 

seriously but also God’s holiness and justice 

 

3 Moral government theory. This theory takes God’s law and justice seriously. God is 

seen as creator and a loving Father but God can’t simply pass over sin. In Christ’s 

death God shows the seriousness of sin, and of breaking Gods law. Jesus death on 

the cross shows the consequences of  sin and wrong doing but there is also 

forgiveness.  

 

4 A political killing.  Jesus confronted the religious and political system and was 

killed. The cross stops the cycle of violence and death. Jesus did not retaliate against 

the forces who opposed him and killed him. Instead he absorbed their violence and 

responded with forgiveness and love. The cross disarms the principalities and 

powers – on the cross the powers and principalities are defeated as Jesus did not 

give in to them and the resurrection is a validation of Jesus way of life. Jesus life and 

death on the cross reveal to us what it means to live as authentic human beings in 

relationship with God. 

 

5 Jesus lives as a human to show us how we can live in relationship with God. He 

dies as he confronts the powerful elite. Jesus demonstrates the depth of God’s love 

for the world. 

 

 

These theories maybe too difficult for the younger children to follow. They are difficult 

and too complex to explain. However, it is useful for us as teachers to think about 

what we believe. Is God a vengeful old man demanding sacrifice or is God a loving 

presence showing us how we can have life in all its fullness. In this lesson we 

concentrate on God’s love and that we are people of the light. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 

 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To understand God’s as loving saviour rather than judge. 

•  To develop a relationship with God  

• To encourage children to trust God in the midst of difficulties and problems. 
 

 Attention Grabber 
Have a bag or a box with some things in it. It should be big enough and narrow so that it is 
difficult to see what is in it until either it is opened or a torch light is used to see what is inside. 
Relate this to the idea that as we live in God’s light things are more clearly seen. 
 
 

 Bible Story:  John 3:14-21 Jesus talks of God’s love and God’s light   
 
Tell the children what Jesus is teaching about God’s love. Put it in the context of Nicodemus. God 
loves the world rather than judging the world. We are children of the light not the dark. 

 
 

Discussion:  Ask the children if there was anything they did not understand.  
 
Why did Jesus come into the world? 
What are some of the important things that Jesus did? 
What is the difference between loving and judging? 
How can we walk in the light of God? What do you think this means? 
 
 

Songs:  
 
Siyahamb' ekukhanyen' kwenkhos', 
We are walking in the light of God 
 

Prayer:  Dear Lord Jesus help us to walk in your light to live and move and love as you would 
have us do. 
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Craft:  
 
Make a lantern 

 
Take an A4  piece of paper and fold it lengthwise in half. On the fold make cuts into the paper but 
not all the way. Open the paper and staple the ends together. Add a strip of paper at the top for the 
handle. You can decorate the paper before cutting.  

   
http://intheplayroom.co.uk/2014/06/02/lantern-crafts/ 
                   

 

Physical activities:   
 
Play light dark (River bank) 
 
Ask the children to stand in a line one behind the other. You stand at the front of the line facing 
them. It is useful to put a piece of string, or draw a chalk line on the ground and they stand on one 
side of it. This side can be ‘light’ and the other side can be ‘dark’.  You call ‘light’ and the children 
must jump to the light side. You call ‘dark’ and they jump to the other side. Keep doing this and then 
repeat the call so you say light light and see if anyone jumps to the dark side. If they do – they are 
wrong.  You can play this competitively and those who get it wrong sit out. 
 
 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years) 

 
Lesson objectives: 

 

• To understand God’s as loving saviour rather than judge. 

•  To develop a relationship with God. 

• To encourage children to trust God in the midst of difficulties and problems. 
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 Attention Grabber 
Have a bag or a box with some things in it. It should be big enough and narrow so that it is 
difficult to see what is in it until either it is opened or a torch light is used to see what is inside. 
Relate this to the idea that as we live in God’s light things are more clearly seen. 
 
 

 Bible Story:  John 3:14-21 Jesus talks of God’s love and God’s light   
 
Tell the children what Jesus is teaching about God’s love. Put it in the context of Nicodemus. God 
loves the world rather than judging the world. We are children of the light not the dark. 
 

 

 Discussion 

1. What stood out for you most during this story? 

2. Why do you think that Jesus died? 

3. Do you think God wanted Jesus to die? 

4.  Why did Jesus come into the world? 

5. What are some of the important things that Jesus did? 

6. What is the difference between loving and judging? 

7. How can we walk in the light of God? What do you think this means? 

 

 

 Craft:   
 
Make a lantern 
 

  Songs:    
Siyahamb' ekukhanyen' kwenkhos', 
We are walking in the light of God 
 

Physical activities:  
 
Same as for younger group. 
 

Prayer:  
Let each child think of one thing they can do that involves walking in the light of Christ. Then they 
ask Jesus to help them do this. 
End by praying: Help us to live as people of the light. Amen.  
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Jesus Christ Reveals the Way of Life 
(Walking in the way of The Cross) 

Fifth Sunday of Lent 
Readings:  Jeremiah 31:31-34, Psalm 51:1-12, Hebrews 5:5-10, John 12: 20-33 
Themes:  Dying to ourselves to live more fully as human beings and children of God.  
Memory verses: “I will put my laws in their minds, and I will write them on their hearts. I will 
be their God and they will be my people.”  Jeremiah 31: 33 
 
  

Information for the teacher: 
 
Today marks the last Sunday of Lent. John’s gospel states that the hour has come, Jesus’ death is imminent but 
there is more to this hour than just Jesus’ death. John claims that this hour is really the time of Jesus’ 
glorification. Why?  Partly because of Jesus’ relationship with God but also because new life will come from his 
death.  Jesus uses the example of a grain of wheat dying to yield a harvest, thereby suggesting that his death 
will bear much fruit - new life will come from his death.                                                                                                                                                           
 

This is an amazing paradox – life coming from death. Death is part of life - we are born to die. Each day 
we are to die to our ego – to selfishness, our sense of superiority, hatred, pretence, and so on, if we 
are to live fully and fruitfully, and realize our full potential as human beings, and as children of God.  It 
is because people have been prepared to go beyond themselves, to die to self- interest, that good 
comes about. Jesus was the perfect example of this kind of life – he gave his life in service of God and 
of us, a way of love that lead him to the cross, and a new way of living for us. 
 
Today we have a wonderful opportunity to make a fresh start. Psalm 51 could well be our response to God’s 
loving commitment – “… create in me a clean heart…’ help me with my jealousy, heal me of selfishness, and 
cleanse me of hatred.     
 
Our world cries out for new life, a new way of being in relationship with one another. To live a life of love that 
our world needs, is to live the way of the cross, and the way of the cross leads to resurrection, to new life. 
 
So, the call is clear – to what extent are we willing to die to our own selfishness so that the fruits of the new 
covenant can be experienced?  
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives: 
. To know that Jesus loved people so much that he chose to live a life that enabled others to 
be the best they could be. 
. To feel loved by God, because God loves us just like Jesus loves us. 
. To not be selfish, but to love others, so that they we can help them to live a good life.   
 

Attention Grabber: Things that cost a lot. 
Sit the children down and discuss their shopping experiences. Bring out a shopping bag that 
has some cheap and expensive items in it. Talk together about which doesn’t cost much, 
and which cost a lot. Mention other things which costs lots and lots of money, like a house 
and holidays. We must save up for things like that. Sometimes we see a toy or a game we 
would like, but we don’t think it’s worth all the money, so we choose not to get it. Or 
maybe, mom or dad decides that. There was something Jesus wanted very much, it wasn’t a 
toy, or something to eat or wear. What Jesus really wanted was for all of us to live a happy 
and free life. But how much would that cost? It could not be bought with money, it could 
only be bought with his life. Jesus loves us so very much that he decided to live his life in a 
way that would enable us to be free and happy. (Explain how Jesus did this- healing the sick, 
standing up for the outcast….) Some people were angry that Jesus lived his life in service of 
others, and some were jealous and, so they killed Jesus. The good news is that Jesus’ good 
deeds were carried on, and spread out throughout the world, by his disciples and those who 
loved him. Today you and I also continue to love as Jesus loved, and to serve as Jesus 
served.  
 

Bible Story: The story of the grain of wheat. John 12:20-33 
 
I would suggest that you tell the story from the perspective of the grain of wheat and not 
just simply read the passage from scripture. Use the following points as a guide. 
 
. You may start the story by saying, “I’m about as small as you can get, I’m only a grain of 
wheat, but I have a story to tell. Please listen, because it’s your story too.  
. In the dark cold winter, the grain of wheat lay barn, warm fry, and safe. 
. The grain did not feel satisfied, felt there was another purpose to its life. Felt that this 
involved suffering. 
. During the spring the farmer took the grain of wheat and a sackful of others and scattered 
them on the soil. 
. Wheat found itself buried in the cold, dark, damp soil. 
. After some time, the wheat noticed that was decaying, but was still alive. Some mysterious 
outside force prompted it to live. Called nature. 
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. Earth dried out, then rain came soaked into the grain of wheat. The outside husk softened 
and started to swell. 
. Suddenly it burst open and out came a shoot. The grain of wheat was so happy because it 
didn’t die, but was being born. 
. The shoot grew into a tall stalk as the sun shone warmly on it, and wind blew over it. The 
grain was growing and ripening. It was no longer a single grain, but a whole host of them, 
cling to the top of the stalk. 
. The grain of wheat was so excited, it would give life and quench hunger. All the pain and 
uncertainty were worth it. 
 Link this to the fact that Jesus loves us very much. He loved us so much that he decided to 
live a life so that we could be free and happy. He thought it was worth all the cost and the 
hurt that he experienced at the hands of those who were angry and jealous of him, for being 
such a loving person.  
 

 Discussion: 
 
. Talk about how the grain of wheat had to die if it wanted to bear fruit. Note that a single 
grain can produce as many as seventy grains. 
. Jesus went on to say that there is a sense in which we too must die if we are to bear fruit. 
. Discuss how we are to die to self and what bearing fruit means for us; letting go of 
selfishness to share with others so that all might enjoy the game or whatever. Not being 
lazy, pick up your toys so that your mom does not need to do this and thus has extra time to 
read you a story. And so on….   
 
 

Prayer: Lord help us to remember that each of us is like a grain of wheat planted by 
God. Just as a grain of wheat must die to produce more wheat, so too must we die to our 
selfish ways to bear the fruits of love. Help us to remember that it is in giving that we 
receive, it is by forgiving that we are forgiven, and that it is in dying that we are born to 
eternal life. 
 
 

 Growing seeds 
Give each child a bean to grow at home, and so reminding them of their personal growth, 

and that of God’s Church coming from Jesus’ life, death and resurrection.  
Or  
The hearts on the Cross which is at the end of the older class lesson.    
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 
Lesson objectives: 
. Know that we are the covenant people of God, we are forgiven, freed and loved. In God we 
are united with one another and our world. 
. We are each to be responsible for our own lives, our sin and failings, our response to God’s 
love, and the growth that God’s cleansing brings. 
. To live as God’s people, so that we and others might experience new life. 
 

Attention Grabber: The Cost of Things 
On separate sheets of paper have various items that the children would really like to have. 

These could perhaps include a Smart phone, I-pads, camera, brand name clothing, and a 
wallet full of money…..these would be the cost items. 

On another set of papers have a number of experiences that the children would really enjoy. 
For example visiting Harry Potters film set, swimming with dolphins, going on holiday 
oversees…..  

The children need to choose from the items what they would be prepared to give up for the 
experiences on offer. 

Explain that today is the 5th Sunday in Lent and we will look at what it cost Jesus to do his 
work as one who brings us new life. For three years, Jesus dedicated his life to teaching and 
healing, wandering around the country with no definite place to stay. Then suddenly things 
started to change, he knew that it soon his work of loving people to new life and freedom 
would lead him into trouble-this would cost him his life - a cruel death on a cross. 

 

Bible Reading: Jeremiah 31:31-34, Psalm 51:1-12, John 12: 20-33 
Read the scripture passage from John, point out that death is part of life. Every time we pass 

from one stage of life to another, something in us dies, and something new is 
born.  We taste death in times of loneliness, failure, rejection… We die before 
our time when we live in bitterness, hatred, jealousy……. Each day we create our 
own death by the way we live. Mention that we need to die to self, it is when we 
dedicate ourselves to causes beyond ourselves that, that we grow and bear 
fruit……………. 

 

 Discussion:  
1. What does dying to self / ego mean for you? Make sure that they understand that is not 

about hating ourselves or our lives. We must love ourselves for we cannot love others 
without first loving ourselves.  

2. What is the difference between true love of self and selfishness?  
3. What do you think the world would be like if everyone put their own personal safety, and 

advancement first? 
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4. Jeremiah tells us that we have been called into an intimate loving relationship with God, 
how might this relationship be expressed in your life? 

5. Is there anything that you would like to die to? Use the words from Psalm 51 to express this 
desire.  

 

Snack:  

Song:   
 

Crafts:  
1. Children can create their own artwork, based on their response to today’s lesson.  

Here is an idea which may inspire them: 
 
 
Hearts on a cross 
(www.kidssundayschool.com) 

 
Using stiff black card, cut out cross shapes for the children.  
Also cut out different coloured hearts from coloured card 
or from white card and have the children colour them in.  
Ask the children to stick the hearts onto the cross to 
remind them of Jesus’ love for us and of our promise to 
love Jesus in return.  

 

Prayer:   
Allow for an open time of prayer to give children the opportunity to respond to the lesson. 
 
Dear Lord, We thank you for your amazing love shown to us by sending your son Jesus into 
the world to show us how to live.  We thank you that throughout history you have always 
provided a way for humankind to be reconciled to you.  Please help us to reflect your 
amazing love to all who we meet.  
We are sorry for the things we do done wrong in our lives. (Give the children time to reflect 
quietly on their sins) Please forgive us and help us not to do wrong things. 
 Amen. 
 
References: 
http://www.kidssundayschool.com/100/gradeschool/hearts-on-a-cross.php 

 
 

http://www.kidssundayschool.com/
http://www.kidssundayschool.com/100/gradeschool/hearts-on-a-cross.php
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Palm Sunday 
The Sunday of our Lord’s Passion and 

Entry into Jerusalem. 
 

Readings: Various Readings from the four Gospels.  
Theme:  Remembering the last week of Jesus’ life 
Memory verses: “We can be sure that every detail in our lives of love for God is worked into 
something good.” The Message Romans 8:28  
AND/ OR the children choose a verse/phrase/idea from the story - one that has meaning for 
them. Allow them the opportunity to share this with the group.  
  

Information for the teacher: 
Lent is often portrayed as a journey, beginning with Ash Wednesday and ending with Holy Week. Palm Sunday 
is the start of the last week of Jesus’ life which is known as Holy Week. During Holy Week we reflect on the last 
events of Jesus’ life as they are recorded in the synoptic (Matthew, Mark, Luke) gospels.  
 
Palm Sunday includes two important liturgical observances: The Palm Procession and the Reading of The 
Passion (meaning suffering, enduring).  The palm procession is about Jesus’ ride into Jerusalem, and the 
people’s response to this symbolic ride. Prophesies about the Redeemer riding a donkey (See Zechariah 9:9) 
were well known and Jesus knew how the people of Jerusalem would interpret the sign he was giving them – he 
is the Messiah. The people interpret the symbolic ride correctly, rejoicing that their saviour has arrived. 
 
However, they become disillusioned as they were expecting something different -a Messiah who would come 
as a military leader to conquer the Romans. And so, Jesus, who enters Jerusalem as a humble king and gentle 
Messiah, faces rejection, death and resurrection. This was a spiritual victory for all time rather than a time 
bound, limited military conquest.  
 
Technically speaking, Lent ends after the Wednesday of Holy week. What follows are three days known as the 
Triduum. The Triduum (THREE) is the oldest part of the Easter celebration, and describes the three days from 
Maundy Thursday evening through to Easter morning.  
 
MAUNDY THURSDAY –Remember the Last Supper, the night Jesus gave us the Eucharist. He also Commanded 
us to love one another and to serve one another. 
GOOD FRIDAY –Remember our Lords Passion 
HOLY SATURDAY – Easter Vigil with lighting of the Easter fire and the Pascal Candle 
EASTER MORNING-- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Jesus enters Jerusalem as a humble king and gentle Messiah; this is not what the people expected. They were 
looking forward to a military leader- this was never Jesus’ intention rukerk,   
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Lesson Suggestions: 

All Age Presentation 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To learn about Palm Sunday, and Holy Week. 

• To realize that faith must be experienced and lived out 
 
 

 Setting the scene: 
Materials needed:   
. A long piece of red material on which various objects and pictures will be placed. As you 
tell the story the various objects will be placed, in order, along the cloth.  
. Please do not read the entire scripture passage but summarise these as shown in the first 
and second sections.  
. Make sure you have the items that are required for each story section in order, in a 
container, so they are ready as they are required. 
. Ideally have the children seated on the floor in a circle. The teacher would join be part of 
the circle.  
 

Bible Story 
Once the children are sitting, start by saying something like…The time is drawing near to the 
celebration of Easter- a very important celebration for Christians, for it is here that we 
rejoice in God’s promise of new life. So, let us spend some time to reflect on what happened 
to Jesus during the last week of his life, and how he arrived at Easter day.    
 We call the last week of Jesus’ life “Holy Week” and it begins on Palm Sunday, that we 
celebrate today.   
 
Section 1 Scripture reference: Luke 19:28-38 
A picture of a donkey, or a toy donkey from a farm set, a palm leaf.   
Just a few short days before Jesus’ crucifixion Jesus rode into Jerusalem on a donkey. The 
people threw down palm branches before him. He’d become so famous that they treated 
him like a king. We remember this on Palm Sunday. 
 
Section 2 Scripture reference: John 13: 3-5 Matthew 26: 26-29  
A jug and basin with a small towel, a cup, or glass or a chalice, a plate which holds a small 
piece of bread. 
The next important day of Holy Week is ‘Maundy Thursday’ That’s a strange name, but it is a 
Latin word meaning ‘COMMAND’ and this means the celebration that take place on this 
night are all about the ‘NEW COMMANDMENT’ that says we are to love one another as 
Jesus loves us. It is an important day because it is during this time Jesus gave us the Eucharist 
and showed everyone that we must serve one another. While Jesus was in Jerusalem, he 
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celebrated Passover with his disciples. Passover is the most important feast in the Jewish 
faith because it reminds Jews of the night God delivered them from slavery in Egypt. The 
Passover meal is unleavened bread (meaning it has no yeast) and a special lamb offered to 
God. Sharing a meal shows that people are in close relationship with one another. So on that 
night, in sharing the bread and wine, Jesus shows that there is a special strength of being in 
community with other believers.  It is this meal that we celebrate each Sunday at church, we 
know it as Holy Communion, where Christ shares himself with us.  
 
Section 3 Scripture reference: Matthew 26:36-46 
A leaf or picture of a garden 
After the Last Supper, Jesus went out into the Garden of Gethsemane to pray…. 
 
Section 4 Scripture reference: Matthew 26:47-50 
Three coins 

(In your own words tell the story) 
 
Section 5 Scripture reference: Mark 15:1-15 
A strip of leather or strips of string tied at one end. 
 
Section 6 Scripture reference: Mark 15:16-20 
A thorn or a thorn branch. 
  
Section 7 Scripture reference: Matthew 27:32 
A small cross  
 
Section 8 Scripture reference: John 19: 16b- 18 
A nail 
Good Friday from ’GOD FRIDAY’ we remember how Jesus died on the cross.  The service is 
three hours long, and begins in silence, with the priest, lying prostate on the floor. It is the 
only time that we do not celebrate the Eucharist. Since Jesus died only once, we 
commemorate his Passion as it really occurred in history once each year. However, because 
Jesus’ suffering and death are important to us in our everyday living, we celebrate the 
Eucharist every Sunday so that we may be reminded to live lives that bear the fruits of Jesus’ 
love that was revealed at his death. Although we do not celebrate the Eucharist, we still 
receive Communion because the priest has consecrated (set it apart) this the night before at 
the Maundy Thursday Service. 
The service includes with the Veneration of the Cross, when we come up to the cross and 
touch it, or kiss it, and say a prayer, as a way of thanking Jesus for his love.   
 
Section 9 Scripture reference: John 19:19 
Slip of paper reading “Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews.” 
 
Section 10 Scripture reference: John 19:23-24 
A dice and a small square of white material. 
 
Section 11 Scripture reference: John 19: 28-30 
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A sponge 
 
Section 12 Scripture reference: Luke 23:50-53 
A rock. 
 
Section 13 Scripture reference: Luke 23: 54-56 
A few spices, such as whole cloves. 
 
Section 14 Scripture reference: Matthew 28:6 
An empty egg shell or a hallow chocolate egg broken in half. 
The Easter Story will be told on Easter. All that you need to say here is something like… 
When the women came to anoint Jesus’ body, they found the stone had been rolled away - 
the tomb was empty. Jesus had risen from the dead. 
 

Discussion:  

Ask the children what, in the story, was most meaningful for them; allow them time to 
respond and express their ideas freely without interruption. 

 

Craft: 
You no doubt have made Palm Crosses for today, however, if the children have not had the 

opportunity to make their own palm crosses, today would be the ideal time. You 
would need to have reserved a few palm leaves for this. 

•  

Snack: Hot Cross Buns 
 

Songs:  

Prayer:  Lord, we leave this place of worship having been reminded of Jesus’ Passion. As 
we leave this place, to go back into the usual routine of our daily lives, we offer ourselves to 
you. Send us into this week in the power of the Holy Spirit so that we may put aside our 
selfishness. Help us to love and serve others so that we can be people who change the 
world.  
AMEN. 
References: 
Basi, K.M. 2011. Bring Lent to Life. USA: Liguori Publications 
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Easter Sunday 
Jesus rises from the dead. 

 
Readings: Mark 16::1-8 or use the alternative ending 9- 11 
Theme:  Jesus is alive 
Memory verses: “Jesus rose from death”   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Suggestions: 

All Age Presentation 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To learn about the significance of Easter. 

• To think about the areas of our lives where there are new beginnings 

Setting the scene: 
The liturgical colours for Easter are white and /or gold. 
Remind the children of how lovely the church looks. If the children do not start in church, 
maybe make an arrangement that they will go in and have a look.   
You could also have candles and flowers as an Easter celebration. 
Teach the children the Easter greeting:  
Leader: Alleluia! Christ is risen! 
Children: He is risen indeed! Alleluia! 
 

Bible Story 
Tell them the story of how the women went to the tomb and they were worried as to how 
they would roll the stone away. And then they got to the tomb and the stone was already 
rolled away and it was empty. And the angel sitting in the tomb told them not to be afraid. 
The women ran and told the other disciples. You can add in how Mary met Jesus in the 
garden and he said her name and she recognised him as Jesus. 

Information for the teacher: 
Easter is a joyful occasion as we celebrate the resurrection.  The Mark reading is quite short and you might like 
to include Jesus encounter with Mary Magdalene as found in John 20:11-18.  
 
The tomb is empty. Jesus has risen. This is the good news that the women run to share with the other disciples, 
who then run to the tomb to see for themselves. 
 
In the lesson you will talk about the empty tomb and the resurrection of Jesus but you can also focus on the 
new life in each of us, the new beginnings that can grow and make us more Christlike. 
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Discussion:  

1. Who arrived at Jesus tomb first (Mary Magdalene)  

2. What did she do? 

3. What did the other disciples do? 

4. How do you think you would have felt if you had see n the tomb was empty?  

5. How do you know that Jesus is alive today?  

 

Craft: 
1. Make an Easter garden 

 This can be done as a group or individually. There are many ways to make the garden – see 
what you can collect. You could use polystyrene trays (the kind you get meat or 
vegetables). Put sand, soil in the tray. Find some rocks, stones, leaves sticks, flowers, 
small branches etc. You could use a small flower pot on its side as the empty tomb, 
or a potato hollowed out or a card board box or anything else. Have a larger stone 
that is rolled away from the tomb.   

One idea if your children are with you on Good Friday the gardens can be made then with 
the stone in front of the tomb. Don’t use flowers. The leaves etc will start to wilt and 
die and look sad – in the same way as the disciples and Jesus friends were feeling 
sad. Then on Easter morning, add flowers and make the gardens joyful to remind you 
of the joyful resurrection. 

2. Paint hard boiled eggs – you can colour them using non toxic felt tipped pens. 
3. Make an Easter hat – the children bring a hat with them and then decorate it. Or you can 

use a strip of cardboard that will go around their heads and decorate that. You can colour it 
in and add paper butterflies and flowers. You could add in Easter bunny ears. 

Snack: Easter egg hunt.  Hide enough Easter eggs for all the children. Then send 
them out to hunt for the eggs. Make sure that all the children find an egg – keep 
some back for the children who are younger or not so good at finding the eggs. 

Songs:  

Physical activities:   
1. An egg and sppon relay race. 
2. The race to the tomb: Line the children up into relay teams. Have a ”Mary 

Magdalene” from each team at the other end (where the tomb is – a box) to start 
the race. She runs back and touches the first child in her team, who tehn runs to the 
box, kneels down, gets up and runs back and touches the next child etc.  

Prayer:   
Thank you, Jesus that you are alive and with us. Amen 
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Is it okay to have doubts? 

Second Sunday of Easter 
 

Reading:   John 20: 19 -31 
Theme:  faith 
Memory verse: Then Jesus told him, “Because you have seen me, you have believed; blessed are 
those who have not seen and yet have believed.” John 20:39 

 

 

Information for the teacher: 
 
Today’s lesson focuses on the appearance of Jesus to His disciples, particularly to Thomas (often called 
doubting Thomas), after Jesus had risen from the dead.  This lesson also explores how we live a life of faith in 
the midst of having doubts. 
 
The phrase “doubting Thomas” seems harsh and not the most fitting term. Unlike the other disciples, Thomas 
does not see the Risen Jesus. He (Thomas) is away when Jesus appears to the disciples for the first time. Like 
the rest of the disciples, Thomas had lost all hope when they killed his teacher, Jesus. In John 11: 15-16, 
Thomas prophetically said that they should go with Jesus to Jerusalem so that they could die with Him. 
Thomas had seen Jesus die. 
 
Now, the disciples bring news of Jesus being alive! This must have been amazing and almost unbelievable. If 
this happened to us, we might also have some doubts. So Thomas wants proof before he believes and he 
says: “Unless I see the nail marks in his hands and put my finger where the nails were, and put my hand into 
his side, I will not believe" (John 20:25).  
 
This Gospel story highlights the importance of proof in order to believe. Also, it shows us that there is room 
for doubt in our Christian journey. We do not believe in God in a naïve way. Some people need more proof in 
order to believe and Jesus cared enough for Thomas to provide him with the proof he needed. So, although 
proof and what we can see is important, the mystery of God is beyond what we can prove or see.  When we 
admit that we have doubts and we explore our doubts, questions, pains and misunderstandings, we can be 
led closer to God and our faith strengthened. Our doubts are a useful tool for us to enter a deeper faith.  
  
Today, we may not physically see Jesus. But through faith, we can experience God’s love in nature, friends, 
family, sharing in community, works of justice and peace, etc. We can touch Jesus’ wounds when we help 
heal the wounds of the sick, poor, lost and abandoned. In this sense, we live out the words. “blessed are 
those who have not seen and yet have believed"(John 20:29). 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To know that Jesus appeared to His disciples after He had risen from the dead 

• To be aware of our own questions with regard to our faith. 

• To feel it is OK to question what we believe as this can grow our faith. 
 

Attention Grabber: 
Make true and false statements based on bible stories 
e.g. the animals went in three by three into the ark (False); Jesus was the son of John (False); Peter 
was the disciple who walked on water (True) etc.  When a statement is incorrect the children shout 
“No way!” and when correct shout “Yes way!”  End with the statement “Jesus is alive”, to which they 
should of course respond, “Yes way!” 
Mention that today we are going to learn about someone who didn’t believe that Jesus had risen 
from the dead and was alive. 

 

Bible Story: Doubting Thomas (John 20: 19 -31) 
 Start the story by asking: 

• What holiday have we just celebrated? (Easter!) 
(Briefly review the Easter story with the children - Jesus died on the cross and His body was put 
in a tomb.  On the Sunday morning after He had died some women went to His tomb and found 
that it was empty! Jesus was alive! ) 

• That evening (Sunday night), Jesus appeared to His disciples.  All the disciples, except one, 
were in a locked room together, when Jesus appeared to them. 

• Jesus said “Peace be with you.” (When do we hear those words in Church?) 

• Jesus showed them His hands and His side.  Why do you think He showed His disciples His 
hands and His side? (Jesus showed His friends the places where He had been hurt to prove 
that this was really Him.) 

• The Disciples were overjoyed when they saw Jesus. 

• Unfortunately, one of the Disciples Thomas was not with them.   

• The Disciples tried to tell Thomas about Jesus appearing to them.  Did Thomas believe that 
Jesus was alive? (No) 

• Thomas doubted what they said. What does “to doubt” mean? 

• He would not believe them.  He said, “Unless I see the nail marks in His hands and put my 
finger where the nails were, and put my hand into his side, I will not believe.” 

• Those were pretty big words!  What do you think you would have said? If you were Thomas, 
would you have believed that Jesus was alive? (Wait for answers) 

• A week later, Jesus appeared to all of the disciples.  Thomas was there this time.   

• Jesus showed Thomas His hands and His side and Jesus said to Thomas, “Stop doubting, and 
believe.” 

• Thomas believed! Thomas said to Jesus, “My Lord and my God!” He didn’t doubt any more, 
because he had seen with his own eyes that Jesus was alive.  

• We can believe too! Do you believe that Jesus is alive? 
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Discussion:  

• Do you think Jesus had holes in his hands? 

• Would you call Thomas doubting? Do you think it is fair to call Thomas ‘doubting 
Thomas’?  

• Do you need proof that God exists? What proof would you need? 

• Why do we believe that Jesus is alive? (Wait for answers. Can include that: the Bible 
tells us so, we experience the love of God through friends and family, we see God in 
nature etc.) 
Is it okay to have doubts? (Wait for answers. Can include that: doubting is not a bad 
thing. Sometimes our doubts and questions allow us to grow in faith and 
understanding.)   

Prayer:   
Let’s pray and thank God that Jesus is Alive. 
Dear God, Thank you for making this world. Thank you that you sent your son Jesus to die for us on 
the cross. Thank you that He was raised from the dead. Thank you that Jesus is alive again! Thank 
you that Jesus is with us. Amen 

 

Crafts: 
Theses crafts remind us that we believe that Jesus died and the rose again. 
Choose the ones that you like from the following ideas. 

• Draw your own picture of the resurrection. Try and 
imagine what the resurrection was like and draw a 
picture. Think about who was there, how they felt, were 
there animals celebrating and flowers and angels as well 
as Mary and the other disciples. 

• Children trace around their hands which are put together, 
flat on the paper to make a heart shape. A bible verse can 
be written on the heart. 

 

Older children (7 – 13 years):  

Lesson objectives: 

• To know that Jesus appeared to His disciples after He had risen from the dead. 

• To know what is meant by faith 

• To know what we believe as Christians and that we have doubts. 

Attention Grabber: 
Each member of the group makes a statement about themselves.  The statement can either 
be true or false.  After each statement, the group votes on whether the statement is true or 
not.  Besides helping your students to get to know each other a little better, this activity 
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enables you to point out that it is not always easy to know if someone is telling the truth or 
not. 

 

Bible Story: Doubting Thomas (John 20: 19 -31) 
Put the story into context.  This story happened on the evening of the first day of the week 
after the crucifixion i.e. the evening of the day that Jesus rose from the dead.   
Look at the younger group lesson if you need more help with telling this story. 
 

Discussion 

• What is meant by a doubting Thomas?  (It is someone who doubts something; who 
does not believe what he has been told until he sees it for himself or is given proof) 

• Have you ever doubted something or someone? (for example, you doubted that your 
friend was telling the truth) 

• Thomas did not fully believe what Jesus had told him before He had died – he did not 
believe that Jesus would rise from the dead. Do you have doubts about God – that 
God is really there? 

• If you were Thomas, would you also doubt Jesus rose from the dead? 

• How do you explore your questions of doubt and uncertainty? (speaking to our 

priests, teachers, elders, reading books, even watching some shows. Never forget to 

pray about what’s in your heart.)  

• Is it okay to have doubts? (Absolutely! Our doubts allow us to ask the questions and 
enter a deeper faith. This may take time. It is not always a quick process. We should 
ask the uncomfortable questions and lay our doubts and worries before God. This 
may allow God to work in our lives and open our eyes to God’s presence in the world.  

• What is the meaning of faith? 
(In Hebrews 11:1, scripture teaches that faith is the substance of things hoped for, 
the evidence of things not seen. 

    It is what we believe without seeing.  Faith is trusting God to explain the things you don’t 
understand yet. You can tell the children: we know we have minds, because we can think and 
have imaginations, but we cannot see or touch or mind, but we still know it's there. In the 
same way, we cannot touch or see God, but we can experience God through the church, 
nature, family etc. This is how we have faith. Even when we don’t understand, we still trust 
that God is there. 

• What else can you do to deepen your faith? 
(Persevere in your walk with God and faith by reading the Bible, praying, going to 
church and spending time with other Christians, asking questions, attending 
workshops, reading books about issues that concern you, so that you will start to 
walk closer with God, and the truth will slowly be revealed to you.) 

 
Challenge your students to figure out what the following drawings represent: 
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You’ll get a variety of answers, but the correct ones are: 
Picture 1 – a three year olds birthday cake 
Picture 2- A snake seen through prison bars. 

 
Once told what the pictures are, it is so obvious and so it is with faith.  It is not always easy 
to understand our faith or to believe what we believe, but with time, it becomes clearer.   

• What are some of the other truths that Jesus told us about Himself (and God) i.e. 
what do we believe? 
(Allow the children time to answer this question.  Some points that they mention 
should include: God created the world; God’s son is Jesus; We believe in the Trinity: 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit; God sent His Son Jesus into the world to die for our sins, 
so that we may have eternal life; On the third day after He died, Jesus would rise 
again, God loves us) 

    

• What we believe as Christians is summed up in the Creed.  There are a number of 
different Creeds.  Today we will focus on the Apostles’ Creed but you could use the 
baptismal creed.  As you read out the creed, encourage those who know it to join in 
with you. If the children have questions about the creed encourage them to ask 
them. You could say something like, “I wonder if God is like our mother as well as 
our father?” or “I wonder what it means that God is almighty?” Encourage I wonder 
questions? 

 
The Apostles’ Creed 

I believe in God, the Father almighty, 
creator of heaven and earth. 

I believe in Jesus Christ, God’s only Son, our Lord, 
who was conceived by the Holy Spirit 

and born of the Virgin Mary. 
He suffered under Pontius Pilate, 

 was crucified, died, and was buried; 
 He descended to hell. 

On the third day he rose again from the dead. 
He ascended to heaven 

and is seated at the right hand of God the Father almighty. 
 From there he will come to judge the living and the dead. 

I believe in the Holy Spirit, 
the holy Catholic Church, 
 the communion of saints, 
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 the forgiveness of sins, 
 the resurrection of the body, 

 and the life everlasting. Amen. 

 Worksheet: The Apostle’s Creed.  The children can fill in the missing words on the 
worksheet provided and then perhaps decorate with appropriate pictures e.g. a picture of 
the world to represent God, the creator; a cross to represent Jesus and a dove to represent 
the Holy Spirit.  This worksheet could perhaps be added to their Bible as a reminder of what 
we believe (Creed fill-in sheet provided below). 
The children could also write their own statement of faith. It will be good for them to think 
what they believe. 
 

 Song: 

Prayer:  Praise God for the beautiful world around us. Thank you, Jesus, for appearing 
to your disciples after you had risen from the dead.  We pray that our faith will be stronger 
every day. Thank God that Jesus is alive and with us today. May we live in love and faith in 
you. Amen.  
 

 Just for fun!   
Guess whether the following statements are true or false.  The teacher can keep a record of 
who makes the most correct guesses: 

1. Penguins can smell toothpaste from several miles away. (False) 
2. In Tokyo, Japan, a bicycle is faster than a car for trips of less than 50 min. (True) 
3.  M&M’s were once candy-coated peas during a chocolate shortage. (True) 
4. You are more likely to be stung by a bee in windy conditions. (False) 
5. The Irish like Thomas the Tank engine so much that they have put faces on all their 

trains.  (False) 
6. They have square watermelon in Japan because they stack better. (True) 
7. Your pet goldfish can outlive your cat and dog.  A goldfish can live to 40 years. (True) 
8. If you put all the earth’s ants in 1 pile, and all the earth’s humans in another pile, the 

pile of ants would be bigger. (True) 
9. Matches were invented before lighters. (False) 
10.  An ostrich’s eye is bigger than its brain.  (True) 
11. Leonardo Da Vinci invented the scissors (True) 
12. Polar bears are left-handed 
13. Your finger nails grow faster than your toe nails (True) 

Feel free to add any more of your own questions 
References: 
The School Zone, John Duckworth; Victor Books, 1986, pg 81 and 82 
The make and do Bible, Gillian Chapman, Lux Verbi.BM 
www.SundaySchoolCenter.com 
www.craftingthewordofgod.com 

http://www.sundayschoolcenter.com/
http://www.craftingthewordofgod.com/
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The Apostle’s Creed 
 

I believe in God, the father almighty, 

Creator of_______and earth. 

I believe in__________, God’s only Son, our Lord. 

He was conceived by the power of the Holy Spirit 

and born of the_________. 

Under_______________ He was crucified, 

died, and was buried. 

He descended to the _______. 

On the ______ day he rose again. 

He ascended into __________ 

and is seated at the ___________of the Father. 

He will come again to ________ the living and the dead. 

I believe in the ___________, 

the holy catholic Church, 

the communion of ________, 

the forgiveness of _____, 

the __________of the body, 

and the life _________. 

Amen. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Credo
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monogenēs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Son_of_God
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kyrios_(biblical_term)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resurrection_of_Jesus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Session_of_Christ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_Hand_of_God
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_Hand_of_God
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Coming_of_Jesus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_judgment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communion_of_saints
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resurrection_of_the_dead
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eternal_life_(Christianity)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amen
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JESUS MEETS US IN OUR UNCERTAINTIES 

Third Sunday after Easter 
 
Readings: Acts 3:12-19; Ps 4; 1 Jn 3:1-7; Lk 24:36b-48 
Themes:  Despite our uncertainties and doubts, Jesus comes to us and meets us.  
Memory verses: “Jesus said, “Look at my hands and feet and see that it is I myself” 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Information for the teacher: 
 
We base this lesson on the gospel reading from Luke 24. The disciples are gathered in Jerusalem. The two disciples 
who had met Jesus on the road to Emmaus come and join them. The disciples know that Jesus is risen or at least 
they have heard that he is – but they are still uncertain and full of doubt. And then Jesus is among them and 
wishing them peace.  Their reaction is one of fear and of joy. They are not sure what to believe.  
 
Jesus shows them his hands and feet. They can feel his body – it is solid, flesh and blood. He eats with them. 
Often it is in the everyday comfort and inspiration that we feel God is real and is with us. It is in the real, everyday 
things that we need the assurance that Jesus is with us. Our faith is not just a set of beliefs, rather it is a way of 
life.  We are people of the Way, people who follow Jesus in what we do. What we believe is less important than 
what we do. 
 
We all have doubts at time. In our multi faith world we are likely to be confronted with other religions who also 
claim to be true and the only right way to God. We will read secular books that challenge the very concept of 
God, suggesting that God is simply a figment of the human imagination. Often these arguments might seem 
compelling – it is difficult to disprove them and to formulate what we believe and why. 
 
It is then that we need to hold to our lived experience of God. In this lesson we aim to allow children to express 
doubts and to question what the church teaches so that they may come to a stronger faith. We also hope that 
they will experience the mystery of God, that God is with us, caring for and loving us in ways that are beyond our 
understanding and comprehension, but are real. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To allow children to share doubts and ask questions. 

• To assure children that Jesus is real and that God loves us. 
 

 Attention Grabber: 
 

Have a puppet or doll (or something) that you show the children and then you hide behind your back. 
Ask, “where is the doll?” does it still exist? We can’t see it but is it still real? 
It is still real even though we can’t see it. 

 

 Bible Story:  Luke 24:36 – 48 
Points to cover: 
The disciples are gathered together. They are talking about what has happened and what they have 
heard about Jesus. 
Jesus comes to them. 
They are afraid 
Jesus gives them peace and they are filled with joy but they still want proof that it is really him and 
that he is really alive and with them. 
Jesus shows then his hands and feet and he eats some fish with them. 
And then they know that it is truly Jesus. 
 

Discussion questions 
Do you ever have doubts about Jesus and what you believe? 
What causes these doubts? 
Do you find this story helps you to have faith? 
What else helps you to have faith? 
 
Teachers don’t be afraid if your children have doubts. Here are some ways to help you help them 

• Be honest. Its ok to admit that the bible can be hard to understand or even believe. But God 
is so amazing that God can do amazing things! Just because God can be difficult to explain 
doesn’t make God less real. 

• Pray with them and for them. God is the greatest source of wisdom. Pray with your children, 
out loud, include your tough questions. This can show children that God is the best place to 
take hard questions.  When God does answer your prayers tell your group of Gods faithfulness 

• Draw attention to God’s work in everyday life. This helps us accept miracles of the past, tell 
your children how God has been there for you in amazing or unbelievable times. Seeing God’s 
work today makes it easier to accept the miracles of the past. Point out the unbelievable ways 
you have seen God work in your own life and in the world around us. 

• Allow the children’s questions to be opportunities to dig deeper. You don’t always have to 
stick to the lesson plan. Allow the Holy spirit to lead you. 
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• Be an example for believing in things we can’t see.  When our children see us living out what 
we believe, they will be more likely to imitate our faith in their lives. Lots of children (and 
adults) struggle to believe in things they can’t see. When we take risks on faith — praying 
courageous prayers and believing big dreams — it shows them what trusting God looks like. 

• Don’t be afraid of difficult questions! If you get a question that you don’t know the answer to, 
tell you group that. But then take the time to find the answer or ask your priest for assistant. 
Try give your group an answer to the question the next time you see them! 
If we ignore it and not follow up, we are teaching our children to do the same. 

 

 

Craft:  
 

Draw with coloured crayons. Cover your drawing with black crayon or black paint. Then 
scratch out the picture. There are beautiful bright colours under the black 

 
   

Physical activities: 
 
Sardines – this is a form of hide and seek. 
One person hides everyone else looks for them. When a child finds the hidden person, they 
hide with that person – squeezing into the same hiding place.  The rest of the children continue 
looking and whoever finds them, joins them in the hiding place until all are hiding and the last 
person finds the group. 
 
Or 
Mr Doubting Thomas Game 
The Teacher will read the question and then kids would run to the side they picked in response 
to the question. If you don’t have space you could say thumbs up if you believe, thumbs down 
if you don’t. or stand up if you believe, sit down if you don’t etc. 
Activity: 
Teacher says:  
This morning I am going to tell you some things and if you believe what I am saying, go over 
to the I believe side but if you doubt what I am saying and think it might not be true, then go 
over to the I doubt it side. (use other examples above if you don’t have space) 

o Did you know…. 
▪ Penguins can smell toothpaste from several meters away? 
▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (false) 

o Did you know…. 
▪ In Tokyo, Japan a bicycle is faster than a car for trips of less than 50 minutes? 
▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (true) 

o Did you know… 
▪ Every day, on average, 20 banks are robbed? 
▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (true) 

o Did you know… 
▪ 50 years ago, M & Ms were candy-coated peas during a chocolate shortage? 
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▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (false) 

o Did you know… 
▪ You are more likely to be stung by a bee in windy weather? 
▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (false) 

o Did you know… 
▪ A violin contains about 70 pieces of wood? 
▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (true) 

o Did you know…. 
▪ The Irish like Thomas the Tank Engine so much that they have put faces on all their trains? 
▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (false) 

o Did you know… 
▪ They have square watermelons in Japan because they stack better? 
▪ Do you believe it? Or do you doubt it? 
▪ (true) 

o Did you know…. 
▪ In the Karoo in the Western Cape, is home to fossils of early dinosaurs? 
▪ Do you believe it or doubt it? 
▪ (true) 

o Did you know…. 
▪ A crocodile can stick out its tongue 
▪ Do you believe it or doubt it? 
▪ (false) 

 

Prayer:   
Dear God, thank you that you love us and care for us even when we are full of doubt and uncertain. 
Please be with us and help us learn to trust you. Amen  

 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 
Lesson objectives: 

• To allow children to share doubts and ask questions. 

• To explore what helps and what hinders their faith. 

• To assure children that Jesus is real and that God loves us. 
 

 Attention Grabber:  
Find some statements that are unbelievable and yet true and ask the children if they are true. Maybe 

throw in some that are not true.  These ones are all true. 

For example: 

Being in nature allows us to remember and value important things like relationships, sharing and 

community. 
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Native Americans planted what were known as the 3 sisters together, corn, beans and squash. The 

corn gave structure for the beans to grow on, the beans gave nitrogen to the soil and the squash 

prevented weeds.  

The skin of a honey badger is tough enough to resist machete blows and most arrows.  

The average human will shed about 18 kilograms of skin in their life 

Your brain uses up about 20% of all your body's oxygen and calories 

If you laid all of your blood vessels end to end, they would stretch around the world nearly two and 

a half times 

People’s heads grow at a much slower rate than the rest of their bodies. 

When you blush, the lining of your stomach blushes too. 

 
 

 Bible Story: Luke 24: 36-48 
Cover the same points as for the younger group but in more detail.  
 
 

Discussion questions  
Do you ever have doubts about Jesus and what you believe? 
What causes these doubts? 
Do you find this story helps you to have faith? 
What else helps you to have faith? 
 
There is teacher info under discussion questions in the younger group if you wish to use it. 
 

 

 Craft:   
Draw with coloured crayons. Cover your drawing with black crayon or black paint. Then scratch out 
the picture. There are beautiful bright colours under the black 
 
   

Physical activities: 
 
Sardines – this is a form of hide and seek. 
One person hides everyone else looks for them. When a child finds the hidden person, they 
hide with that person – squeezing into the same hiding place.  The rest of the children continue 
looking and whoever finds them, joins them in the hiding place until all are hiding and the last 
person finds the group. 
Or  
 
Ja, no, maybe!? 
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What to do: 
make two teams to play 

 
How to play 

 
1. Each child on a team is given a chance to tell the opposing team something about 
themselves. They may choose to say something that is true or something that is false. For 
example, someone could say, “My favourite food is my grans chicken” or “I went to the 
school swimming gala on Friday night.” Or “I am the youngest out of all my siblings” 
2. The other team will try to guess if the person is telling the truth. If they think they are 
lying, they’ll say, “We doubt it.” If they think they are telling the truth, they’ll say, “We 
believe you.” 
3. If the person sharing the info fools the opposing team, their team gets a point. If the 
other team guesses correctly, it gets a point. 
4. Alternate teams until each person has had a chance to tell something about themselves. 
5. Tally the score, and declare a winner. 
 
Debrief 
* What was it like to try to guess if someone was telling the truth? 
* How is this similar to real life situations? 

 

Prayer:   
Dear God, thank you that you love us and care for us even when we are full of doubt and uncertain. 
Please walk with us and help us learn to trust you and come to you with our questions. Amen 
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THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD Psalm 
23 

Fourth Sunday after Easter 
 

Reading: Psalm 23; Acts 4:5-12; 1 Jn 3:16-24; Jn 10:11-18 
Theme: Our loving, caring God 
Memory verse: “The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want” Psalm 23:1 
 
 

Information for the teacher:  
 
Psalm 23 is one of the best- known and loved passages in the Bible. Many psalms were written 
by or attributed to David, psalm 23 being one of them. David was a shepherd before being 
chosen to become Israel’s king. Many of the psalms express a number of emotions, such as 
doubt, pain, anger and thankfulness.  
 
Sheep are mentioned over 500 times in the Bible – perhaps because sheep were such a 
common and well understood part of life at that time. The prophets and New Testament 
writers continued with this imagery. Even Jesus referred to himself as the Good Shepherd, 
who lays down his life for his sheep.  
 
Psalm 23 speaks of God’s care and protection, and love for us. Everyone is loved by God and 
all have value in God’s eyes, as a shepherd would value his sheep. Psalm 23 does not teach us 
that we will never face trouble and hardship, but that God is with us in trouble. The psalmist 
no longer fears evil as the shepherd goes with him through the valley. He will still have to go 
through the valley. He can’t avoid the evil and the problems. 
In today’s lesson we try to reassure the children that God is with them in the good and the 
bad. That God suffers with us and comforts us. The staff that is spoken of is long and slender 
with a crook to help retrieve a lamb that has fallen in a ditch so that it can be returned to its 
mother. The rod protects and guides and leads the sheep out of difficulties. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives:  
To understand that Jesus is like a shepherd to us – He cares for us as a shepherd cares for his 
sheep  
To feel that God is with us when we are afraid. 
 

 Attention Grabber: 
 

Play games involving sheep. Here are some examples:  
1. Animal noises: When the teacher says “horse”, everyone “neighs”; “pig” everyone “oinks”; 
“cat” everyone “meows” etc. When the teacher says “sheep” everyone is silent!  
 
2. Find your animal: Give each child an animal sound - each child must only know what animal 
they are. For each animal, you must give 2 children the same sound. Children must find their 
partner by making their animal noise. Be sure to include a sheep. Each child must make the 
noise of his/her animal in order to find their partner.  
To explain how God cares for us as a shepherd cares for his sheep.  
 
Discuss:   
Do you have any pets? What animals do you have? What do you have to do each day to look 
after them? 
 
 

 

 Bible Story:  Psalm 23 
Bible Story and Discussion:  
Today our lesson is about trusting God and knowing that God is always with us. But it is also 
about sheep. Do you know that sheep are often spoken about in the Bible? (Show the children 
pictures of sheep and perhaps ask the children if they can name a story in the Bible where 
sheep are mentioned e.g. parable of the lost sheep – briefly discuss this story)  
What do you think of when you think of sheep? (Cuddly, white, timid, strong flocking etc)  
Who looks after sheep? (A shepherd)  
How does a shepherd look after sheep? (He protects them – he puts them in a safe place at 
night and watches over them; he takes them to nice, green fields to lie in and feed; he makes 
sure they have enough water etc. Perhaps discuss with the children if they have any pets – 
how do they feel about their pets? What do they do each day to look after them?)  
Jesus says we are like sheep. Who do you think is our shepherd? (Jesus / God who looks after 
and cares for us)  
Let’s tell a story about Jesus our shepherd. (Tell the story of Psalm 23) 
1. “The Lord is my shepherd, I have everything I need” - child gets a sweet to represent “I have 
everything I need”, or a piece of cotton wool to represent a sheep.  
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2. “He makes me lie down in green fields” - child gets a piece of green material or some grass.  
3. “He brings me to quiet waters” - child gets a cup of water to drink.  
4. “He guides me along the right path” - child gets an arrow sign made of paper.  
5. “Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I am not afraid” - child gets a rock.  
6. “For God is always with me” – child gets a pipe-cleaner shaped as a staff /rod to represent 
Jesus, the shepherd who is always there for his sheep. Or a stick. 
These are suggestions for props, but you can use other things.  
  

Discussion questions 
What reminds you of God’s love? 
Do you think God loves everyone the same amount?  
Do you think God has favourites? 
Why or why not do you think God has favourites? 
Sheep learn to recognise their shepherd’s voice. How can we learn to recognise and 
respond to Jesus’ voice? 
If we know that God cares for us and looks after us, how does this make us feel? 

 

Craft:  
 

1. Make a model of a shepherd and sheep with pipe cleaners, cotton wool and other 
materials.  

2. Draw a picture of a sheep and cover it with cotton wool. 
3. Make a bookmark with a sheep on it. 

 
 

  Activity:  
The attention grabber games can be played. 
 

 
 

Prayer:   
 
(Before praying, ask the children if any of them would like to say their own prayer for the class)  
Dear Lord Jesus. We thank you that you love and care for us. Help us to know you are always with us. 
Amen. 
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 

Lesson objectives: 

• To grow in our relationship with God. 

• To understand how Psalm 23 and Jesus in John 10 use the work of a shepherd to 
illustrate how God cares for us.  

• To reflect on the meaning of the verses of this psalm in our own situation. 

• To help give us courage in bad times. 

 Attention Grabber:  
 

 Have a competition as to who can be the first to find Psalm 23 in the Bible.  
 Ask the children who wrote Psalm 23. (David)  
 

 Bible Story:   Psalm 23 
 

Bible Story and discussion:  
Tell the story of psalm 23 using these suggested objects or other things.  
1. “The Lord is my shepherd, I have everything I need” - child gets a sweet to represent “I have 
everything I need”, or a piece of cotton wool to represent a sheep.  
2. “He makes me lie down in green fields” - child gets a piece of green material or some grass.  
3. “He brings me to quiet waters” - child gets a cup of water to drink – the teacher needs to 
make sure that there are enough cups for each child as the child needs to keep the cup as one 
of the objects for the game.  
4. “He guides me along the right path” - child gets an arrow sign made of paper.  
5. “Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I am not afraid” - child gets a rock.  
6. “For God is always with me” – child gets a pipe-cleaner shaped as a staff /rod to represent 
Jesus, the shepherd who is always there for his sheep.  
 

Discussion questions 
 
What reassures you of God’s love? 
Do you think God loves everyone the same amount?  Do you think God has favourites? Why 
or why not do you think God has favourites? 
Sheep learn to recognise their shepherd’s voice. How can we learn to recognise and respond 
to Jesus’ voice? 
What do you think the right path is? 
If we know that God cares for us and looks after us, can we take risks? Are there things we 
should not do / risk? 
In what ways does God lead you through ‘the deepest darkness / valley?  
 
OR You can do the following discussion moving from one place to another. 
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 “The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want”  
Discussion: This tells us that God is like a shepherd. God loves us very much and takes care of 
us like a shepherd. In what ways have you felt God’s love? 
“I shall not want” – With God as our shepherd, we have everything we need. This does not 
mean we have everything we want!  
 
 “He makes me lie down in green pastures”  
Discussion: A pasture is a field with grass. Shepherds always look for nice green grass for their 
sheep to eat and where they can rest. Sheep are very nervous animals. If they feel scared or 
worried, they will not lie down. Shepherds look for a safe place away from danger for their 
sheep. Think about what helps you rest? What do you do before you go to bed at night that 
helps you sleep?  
 
“God leads me beside still waters. God restores my soul.” 
Discussion: “He leads me beside still waters. He restores my soul”: Remember, sheep are 
nervous - They have skinny legs with little tiny hooves for feet. Fast, rushing water scares 
them. If they get in the water it is easy for them to lose their balance, then they might fall and 
drown. They can also get stuck in the mud very easily. So, the shepherd always tries to find 
calm, still water for his sheep. That way they can drink and not be afraid. The calm water 
“restores their soul.” What restores your soul? 
 
 “He leads me in right paths for His name’s sake”  
Discussion: “He leads me in right paths for His name sake” – The Bible tells us that God helps 
us find the right way through life - God is our leader and our guide. God shows us the right 
way to go although sometimes it’s not easy to do. In what ways does God lead you? 
 
“Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I fear no evil, for you are with me. Your rod 
and staff, they comfort me.”  
Discussion: Even though the shepherd loves his sheep, sometimes they have to go through 
dangerous places. In summer the shepherd takes his sheep up into the high meadows. In the 
winter, the shepherd brings them back to the lower pastures. Either way, the sheep must pass 
through the valley. Valleys can be dangerous places. As the sheep go across the mountains, 
they might fall off the side of the mountain; wolves or animals might try to catch and eat 
them. But even though it might be scary for the sheep, they are not alone.  
Do you feel that God is with you, even in bad times? 
 
Surely goodness and mercy will follow me all the days of my life and I will dwell in the house 
of God forever. 
Discussion: Sheep know that the shepherd loves them and is with them always. God’s love is just like 
the shepherd’s love. No matter what we do, God’s love stays with us. God will always love us and will 
always be with us. The cross reminds us of God’s love.  
Spend a few minutes reflecting on the journey we have just been on. Which was your favourite 
station? Did anything stand out for you as you journeyed through this psalm today?  
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Craft Activities:  
 

1. Write you own psalm  
For the older children you can ask them to write their own psalm. They can think what it means 
for them in their neighbourhood to be guided and protected. What are the dangers that they 
face? What things in their lives do they need God to lead them through and protect them? 
How do they feel comforted? 

2. Psalm 23 bead chain  
Use about 10 beads per child of different colours and string. 
Each colour bead should represent a verse. (use the colours you have) 
Example: 
1 The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing.  (white bead) 
2     He makes me lie down in green pastures, (Green bead) 
he leads me beside quiet waters, (Blue bead) 
3     he refreshes my soul.  He guides me along the right paths 
    for his name’s sake.  (white or clear bead) 
4 Even though I walk 
    through the darkest valley,[a] 
I will fear no evil,   (dark or black bead) 
    for you are with me; 
your rod and your staff, (brown bead) 
    they comfort me. 
5 You prepare a table before me 
    in the presence of my enemies. 
You anoint my head with oil; (orange or yellow bead) 
    my cup overflows. (red or purple bead) 
6 Surely your goodness and love will follow me 
    all the days of my life, (light blue bead) 
and I will dwell in the house of the Lord 
    forever.  (gold or yellow bead) 

 

  Activity:  
The children all stand in a line. Blindfold everyone except the child at the back. This child at the back 
taps the child in front in order to make the line of children go in a certain direction.  The tap must be 
passed from one child to the next along the line and then they all move together.  For example, one 
tap go straight, 2 taps turn right, 3 taps turn left. 
 

Prayer:  
Dear Lord Jesus. Thank you for being our Good Shepherd. Help us to follow and obey you all 
the days of our lives. Amen  

 

  Worksheet: 
 
Worksheet: A crossword can be found at the end of this lesson.  
Answers:  
Across: 2. pasture 5. fear 7. house 9. valley 10. Table  
Down: 1. mercy 3. shepherd 4. path 6. walk 8. evil  

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm%2023&version=NIV#fen-NIV-14240a
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There is a lovely poem called Footprints in the sand by Mary Stevenson that you could read. 

One night I dreamed a dream. 
As I was walking along the beach with my Lord. 
Across the dark sky flashed scenes from my life. 
For each scene, I noticed two sets of footprints in the sand, 
One belonging to me and one to my Lord. 

After the last scene of my life flashed before me, 
I looked back at the footprints in the sand. 
I noticed that at many times along the path of my life, 
especially at the very lowest and saddest times, 
there was only one set of footprints. 

This really troubled me, so I asked the Lord about it. 
"Lord, you said once I decided to follow you, 
You'd walk with me all the way. 
But I noticed that during the saddest and most troublesome times of my life, 
there was only one set of footprints. 
I don't understand why, when I needed You the most, You would leave me." 

He whispered, "My precious child, I love you and will never leave you 
Never, ever, during your trials and testing’s. 
When you saw only one set of footprints, 
It was then that I carried you." 

 

References:  
www.daniellsplace.com  
www.christiancrafters.com/game_Psalm23_race.html  
www.SundaySchoolNetwork.Com  
http://www.rotation.org/topic/psalm-23-a-shepherds-psalm 26 27 28 29 30 31  
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I AM the VINE 

Fifth Sunday after Easter 
Readings: Acts 8:26-40; Ps 22:26-32; 1Jn 4:7-21; Jn 15:1-8 
Themes:  The I AM sayings of Jesus 

Memory verses: “I am the vine; you are the branches.” (John15:5) 
 

Information for the teacher:  
Jesus loved to convey deep truths with simple metaphors. In the lectionary reading for today, 
Jesus describes Himself as the vine, and us as the branches. He goes on to say, “If you remain 
in Me and I in you, you will bear much fruit; apart from Me you can do nothing. (John 15:6). 
 
This lesson and the following one are both about the I Am sayings of Jesus and particularly “I 
Am the Vine”. There are similarities and overlaps so look at both of them as you prepare and 
decide what you will do. 
 
John’s Gospel in fact records seven statements which Jesus makes which reveal truths about 
who He is. These are known as the “I AM” sayings of Jesus.  
It is important to note that “I AM” are words associated with God which Jews were forbidden 
to use. We recall the story of Moses and the Burning Bush when God uses the words “I AM” 
to describe who God is. Therefore, by using these words, Jesus was identifying with God and 
affirming His divinity.  Jesus says:  
1. “I AM the true vine” (John 15:5): Jesus is the vine and His followers are the branches. The 
branches need to be on the vine to grow. We all need to stay connected to Jesus, His Word, 
Church and prayer in order to grow and produce beautiful fruit.  

2. I AM the Bread of Life (John 6:48-51): People eat bread to satisfy physical hunger and to 
sustain life. We can satisfy spiritual hunger and spiritual life by being in a right relationship 
with Jesus.  

3. I AM the Light of the World (John 8:12): The world is dark with sin, but Jesus gives us light. 
He takes our sin away and lights the path ahead of us so we can see how to live.  

4. I AM the Gate for the Sheep (John 10:7-9): In the sheep pen, the shepherd was like a gate 
or a door, letting sheep in and protecting them. Jesus is the gate to God.  

5. I AM the Good Shepherd (John 10:14-16): Just like a shepherd takes care of sheep, Jesus 
takes care of us.  

6. I AM the Resurrection and the Life (John 11:25-26): When Jesus rose again, He defeated 
death. Death doesn’t have to make us afraid anymore. Not only that, but Jesus is life and he 
has given us, “Life to the full!”  

7. I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life (John 14:6): Jesus does not say, I will show you or 
teach you the way. The WAY to God as our loving Father is Jesus Himself. He is the standard 
by which we live. If we have a relationship with Jesus, we have true life.  
In today’s lesson we explore the beautiful imagery of Jesus as the vine, as well the other 
statements so often used to describe Jesus.  
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives 

To think what it means to remain in the vine - Jesus 
To become familiarised with some of the other “I am” statements of Jesus  

 
 Attention Grabber: 

The children go on a trail – the trail can be very “twisty-twiny”, just like the branches 
of a grape vine. They follow a long piece of string or wool until they come to a bunch 

of grapes (or a bowl of fruit if this is not the season for grapes. A fresh bunch of grapes or 
possibly an artificial bunch would be preferable as this Attention Grabber will be leading into 
the lesson, “I am the vine”.)  
 

 Bible Story:  

Have a bunch of ripe grapes (or whatever fruit is available that preferably has a vine/stem) 
ready to show the children. Show them the grapes (or fruit).  

Ask: “What are these?” (Allow children to respond)  

Are these good for you? (Yes! Grapes taste good and are a healthy fruit for us to eat.)  

How do these grapes (or fruit) grow? (Allow responses. These grapes (or fruit) are attached 
to a vine. The vine (or stem) is a very important part of the plant because the vine (or stem) 
collects the water and sunlight and allows the grapes (or fruit) to grow.  

What do you think would happen if the grapes (or fruit) were not attached to a vine (or stem)? 
(If the grapes (or fruit) were not attached to the vine (or stem), they would die)  

At this point in the lesson, show the class some grapes (or some fruit) that are not attached to 
a vine (or stem) and have gone bad. Have the kids point out the differences in the two sets of 
grapes (or fruit). The ripe grapes (or fruit) are good, while the rotten grapes (or fruit) are 
squishy, mouldy and smelly.  

In the Bible, Jesus says, “I am the vine, you are the branches”. (At this stage you will need a 
picture of grapes attached to a vine if you do not have a real bunch of grapes in class; show 
the children the vine, the branches. On the branches, show the children the grapes)  

Just like the branches produce beautiful grapes if they are attached to the vine, so we, as long 
as we stay close to Jesus, will grow as Jesus would like us to and we too will do good things.  
 
 

Discussion questions 

How can you grow closer to Jesus? 
Do you think it is important to have a friendship with Jesus? Why? 
If you have a friend who wanted a friendship with Jesus but didn’t know how, how would you 
help them? 
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Craft:  

 Make a vine with grape leaves – the children can write their names on the leaves. This can 
be done by drawing a long, twisted green line to represent the vine. The children can cut out 
grape leaves from green paper to paste on the vine, or they can make grape leaves using 
green paint and their handprint. Grapes can be made by cutting out small purple circles or by 
taking purple tissue paper squares, scrunching up in little balls and then sticking onto the vine. 
 
Alternatively, the children can use purple paint and their fingers to make grape prints. The 
verse, “I am the vine, you are the branches” (John 15:5) can be written along the vine”  
 
If time you can play the “I Am” game found in the older children’s section of this lesson 
 

Physical activities: 

Tell the children this game is called “Staying connected”. To play this game, all the children 
and the teacher hold hands in a circle. The teacher will then let go of one hand and lead the 
children in a line. The object of the game is for everyone to stay connected throughout the 
whole game. The teacher should weave back and forth and perhaps go faster and faster to 
make the game a little bit harder to play.  
Remind the children that just like the grapes need to stay connected to the vine, so we need 
to stay connected to Jesus.  
 

Prayer: Dear Lord Jesus. Help us to stay connected to you by reading our Bible every day, 
praying and coming to church. Just like a grape vine produces beautiful fruit, may we also 
always do 

 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years) 
Lesson objectives:  
To know the seven “I AM” phrases of Jesus  

To think of what it means to stay connected to the Vine /Jesus 
To find ways to deepen their relationship with God.  
 

Attention Grabber: Play "20 Questions"  
For this game one of the children needs to think of someone and give the other 
children one hint as to who this person is. The person could be a famous cricketer, 

actor, someone from the past, cartoon or movie character, movie star, pop star etc. The 
children need to ask questions to which the child who has thought up the mystery person can 
only answer “yes” or “no”.  
For Example, if the person was the movie character, Harry Potter: Are you an animal? [no] 
Are you a male? [yes] Are you an adult? [no] etc. You may need to help and guide them.  
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Keep track of the 20 questions – if they have not guessed the mystery person after 20 
questions, the mystery person needs to be revealed. Perhaps play a few times but do be 
aware of the time!  
 
We have just played the game, “Who am I?”, now briefly think about yourself and ask yourself 
these questions:  
I am ....... (your first name)  
I am part of the family of ......... (your surname)  
I am a child to .......... (your parent’s names)  
I am a brother / sister to .......  
I am a member of ........... (name of your church)  
I am ............ (a characteristic of yourself e.g. friendly, funny, noisy etc)  
  
Now tell the person next to you who you are, based on the questions above.  
 
 

 Bible Story:  

Who did Jesus say He was? (Allow the children to come up with some answers. Perhaps give 
them some hints e.g. show them a loaf of bread, a candle, a map etc)  

Jesus called Himself many different names. Each name tells us something important about 
who He is and what He does.  

Give each child one verse to look up and write the seven “I AM” phrases on a board as the 
children find them in the bible: John 6:48-51; John 8:12; John10:7-9; John 10:14-16; John 
11:25-26; John 14:6; John 15:5  

Briefly discuss each of these phrases – ask the children what words or images come to mind 
as you discuss each description. Perhaps have a board to write down these ideas e.g. “I am 
the bread of life” - hunger, yummy!!; “I am the light of the world” – darkness, hope etc. Once 
the children have come up with these words, use the explanation found at the beginning of 
the lesson to connect their thoughts.  

Ask the children if there is one “I AM’ phrase they particularly like and why.  

As the imagery of Jesus as the Vine is the lectionary reading for today, you may like to spend 
more time on this phrase. Read John 15:1-5, then again give the children time to comment on 
this imagery and what it means to them. Jesus is the vine and His followers are the branches. 
The branches need the vine in order to grow. We all need to stay connected to Jesus, through 
His Word, Church and prayer in order to grow and produce beautiful fruit.  
 
 

Discussion Questions 
Discuss with the children that a gardener prunes a plant to keep it healthy and strong so that 
the plant produces an abundance of fruit. If the gardener does not prune, less fruit is produced. 
And so, it is with us, if there are parts of our character that hinder our growth - that prevent 
us from producing beautiful fruit, these parts need to be removed. Perhaps you have a 
tendency to be jealous or judgemental of others –this may prevent you from being loving and 
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supportive of others. Perhaps you have a tendency to gossip or to lie. Think about which part 
of you needs to be pruned so that you will be able to produce more beautiful fruit.  
 
How do we stay connected to Jesus? 
What kind of things in your life stop you from producing fruit? 
If you want the above things ‘pruned’ how do you think it will affect you? I.e. ‘I don’t want to 
be jealous of my friends’ Why do you think you are jealous? how do we move from being 
jealous to being supportive? How does it feel inside when you full of jealousy versus full of 
support? Talk to someone you trust about your feelings when they rise up. Try practice 
gratitude, be thankful what you have right now! 
Do you think it will be easy to be pruned by God? Why? 
 
 

 Craft:  
1. The children can depict one of the “I AM” phrases. These pictures can be put on a board for 

the congregation to view.  
2. Draw a trunk / vine and the children add in branches and leaves etc. The children can write or 

draw on the underside of the leaves the things they want pruned from their lives. They can 
then write on the showing side all the things they are grateful for or blessed to have. At the 
end of the lesson pray over the leaves with your group. 

 

Physical activities: 

“I AM”. This game is a variation of the game “fruit salad”. The children sit on chairs in a circle. 
Each child is allocated one the of the “I AM” names e.g. vine, light. When the teacher says:” I 
am the Light”, all the children who have been given that name need to leave their chair and 
find another chair. During this time, one of the chairs, (or more, if there are a lot of children 
playing) is removed. The child who does not find a chair to sit on is “on”. The game then 
continues with the child that’s “on’ calling out another “I AM” phrase and those children then 
need to find another chair. If a child s “I AM Jesus”, all the children need to leave their seats 
and find another chair.  
 

 
Prayer: During the prayer, the children can name the 7 “I AM” phrases of Jesus in the 
following way: “Dear Lord Jesus, we thank you that you are the true vine, the light of 
the world etc. The children may then like to add little prayers such as, “We thank you 

that you bring light to a dark world”; “As a gardener prunes a grapevine, help us to rid 
ourselves of those parts of us which do not produce beautiful fruit” etc  
 
Worksheet: see pictures at the end of this lesson. These 2 pictures need to be cut out, and 
then joined at the centre, using a split pin, with the picture of the crosses on top. As the wheel 
turns, so it reveals another statement as to who Jesus is.  
References:  
Rotation.org  
http://ministry-to-children.com 

http://ministry-to-children.com/
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Abiding in Love 

Sixth Sunday after Easter 
 
Readings:   John 15:9-17 
Theme:  Love one another 
Memory verses: As my father has loved me, so have I loved you. Now remain in my love.  John 15:9 
(NIV) 
 

 

Information for the teacher: 
 
John 15 describes one of the 7 “I am” statements.     
 
Which is I AM the vine. Jesus uses this metaphor to teach his disciples how to stay connected to him 
after he leaves them. Jesus used metaphors and parables that would make sense to the people he was 
teaching, he used things like grapes and fishing and farming to explain complex ideas in a simplified 
way.  When you think of a grape vine there are a few things that come to mind; the vine (which would 
be the trunk), branches, the leaves and grapes. Jesus is the vine, we are the branches and our deeds 
are the fruit.  
 
We need to remember that Jesus uses the phase “I am”, this is important as Jesus is stating that he is 
God. We know this from Exodus 3:14  God said to Moses, “I am who I am. This is what you are to say 
to the Israelites: ‘I am has sent me to you.’ 
 
Jesus is preparing his disciples for his death. He reminds them to follow all the commandments just 
like he did, he wants them to be full of joy and to love without boundaries. To do this they must abide 
or remain in his love 
 
Love one another 
 

  
Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives:   

• Understand the meaning of love 

• How we are connected to Jesus through love 

• Jesus considers us friends (verse:15) 
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 Attention Grabber: 
 
Throw a ball of wool or string from one child to the next in any order, going across the group. Each 
child catches the string / wool, holds onto it, unravels some more and throws to another child. In 
this way all become connected. 
 

 Bible Story John 15:9-17 

Discussion questions 
 

• Who do you love? 

• Why do you love them? 

• Who loves you? 

• Do you think Jesus loves you? 

• How do we show our love for Jesus?  

• If Jesus Loves me and Jesus loves you does that mean Jesus loves the person that is mean to 
you?  

• Should we show love to those who are mean to us or to people that are strangers? 

• Do you know Jesus wants to be your best friend? Do you want to be his best friend? 

 

Craft:  Vine and grape garland.  
What you will need: 

• Crayons or colour pencils 
• Glue stick 
• Scissors 
• Cut outs of leaves and grapes.  Alternatively, you could use real leaves 
• Paper  

How to make the garland: 

To make the leaves and grapes, choose from any of these options: 

• Print out any of these cut outs at the end of this lesson. Colour and cut out the leaves and 
grapes. 

• Draw, colour, and cut out your own leaves and grapes. 
• Find real leaves from the garden and use those 
• Glue the leaves and grapes along the length of the paper strip. 
• Leave at least a 2cm margin at the end of the paper strip. Apply glue on this end. 
• Glue this end at the back of the other end of the strip to form a circular crown. Once the 

glue dries, you can try on your grape leaves garland 
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Songs  
   

 

Snack:  Grapes and or grape juice   
 
 

Physical activities: Grape gathering relay.  
 

The aim is to see how many grapes your team can collect. 
What you need: 

• Grapes or small stones or small balls or sweets 
• Basket or bag or plastic bag 

 
How to play:  

 
 1. Divide the children into groups.  
2. Have the children stand in a line, shoulder-to-shoulder, and link arms at the elbows. 
 3. Give a basket or bag to the child at the end of each team line.  
4.  First child in line picks up one grape at a time and hands it to the next child in line. •Children can 
use their hands, but they must keep their arms linked at the elbow.  
• Children pass grapes down the line until the grape reaches the basket.  
• If a team drops a grape or unlinks elbows, the first child in the line picks up the grape and begins 
passing it again from the beginning of the line. 
 5. On your signal, the groups work to fill their basket or bag with the most grapes.  
6. Continue playing until all the grapes are gathered. 
 7. Count the number of grapes in each basket or bag to determine the winning team.  

 
Teacher Tip: To increase the level of difficulty, have the children pass the grapes using their knees or 
toes. 
What happened if you let go of your teammate while passing a grape? (The grape had to start over.) 
You could only collect grapes if you were connected to each other. 
 
Branches can only grow grapes if they are connected to a vine. Why? (The vine collects what the 
branches need for grapes to grow—food, water, and sunlight.) Can the branch make grapes without 
the vine? (No.)  

 

Prayer:   
 Dear Jesus. Thank you so much for this day. Thank you that we can come to church and learn about 
your love. Please help me to follow your lessons every day and to show the love you have for me to 
people around me. 
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 
Lesson objectives:   

• Understand the importance of the ‘I AM’ statement 
• To understand what abiding in Jesus means 
• To love each other 

 

 Attention Grabber: A human web. 
What you need: willing children 
A ball of string. 
 What you do:  
 Have your group sit in a circle having everyone facing inwards. 
One person has the ball of string and can tell the group something about themselves (this can be 
manipulated to talk about anything i.e. Anything that relates to the lesson) 
Holding firmly to the end of the string They then throw the ball of string to someone else.  
This carries on until everyone is holding onto a piece of the string.  
It should look like a giant spider’s web. 
Have one person (who is not holding a piece of string) to sit on top of the web. 
 
Variations: one person pulls their piece of the string tightly. What happens? 
Have everybody pull their string tightly. What happens? 
If the string is cut what would happen? 
 
Point of the game is that we are all connected. What we do can affect others. If we work together 
we can uplift or hold up others. If the string is cut our relationships are broken which can lead to 
a ripple effect.  

 
 

 Bible Story:  John 15: 9-17 
 
 

Discussion questions  
 

• How do we remain or abide in God’s Love? 
• Why should we remain or abide in God’s love? 
• Do you believe that Jesus loves you unconditionally? Why or how so? 
• What does unconditional love mean to you? 
• How does verse 13 make us feel? 
• Can we do anything with out God? Why? 
• Do you want Jesus as your best friend? How do you become friends with Jesus see vs15? 
• What do you feel about Jesus’ command ‘Love each other’ vs 17. Who are we meant to love? 

Why should we love people? 
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 Craft:  Large vine craft 
This is a group craft and can be done with the classes or all the children.  
What you need:  
• brown paper or toilet rolls 
• large board or notice board 
• pins or glue 
• green paper and white paper 
• dark kokis 

 
What you do: 

• Using a large board or notice board, twist brown paper or toilet rolls as a large vine 
with some branches.  

• Cut out enough leaves to fill the grape vine you can add grapes as well 
• Have each child write their name clearly on a white piece of paper 
• Have them attach their name to the vine with either glue or pins 
• Be as creative as you want! 

 
 
For an example see attachment. 
Variations: they could write their names in the leaves.  
 
Or 
 
Gravp vine branch 
What you need: 

• Paper 
• Colours 
• Pens  

What you do: 
• Print out the attachment of the vine branch or have children draw their own 
• Have the children write a strength in each leaf which will help them remain in God’s 

love. 
• Colour and decorate. 

 

  Songs: 
 

  Worksheet: 
 

Purpose: To better understand the parable point through a modern-day illustration.  
In Biblical times, there were many farmers, shepherds, and vineyard workers. Jesus told 
parables about seeds, sheep, and vines because it helped people living in Bible times 
understand His point. If Jesus was in your neighbourhood, or at your school, what might He 
use in His parables? (School, farming, electronics, sports, movies, etc.) 
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 Have the children create a modern-day parable to make Jesus’ point in John 15:9-17, that we 
can do nothing unless we remain close to Him. (For example, compare a vine and branches to 
power switch and electronics of any kind.) 
 
 

Physical activities:  Human Knot. 
 
What you need:  
Willing children 
 
How to play: 

1. Have your children stand in a circle (if you have a very large group it will be best to spilt them) 
2. Have each child put their left hand into the circle 
3. Have them hold hand with somebody who is standing opposite them 
4. Do the same with their right hands holding hands with a different person. 
5. Ask you group to untangle themselves the cant let go of each other’s hands! 
6. They need to work as a team to get untangled. 

 

Prayer:  Dear God. Thank you for this day. Thank you for loving me and my family. Thank you that 
we can know your love personally. Help me to grow stronger in my faith each day and to spread your 
love wherever I may go. I love you Jesus. Amen  
 
 

 
Example of the grape vine branch craft                                        
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Information for the teacher: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Jesus calms the storm 

Fourth Sunday after Pentecost 
 
Readings: Mark 4: 35-41 
Theme:  Its okay to be scared 
Memory verse:  
 
 
 

In today’s lesson we learn about how Jesus calms the storm, while the disciples lose faith 
and think that Jesus won’t save them. 
Often people read this passage and pass judgement on the disciples, however we miss a few 
valuable lessons when we do this. The first is that Jesus manages to sleep through the storm 
and remains calm which shows complete confidence in God, the second is Jesus reveals that 
he is more than just a prophet. The belief was that only God could control the ocean. 
For the lesson today we are going to concentrate that it is okay to be scared and that being 
brave is not the absence of fear but trusting in God to help us through the hard times.  
The second aspect to this lesson is to try and help the children to look to God when they are 
scared. 
The point of this lesson is not to make the children feel like they shouldn’t be scared but to 
turn to God when they are scared.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lesson Suggestions: 
 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objective:   
To learn that its okay to be scared. 
To learn about when Jesus calms the storm. 
To learn that we should turn to God to calm our fears. 
 
 

 Attention Grabber: 

Either print or show the group images of things that most people find scary. For example 
spiders, heights, maybe other animals like dogs. Ask the group if they are afraid of the 
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images. Let the group discuss if they are scared and why. And end with a picture of a boat in 
middle of a bad storm ask if the group has ever been in a situation that was scary. (there is 
one at the end of the lesson). 

  Bible Story and Discussion: Mark 4: 35-41 

Jesus Stops a Storm (international children’s version) 

35 That evening, Jesus said to his followers, “Come with me across the lake.” 36 He and the followers 
left the people there. They went in the boat that Jesus was already sitting in. There were also other 
boats with them. 37 A very strong wind came up on the lake. The waves began coming over the sides 
and into the boat. It was almost full of water. 38 Jesus was at the back of the boat, sleeping with his 
head on a pillow. The followers went to him and woke him. They said, “Teacher, do you care about 
us? We will drown!” 

39 Jesus stood up and commanded the wind and the waves to stop. He said, “Quiet! Be still!” Then the 
wind stopped, and the lake became calm. 

40 Jesus said to his followers, “Why are you afraid? Do you still have no faith?” 

41 The followers were very afraid and asked each other, “What kind of man is this? Even the wind and 
the waves obey him!” 

 
Discussion: 
  
Are you afraid of anything? 
 
What do you do when you are scared? 
 
Do you think its okay to be scared? 
 
Do you think adults get scared? (the disciples were adults and they were scared) 
 
What did the disciples do when they were scared? 
What was Jesus doing? 
 
In the story we see that Jesus was calm and trusted God, he was sleeping. We also see that the 

disciples started to panic and went to Jesus in the panic. The disciples learn a valuable 
lesson, they learn that they needed to trust that Jesus would be there for them and to 
trust that they wouldn’t die. 

Jesus tells them to have faith that they need to trust God. 
So in our own lives, how do we find peace and feel safe when we are scared? Who do we turn to? We 

often look to our family, teachers and friends but we can always turn to God.  

Prayer:  Dear Jesus, Help us to trust in you when we scared, help us to understand that it is okay 
to be scared but to put our trust in you. 

                       We pray this in your name. 
                        Amen 
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  Physical activity:  Monsters inc. (sully says) 
Works very similar to Simon says or just as a fun way of keeping everyone warm without the sully 
says element, you could use it as ‘monster training’, ‘monsters university’ there are many ways to 
play this game so get creative. 
Here are the basic moves: 
Scary feet - running quietly on the spot/one place to another. 
Big scare - as it says. 
Little scare - as it says. 
Single bed scare - lean over and scare. 
Bunk bed scare - reach up scare the top bunk lean down scare bottom. 
Top bunk scare. 
Bottom bunk scare. 
Double bed scare - 2 single bed scares. 
Under bed scare - lie on your back and scare. 
Closet scare - pretend you’re jumping out of a wardrobe and scare. 
Parents coming! - lie down like a smelly sock. 
You can also add your own actions and get creative  
https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/monsters-inc-sully-says/  

 Craft:   
 
 

you don’t need to use the fruit in the image and can get creative 
but if you would like to make the same as in the image you will 
need bananas cut in half, pretzel sticks and strawberries. This 
should be easy enough for the children to assemble themselves. 

 
http://bibleschoolteachers.blogspot.com/2012/07/jesus-calms-storm.html 
 
 
 
 
 

Older children (7 – 13 years): 
Lesson objective:  
To learn that it's okay to be scared. 
To learn about when Jesus calms the storm. 
To learn that we should turn to God to calm our fears. 
 

 

https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/monsters-inc-sully-says/
http://bibleschoolteachers.blogspot.com/2012/07/jesus-calms-storm.html
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  Attention Grabber:  Would you rather: 
In this game the teacher starts with asking one member of the group to pick between two scenarios  

for example would you rather eat spiders or cockroaches? The person who answers the question then 
gets to come up with the next question that they ask to someone else in the group. 

 

  Bible Story and Discussion: Mark 4: 35-41 

Jesus Stops a Storm (international children’s version) 

35 That evening, Jesus said to his followers, “Come with me across the lake.” 36 He and the followers 
left the people there. They went in the boat that Jesus was already sitting in. There were also other 
boats with them. 37 A very strong wind came up on the lake. The waves began coming over the sides 
and into the boat. It was almost full of water. 38 Jesus was at the back of the boat, sleeping with his 
head on a pillow. The followers went to him and woke him. They said, “Teacher, do you care about 
us? We will drown!” 

39 Jesus stood up and commanded the wind and the waves to stop. He said, “Quiet! Be still!” Then the 
wind stopped, and the lake became calm. 

40 Jesus said to his followers, “Why are you afraid? Do you still have no faith?” 

41 The followers were very afraid and asked each other, “What kind of man is this? Even the wind and 
the waves obey him!” 

 

Discussion: 
What did you hear in the reading? 
 
So is there anything that you are afraid of? (It is important for the teacher to tell the group what the 
teacher is afraid of as it will help the children to be honest we often tell children to be brave and they 
then think they can’t be afraid of anything) 
 
If its normal to be afraid why do you think Jesus told the disciples that they had no faith? 
 
Do you have any examples of where you were afraid of something and you prayed to God and you felt 
better? 
 
Do you think we turn to God enough when we are scared or do we turn to other things? 
 

Prayer.  
Almighty God, help us when we are scared, help us to know that you are always there to calm us when 
our own storms are raging. Show us how to move forward in any bad situation. We pray this in Jesus 
Christs name. 
Amen 
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  Physical activity: Captain's Orders 
This game is excellent for a competitive group. It tires everyone out really quickly and can provide a 
good opportunity to award a prize to the winner. 
 
You have one person to be the leader or "Captain". He has to call out different actions but is limited 
to some (or all) of the following actions to call out. Pick and choose the best actions for your group. 
Or make up your own and share them in the comments. 
 
Man Overboard 
Players have to drop to the floor into planking position. 
 
Captain's Coming 
Players must stand at attention and salute the 'captain'. 
 
Starboard / Port 
Players must run to the designated side of the room. 
 
Scrub The Deck 
Players must squat on the ground and scrub the deck. 
 
Climb The Rigging 
Players must stand up and pretend to climb the rigging. 
 
Man The Lifeboats 
Three players have to pair up. They must sit in a row with the two on the end holding their hands out 
to make a boat shape and the person in the middle rows the boat. 
 
Find North 
The players have to pair up into groups of three and point in one direction. 
 
Titanic 
A boy and girl pair up. The guy gets on one knee and holds the girl by her waist while the girl sticks 
her arms out imitating the scene from the movie "Titanic". 

https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/captains-orders/  

 

 
 
 

https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/captains-orders/
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Living with Jesus            
Seventh Sunday of Easter 

 
Reading:   Acts 1:15-17, 21-26; 1 John 5:9-13; John 17: 6-9 
Theme:  Jesus prays for his disciples that they may be one as Jesus is one with God 
Memory verse:  Jesus prayed “All I have is yours and all you have is mine; and my glory is 
shown through them.” John 17:10 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information for the teacher:  

The Seventh Sunday of Easter is the beginning of the last week of the Great Fifty Days of Easter. This past Thursday 
we celebrated the Ascension of Jesus; there are two accounts of the Ascension: 

• one in the gospel of Luke. 

• one in Acts 

The one in Luke's Gospel, marks the ending to the Jesus’ earthly ministry. Jesus leads his followers out as far as 
Bethany and departs from them. It is a decisive departure, but it also filled with anticipation of a new beginning, a 
new journey for the disciples.   

The Ascension story in Acts is more dramatic and detailed with more poetic pictures and symbols.  It tells of Jesus 
commissioning the disciples to continue the work he had begun. Then Jesus leaves them.   

Jesus' Ascension is not to be taken literally, like some sort of space flight. The Ascension of Jesus is a mystery 
beyond words, and the symbolic language helps to express this mystery.  Clouds and sky are often used to show 
God's presence. The two people dressed in white robes (they also appear in the resurrection narrative) represent 
the divine message. Ascending into heaven indicates being where God reigns.  

The action of The Ascension does not imply movement, but rather a new mode of existence. We no longer look for 
the physical appearance Jesus, but instead we live in the presence of God. The Ascension is a time that marks the 
end to the life of the earthly Christ, and signals the beginning of something new- the life of the Church as the visible 
presence of Christ in the world. 

The Gospel reading tells of Jesus praying for his disciples, and he also prays for us. He prays that we might be 
enfolded in God’s protective love as we continue life in this world.  Jesus knew of the challenges, we would 
experience, he understands the kind of temptations that we would face, the disappointments and the concerns 
that we might have, and so he prays that we might work together as one, and that we might be filled with joy as we 
continue to do his work of love.  For this lesson we focus on the Ascension and how we live as disciples of Jesus 
rather than the gospel reading. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To learn about the Ascension of Jesus 

• To encourage the children to live as disciples of Jesus. 
 

 Attention Grabber: 
Play broken telephone using the following message, “We must go out into the world and 
live as disciples of Jesus”.   
 

 Bible Story:  The Ascension of Jesus (Acts 1:9-11) 
 
Ask the children what they remember about the life of Jesus? (Born to Mary and Joseph, 
Goes to the temple; Baptised by John; tempted in the desert; heals many people; preaches 

in the synagogue😉 
Use today’s lesson to briefly remind the children of the life of Jesus:  He was born to Joseph 
and Mary; He grew up to do some amazing things – He healed people, He calmed the sea; 
He was a great teacher.  Most importantly, Jesus is the Son of God.   Briefly remind the 
children of the Easter Story – that Jesus died but then He rose again.  He then appeared to 
some of his disciples –discuss a few of these events.  
 
Today we learn about Ascension Day – this is the day Jesus went to Heaven.  Find this story 
in the Bible and use the events described in Acts 1: 9-11 to discuss the story, but keep it 
simple! 
 

 Discussion Questions  
1. How many days are there between Easter and Ascension Day? (40 days) 
2. As Jesus went to Heaven, two men dressed in white stood beside the disciples and 

told them that Jesus will return to Earth in the same way He left.  Do we know when 
this will happen? (No, no one knows the time or hour. (Acts 1:7)) 

3. Just before Jesus went to Heaven, he left us with a job to do – we need to tell others 
about Jesus.  To do this we must know about Jesus.  How can we learn about Jesus? 
(Read the Bible, pray, go to church) 

 
We tell others about Jesus by what we do!  We can do this by being kind to others, sharing 
with others, helping others.  We all know about “show and tell” at school – we must “show 
and tell” others about Jesus.  We can tell others about Jesus but also show others Jesus by 
what we do. 
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Prayer:  Dear Lord Jesus. We thank you that you came to show us how to live.  Help us 
to show others more about you by what we do and also help us to tell others about you by 
what we say.  Help us to read our Bible and pray to learn more about you.  Amen 

Songs:  
 

Craft:  I’m a Jesus helper.  Children can 
make a puppet out of a brown paper bag 
or anything else that you have.   They can 
decorate the bag by drawing a face. The 
teacher can provide materials such as 
wool, “Angel hair”, stickers.  Don’t forget 
glue!  Somewhere on the paper packet 
can be written, “I’m a Jesus helper”.  
Here follow examples of puppets that can 
be made. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Physical activities:   

• Bubbles: the children can blow bubbles up into the air to remind them of Jesus going 
to Heaven 

• If you have a helium balloon, you can let it go, again reminding the children of Jesus 
going to Heaven 

• If there are clouds in the sky, look up – even lie down on the ground -and try to find 
different shapes in the clouds –use your imagination! 

• Play the game, “Wolfie, wolfie, what’s the time?”  One child is the “wolf”.  The other 
children ask Mr Wolf what time it is and then take that many steps toward the wolf.  
When they get close to the wolf, Mr Wolf calls out “feeding time!” and chases the 
players and tries to catch them.  Remind the children that no-one knows the time or 
hour when Jesus will come again. 
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 
Lesson objectives: 

• To learn about the Ascension of Jesus 

• To understand the meaning of the Great Commission 

• To encourage the children to live as disciples of Jesus 

 Attention Grabber:  
Mix up the letters of the words of the memory verse ...........”  The children need to 
unscramble the words to work out what the memory verse is.  If they take too long, then 
ask them to look up the verse in the Bible.  You will probably want to shorten the 
memory verse so this activity does not take too long. 

 

 Bible Story:  Discuss that Jesus prayed for his disciples before he left them. Then 
tell the Ascension Day story.  Acts 1:1-11 gives the best account of this event, although the 
passage may be too difficult for some children to understand.    The Bible Story for today 
can take the form of a “quiz” as shown below.  Discuss the questions as a class.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ascension Day Quiz  
1. How many days are there between Easter and the Ascension of Jesus? (40 days) 
2. During this time, Jesus appeared to a number of people and gave convincing proofs 

that He was alive – can you name some of these events? (Here are some scriptures 
which the children can look up to answer this question, or perhaps just mention 
these events to the children:  (Jesus appears to Mary Magdalene ( Mark 16:19); 
Jesus appears to the disciples behind locked doors, especially mention the story of 
Doubting Thomas (John20: 19 -30); Jesus appears to two believers on the road to 
Emmaus (Luke 24:13-15); Jesus appears to the disciples while fishing (John 21:1-14)  

3. On one occasion, while He was eating with them, Jesus told the disciples not to 
leave Jerusalem, but to wait for the gift the Father had promised.  What gift do you 
think this was? (The gift of the Holy Spirit) 

4. After instructing the disciples to be witnesses to the ends of the earth, Jesus was 
taken up into Heaven and a cloud hid Him from their sight.  They were looking up 
into the sky when two men dressed in white stood beside them.  They asked, “Why 
do you stand here looking into the sky?  This same Jesus, who has been taken from 
you into Heaven, will come back in the same way you have seen Him go to 
Heaven.”  Do we know when Jesus will return?  (No, no-one knows the time or hour. 
(Acts 1:7) 

5. The disciples then returned to Jerusalem with great joy (Luke 24:53), where they 
stayed until they received the gift God had promised them.  How long did they have 
to wait? (10 days – we celebrate this at Pentecost, which is next Sunday.  After this 
the disciples went out and preached everywhere, and the Lord worked with them 
and confirmed His word by the signs that accompanied it.  (Mark 16:20).  We will 
learn more about this next week ) 
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 Questions / Discussion 
(Select the questions from this section which you feel are most appropriate to your class’ 
needs.) 

• As in a relay race, Jesus was passing on the baton – His disciples were to continue the 
work He had begun.  We are also disciples and therefore we are also called to spread 
the gospel throughout the world – this is not always easy to do! 

• What are the ways we can spread the good news? (By words and actions) 

• Actions speak louder than words.  Ask the children if they know about St Francis of 
Assisi, and if they do, share what they know.  (St Francis was born in 1182 in Assisi, 
Italy.  He gave up a life luxury to live a life of poverty.  He is the patron saint of animals 
– he was known for his love of nature and animals.  He took the Bible literally by 
following all that Jesus said and did.) 

• St Francis said, “Preach the gospel at all times and use words only when necessary” 
What do you think he meant by this? Actions speak louder than words.  Ask the 
children if they know about St Francis of Assisi, and if they do, share what they know.  
(St Francis was born in 1182 in Assisi, Italy.  He gave up a life luxury to live a life of 
poverty.  He is the patron saint of animals – he was known for his love of nature and 
animals.  He took the Bible literally by following all that Jesus said and did.) 

• Sometimes, however, it may be necessary to use words – someone may ask you 
questions because they want to know more about Jesus.  How would you answer the 
following questions?   

1. What is a Christian? 
2. Why do you go to church? 

(If any of the children would like to share with the class their testimony of how 
they became a Christian, or something really exciting that has happened to them 
that has strengthened their faith, encourage them to do so) 

• What do you think is necessary to be an effective witness for Jesus? 
1. Live your life as a disciple of Jesus – both in what you say and what you do.  This 

includes showing love to others by being kind and compassionate and caring for 
those in need. 

2. Know your Bible 
3. Spend time with Jesus in prayer 
4. Be enthusiastic about your faith – if you are excited about coming to church, 

people will want to come and see for themselves  
5. Also rely on the Holy Spirit – this is that “little voice” inside you that may prompt 

you to say or do something. 
 

• Here is a passage you may like to read to your class.  Once finished, ask the children if 
they would like to respond. 
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Prayer:  Lead with an open form of prayer where the focus should be on the lesson 
learnt today.  Perhaps end the prayer with the words from the prayer book which we hear 
every week at the end of a church service:  “Send us out into the world in the power of the 
Holy Spirit, to live and work to your praise and glory.  Amen” 

 
 

 Craft:   

• Make a banner with the memory verse on it.  Decorate appropriately 

• Encourage the children to create their own art piece as a response to today’s lesson – 
what most struck them? 

The Witness 
Let’s say you are standing on a street corner, and you see a truck come screaming through the 
stop sign and bash into an old grey car.  Two minutes later a policeman comes by and asks you 
whether you saw what happened.  Here’s what you say: 
 
“Oh, hi Officer.  Yeah, I saw the whole thing.  It was really a mess – a wonder nobody was killed.  
What’s that?  You want me to do what?  A witness?  Oh man, no way!  I mean, I can’t witness.  
Witnessing is for other people - you know - people who have a way with words. 
 
“You say I’m the only one who saw the accident?  Well, there must have been lots of other 
people who’ve seen accidents somewhere.  Let them get up on the witness stand and tell about 
their accidents.  Wouldn’t that be just as good? No?  Well, this accident wasn’t all that 
spectacular.  Get one of those other guys to testify – one who’s seen a high-speed chase or a 
freeway pileup.  Nobody would be interested in my story. 
 
“See, I can’t witness because I freeze up when I talk in groups.  You need my cousin Arnold; he’s 
taken a class in public speaking.  What?  Well, of course he didn’t see the accident. But he’s a 
great speaker! 
 
“Aw, come on. I’m really busy; I can’t take time to testify.  And people would make fun of me.  
Maybe they’d disagree with me.  What? You say that’s not important, that I should just tell my 
story because I know it better than anyone else?  But I don’t know any of that technical stuff.  I 
haven’t memorised any lines from the Driver’s manual!  I don’t even have a driver’s licence. 
 
What?  You say I ‘m an expert?  An expert on what happened because I was the only guy who saw 
it?  Yeah, but that doesn’t make me a witness, does it?  Isn’t a witness somebody who tells about 
something? 
 
“Huh?  I already am a witness?  You say a witness is somebody who witnesses – sees- something?  
So when I witnessed the accident, I became a witness? Oh.  That means it’s just up to me to 
decide what kind of witness I want to be:  one who’s ready to tell what he’s seen and heard, or 
one who isn’t........ 
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  Songs  
 

Physical activities: 

• Learn the memory verse in a fun way. Here are some ideas: 
1. If the children do not know the memory verse well, then write the memory verse on 

a board.  Ask the children to read the memory verse aloud.  Then remove or cover a 
word at a time and ask the children to read the verse and add the missing word.  
Remove another word and continue until all the words are removed.  The children 
should now be able to say the verse from memory. 

2. If the memory verse is well known, each child is given a card with one word from the 
memory verse.  The cards should be given out in a mixed-up order.  The children 
need to arrange themselves in a line to get the correct verse order. 

3. Divide the children into groups.  One person in the first group starts by saying the 
first word of the memory verse and then one person from the second group says the 
second word.  The second person in the first group then says the third word of the 
memory verse and the second person in the second group says the fourth word.  
This continues until the memory verse is complete.  If one of the groups makes a 
mistake, the game starts over, starting with the next person in the group.  The group 
that did not make a mistake can be awarded a point. 

• The children run relay races.  Divide the group into two teams, each having a baton.  
Explain how the baton needs to be transferred from one runner to the next in the 
race.  Remind the children that relay races are won or lost on the transfer of the 
baton, once firmly gripped, however the baton is rarely dropped. 
Link this idea to the Ascension of Jesus, the time when Jesus hands over the baton of 
the Good news to His disciples, with the instruction to live and preach the gospel, to 
be the presence of Jesus in the world. 
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PENTECOST: THE CHURCH IS BORN 

Eighth Sunday after Easter 
 

Readings:   Acts 2: 1-21; Jn 15:26-27, 16:4b-15 
Themes:  The Church is born; the Holy Spirit comes down 
Memory verses:  'God says I pour out my Spirit upon all people'. Acts 2:17 
Objectives: To celebrate the birth of the church; to tell the children that that Holy Spirit is our 
helper; to tell the children how their own church started and its age. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lesson Suggestions: All age groups 

  Attention Grabber.    
(Can you speak another language Is there a language you want to lean? How long does it 
take to learn a language?)  

Have a big red blown up balloon on which is written the number of years of your church. Ask 
the children to guess what that number represents. (Don’t tell them until the end of your 
discussion. 

• A large fan with strips of yellow and orange crepe paper attached.  

• A one burner stove, pot, popcorn for popping and some oil 

• Orange and red party hats in the shape of flames 

Bible Reading 

• Just before starting the gospel reading put on the popcorn. Do not put the lid on. 

Information for the teacher: 

Pentecost Sunday is exactly 50 days after Easter and marks the end of Easter. “It was also a festival of 
thanksgiving for harvested crops. Jews of many nations had gathered in Jerusalem for this festival. This 
Peter’s speech was given to an international audience and it resulted in the first converts to 
Christianity”. (NIV Life Application Bible) Thus it is regarded as the birthday as the Christian church 
with Peter delivering the first sermon. 

Pentecost Sunday is a wonderful opportunity to have a change from the usual Sunday school 
programme and do something different. Instead of breaking into separate groups, the children can 
have a big birthday party with orange and yellow balloons and food eg NikNaks, crisps, oros. 
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• Now read: Acts 2: 1-8. While reading verse 2-3, turn on the fan to its highest setting. 
The paper will blow in the wind giving the impression of a huge wind with flames of 
fire. 

• By the time you get to verse 4 the popcorn should start popping and jumping 
everywhere.  

• While reading verse 6, have the children greet each other in their own home 
language or a language of their choice. 

• Pause at verse 13 then explain what is happening. Tell the kids that the people were 
like lifeless seeds of corn but when the Holy Spirit entered them (i.e fire on the 
popcorn) they all became alive.  

• Peter delivers the first sermon. Now continue and explain that Peter was giving the 
first message to the first Christians and preached about Jesus, the resurrection and 
some of the things that were prophesied about him. You don’t need to go into too 
much detail but give the central message. (Note this is a long reading and you the 
teacher need to summarise for the children.) 

 Discussion and Explanation  
Ask the children why are we using red, orange and yellow? Then explain that everything in 
Church today is red – the priests are wearing red; if there are flowers in the church, they 
should be red; the cloth on the altar is red to remind us of the flames of fire that came 
down.  Also, on that day, above each of Jesus’ friends' heads there was a flame. 

1. In what ways have you experienced the Holy Spirit? 

2. In what ways is your experience of the Holy Spirit different to that of the disciples? 

3. How can we get to know more about the Holy Spirit? 

4. How can we experience the Holy Spirit more? 

What else do you have at a party? 
• Cake!! Cake with candles on it – we are celebrating the birth of the Church. Ask the children 

what the candles on the cake remind of us today? The flames above each of Jesus’ friend’s 

heads. 

• The birth of your own church:  Research and discuss with the children how your own church 

was started. 

Songs:  
 

Prayers:  The teacher says: We are the Church and you are our God. You fill us with love every 
day. We are the Church and you are our God.  We’re a body of people who pray. 

Have the children say the Lord ’s Prayer in different languages all at the same time to 
continue with the idea of speaking in tongues and to get the effect of what was happening 
at the time.  
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  Physical activity:  
 
Give the children the opportunity to showcase their talents i.e. sing; dance, play an instrument. You 
can tell them the week before so that they could prepare 
Or 
Play party games when the children are finished eating. 
 

 Snack:  Serve orange, red and yellow food and snacks. Birthday cake with candles. 
Have the children who are celebrating birthdays come forward and blow out the candles and cut 
the cake while singing, ‘Happy Birthday to You…”. 
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Trinity Sunday 

First Sunday after Pentecost 
 

Readings: Isa 6:1-8; Psalm 29; Rom 8:12-17; Jn 3:1-17 
Theme:  Mystery of God: Three in One  
Memory Verse: “No one can enter the kingdom of God unless they are born of water and the 
Spirit”.  
“For God so loved the world that He gave his only son Jesus so that whoever believes in him 
may not die but have eternal life”. 

 

Information for the teacher: 

Today we celebrate one of the mysteries of our faith, the mystery of the Trinity. The Trinity 

is foundational to Christianity because it reveals the relational nature of God. The Trinitarian 

revelation starts with relationship, with loving which is the very essence of God as shown and 

taught to us by Jesus. Trinity’ is never found in the Bible, though the idea represented by the 
word is found throughout the bible and has led us to this way of describing God. 

 The word ‘trinity’ means “tri-unity' or 'three-in-oneness” and was something that exercised 
the minds of theologians, the debates of Councils and the battles between churches for 
many centuries. Through these debates, the church reached a consensus that God is three  
yet one God- as declared in the Nicene Creed that we recite at our Holy Communion 
services on a Sunday.  

Each of the beings in the Trinity is fully divine, none is 'more' God than any of the others, 
with each being having the same nature i.e. the essence of the divine being is one undivided 
substance. “The doctrine of the Trinity reminds us that in God there is neither hierarchy, 

inequality nor competition, but only unity in love amid diversity.  The Father does not 

dominate the Son, and the Son does not dominate the Holy Spirit, and the Spirit does not 

dominate the Father or the Son.  There’s no domination in God. The Father-Son-Spirit pattern is 

not always in that order. It is not always the Father who comes first. This can be seen, for example in 
Luke 4:16-20 where it is the Spirit who sends Jesus 

Remember we cannot explain God in human terms. If we could God would not be God. God 
far surpassed our human understanding. 
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Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objectives 
To know that God is one but also three and that God comes to us as: 

• God the Father / Mother / Creator,  

• God the Son / Redeemer / Saviour  

• God the Holy Spirit – the one who helps us.   
To know that God loves us and we can be in relationship with God. 
 

 Attention Grabber: 

Obtain three different kinds of hats – like a cyclist helmet, a cricket hat, and a soldier’s beret. Talk 
about how your friend is the owner of all of these hats. Take out the cyclist helmet and say that you 
have seen him/her wear this when s/he cycles. Ask why s/he wears it? Then go on the cricket hat- 
s/he plays cricket, used to protect from the heat etc. Why is a soldier’s beret worn? S/he is a soldier, 
it is part of the uniform. So s/he is a cyclist, a cricketer, and a soldier, that makes him/her three 
persons in one. Now that’s a thought; three persons in one. Have you ever heard of such a thing?  

 

  
Story of Nicodemus 
Points to emphasise: 
Jesus is trying to explain to Nicodemus how people get to heaven, to be with God.  So he says 
they must be born again and Nicodemus asks, “How can a grown up be born again? 
Jesus explains they are baptised with water and receive the Holy Spirit. 
Being born of the Spirit is like the wind – we hear it but we don’t know where it comes form 
or where it is going – it is a mystery 
As Jesus explains he mentions all three persons of the Trinity.  
God so loves the world so much that Jesus came to die so we can be in a right relationship 
with God. It is the Spirit who helps us live in right relationship with God. 
God came to give life, not to judge. 
 

Discussion questions 
Why are we talking about the number 3 today?  Well, today is Trinity Sunday – “Tri” means 3 and 
therefore Trinity means 3. 

Have you ever noticed that when people are finished a prayer, they first touch their head and then 
two spots on their upper body.  (Show how it’s done).  Who knows why people do this?  It is to 
remind us of God, the Father, God, the Son and God, the Holy Spirit – 3 parts making up God – this is 
known as the Trinity. 
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Let’s talk about baptism.  Have you been baptized?  Have you seen a baby being baptized? What 
happens at a baptism? (Mention that when we are baptized the priest will say that we are baptized 
in the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit – the Trinity.) 

 

To further explain the Trinity draw three circles on separate sheets of paper. Cut them out and place 

them on a flat surface so that all the circle shapes overlap at the centre. (See drawing below). Each 

circle represents one of the three persons of the Trinity.  Various items describing the 3 parts of the 

Trinity should be available for the children as they build the lesson with you.  In each circle place a 

number of objects and symbols that represents that person of the Trinity. 

The first circle represents God the Father, Creator of all things.  

Ask the children to choose from the items in your collection things that represent God the Creator 
and place them in the first circle e.g. flower, shells, pictures of animals 

The second circle represents God the Son, revealed in the person of Jesus, true God and true man.  
Jesus came to bring God’s love, save all people from their sins.  He died on the cross and rose again.  
Jesus is our friend, a friend of all children. 

Your collection of items for the second circle could include: Jesus born as a baby – the manger scene; 
picture of Jesus; a cross; a picture of Mary, His mother. 

The third circle represents the Holy Spirit, the one who helps us.  We can’t see the Holy Spirit but 
we can see its effects. 

Your collection for this circle should include a dove; a candle to represent the tongues of flames seen 
above the disciples at Pentecost and a pinwheel or fan to represent the wind which also represented 
the Holy Spirit at Pentecost; pictures of how the Holy Spirit helps us make good choices, or when we 
are sick or need help 

 

 

 

 

Craft:  

• Have three paper plates for each child and position them as shown in the diagram on the 
previous page. Staple these together. The children can make shapes from play dough to 
represent the different forms of God and place them in the correct circle.  Alternatively the 
children can draw pictures representing the different forms of God and add to the correct circle. 

Physical activities: 
Go outside and play 3-legged races. 

Why are we playing 3-legged races? Because God is made up of 3 parts – Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 

 Prayer:  Dear God thank you that you are so great and wonderful, you are our Father who 
created our beautiful world, you are the Son who understands us, and you are the Holy Spirit who 
helps us with everything. AMEN   
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 

Lesson Objectives: 

• To grasp an understanding of the doctrine of the Trinity. And that God comes to us as: God 
the Father / Mother / Creator, God the Son / Redeemer / Saviour,  God the Holy Spirit   

• To show how the Trinity idea of God helps one to understand God better. 

• To discover that each one of us is called to share on God’s own life. 
 

 Attention Grabber:  
Have a jug of water. Ask  
What is the colour of water? 
What is the shape of water? 
What does water feel like? 
 
It is transparent and has no shape and it feels wet. 
It’s a bit like that with the God. There are things we just don’t know about God but we can feel God 
with us. We come to understand God by experiencing God. We can’t explain God, we can feel God. 
God is even more of a mystery because God in three in one. How can we experience that? We do 
this all the time but we just don’t notice.  
When we experience things we use our senses. What are they? (sight, hearing, smelling, taste, 
touch). If we separate our senses, one thing can be all sorts of things at the same time. 
 
Have a bag with a bell in it or a shaker.  
Ask the children to feel what’s in the bag. It is hard, 
What does it seem to be made of?  Metal  
Then shake the bag so it makes a noise – what sound is this. 
What is it? A bell – It is one thing but there are at least 3 things about it – it is hard, shiny, made of 
metal and it rings. We experience it in 3 ways but it is one. So it is with the Trinity. 
 

 Bible Story:  Same as for the younger group.  
 

Discussion questions  
Today is Trinity Sunday – what do we mean by the Trinity? 

What do you think it means to be born again? 

What difference will being born again make in your life? 

Have you ever noticed that when people are finished a prayer, they first touch their head and 

then two spots on their upper body.  (Show how it’s done).  Who knows why people do this?  

It is to remind us of God, the Father, God, the Son and God, the Holy Spirit – 3 parts making 

up God – this is known as the Trinity. 

There are many ways to try to describe the trinity.  The Trinity could be described to a role 

that one person has for example take a woman she could be a daughter, mother and a sister. It 

is still one person but she has different roles.  
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Further Discussion Questions: 

Koinonia means authentic fellowship: it is mutual, equal, inclusive and non-judgemental.  

The persons of the Trinity are in such a life-giving community and set the standard for all 

existence.  What then is the significance of Christian fellowship?  How does Koinonia 

challenge the individualistic consciousness of our modern society? 

You and I are called to share in God’s own life.  God became part of humanity’s world so 

that we can become part of God’s world.  Being created in God’s image we are a community 

of the Trinity and our community should be fully integrated.  For this reason the Word 

became flesh and the divine spirit of love was poured out on all on Pentecost. 

Physical activities: 

The 3 legged race: Children pair up and the two legs in the middle are tied together.  You 

may like to ask why we are playing 3-legged races today.  Each pair needs to blow up and 

then carry five balloons as they race against other pairs.  At the end of the race, there is a 

chair.  One person holds the balloon steady while the other person of the pair sits down and 

breaks the balloon.  The first pair to break all the balloons first is the winning team. 

Questions:   

What were the different ways each of you worked in your pairs?  What was the same? 

How does this relate to the unity (oneness) and harmony (togetherness) of God? (The 

members of the group work towards one goal; they have different roles so as to compliment 

each other) 

(For 10 – 12 year olds:) 

How can we express this unity and harmony in our group / church as we try to give others a 

picture of our real God?  (We need to be inclusive; loving and work together; supportive in 

our relationships both in and out of church) 

Why is God pleased when people exhibit faithfulness, love and harmony within a family? 

(The family is then reflecting the unity of the Trinity) 

 Craft:   
Make a book mark, weaving 3 cords together to represent the Trinity.  You may like to attach 

the words of the Baptismal Creed, found on page 59 of the Anglican Prayer Book. 

Prayer:  Meditation is a form of prayer where you focus on a specific thought.  During 

today’s prayer, trace one of the diagrams with your finger.  Do this a number of times and 

focus on the meaning of the Trinity.  By tracing their fingers around the lines continuously, 

following the path of inter-relatedness, the children should sense the harmonious community 

of the One God, 
References 
Snyman,D.2008. In the Gaze of God. South Africa: AcadSA Publishing 

Grudem, W.1994. Sytematic Theology. Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House 
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How the Church tells time 

Second Sunday after Pentecost 

Information for the teacher:  
We live in a busy world. Our calendars are full of places to go and people to see and things 
to do. Productivity and accomplishment are at the forefront of what is driving much of the 
world around us. Time, the way the world sees it, is fleeting and full of things to accomplish. 
Time, the way the church sees it, is a very different thing, with very different priorities.  
The church calendar has its roots in the early church. It has been used in some 
manifestation since the fourth century. It is a powerful means of shaping our lives around 
God’s one big unfolding story as laid out in scripture. Rather than our lives turning around 
our own agenda, it turns around Christ. As we live this calendar from year to year, studying 
over and over again God’s unfolding story of salvation, we grow in Christ.  
Today we will be studying the Church Calendar - trying to gain a better understanding of the 
Seasons of the Church and the colours associated with each season. You will therefore need 
to have a Church Calendar placed somewhere in your teaching area, clearly visible for all to 
see, and to which you refer during this lesson. Instructions on how to make a church 
calendar can be found at the end of this lesson. You may like to make use of this calendar at 
the beginning of every lesson from now on so that the children always have a sense of 
where we are in the Church year.  
Here follows a list of the Seasons of the Church: Advent: (purple) - The church year begins 
with the Advent of Our Lord - the four weeks of preparing for the birth of Jesus in 
Bethlehem on Christmas Day. The colour purple represents sorrow. It is also the colour of 
royalty, reminding us that Jesus is our King  
Christmas: (White) - This is a short season, beginning on Christmas Day, December 25, 
where we remember the birth Jesus. The Season of Christmas continues for 2 weeks until 
Epiphany where we remember the 3 Wise Men who visited Baby Jesus. The colour white 
represents a time of joy and celebration.  
Ordinary time (green): This season continues until Lent. It is a time of growth. Lent: (Purple) 
- Lent begins on Ash Wednesday and continues until Easter. For 6 weeks – 40 days and 40 
nights - we prepare ourselves for Easter – it is a time of prayer, fasting and almsgiving where 
we remember what Jesus has done for us. Christians prepare for the death of their sins and 
worldly selves with the death of Jesus on the cross on Good Friday as they follow His 
footsteps through Holy Week. Once again, the colour purple is a symbol of sorrow as well as 
a reminder that Jesus is our King.  
Easter: (White) – Easter begins on Easter Sunday. It is a glorious celebration of Jesus' 
resurrection from the dead. The Easter Season is 50 days long. It includes Ascension Day and 
ends on the Day of Pentecost.  
Pentecost: (Red) - We celebrate the sending of the Holy Spirit on the apostles. The colour 
red reminds us of the tongues of flames which came upon the Disciples on the Day of 
Pentecost.  
Ordinary Time: (Green) This season continues from Pentecost through to Advent. It is a time 
of growth as well as a season where we focus on mission through evangelism and outreach.  
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(You may find that your church makes use of more colours or slightly different colours to 
represent the seasons of the church - you may therefore want to adapt your calendar so that 
it matches the specific colours of your 

 
Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives: To introduce the children to the of the Seasons of the Church. 
 

  Attention Grabber: 

 Discuss the seasons of the year with the children - Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring. 
Which season are we currently in? Perhaps go outside and collect a few things that are 
characteristic of this season e.g. If it is Autumn, collect leaves that are changing colour. 
Discuss the different seasons of the year, their characteristics and most importantly the 
colours associated with these seasons e.g. Spring- light pinks, green; trees are budding; baby 
animals are being born; Summer - bright colours; everything is lush; lots of fruit; hot! 
Autumn-starting to get cooler; leaves change colour and fall off trees; brown and orange 
colours; Winter- cold; winter jackets; no leaves on trees; dull; everything looks dead. Bring 
something to remind the children of each season, such as a scarf for winter.  
 
 

Discussion – The Church Calendar:  
Just as we have different seasons of the year, so we also have seasons within the church. 
Just as the seasons of the year have different colours, so the church also uses different 
colours at different times of the year.  
Ask the children:  
 Have you noticed that the colours in the church are not the same every week – the colour 
of the cloth on the altar changes and the colour that the priest wears also changes?  

 Did you notice what the colour in the church was last week (or this week if they have 
already been into church)?  

 What other colours have you noticed in the church at different times of the year? Show the 
children the church calendar that you have prepared  
 
At first, don’t put any of the pictures or text on the calendar. Ask the children:  
 What are the different colours that you see on the calendar?  

 What do you think the different colours mean? (Allow the children to give their opinions,  
and don't correct them at this stage) To give the children a clue as to what each colour 
represents, begin by showing them a picture of Christmas - the star found on page 61 is used 
to represent Christmas. Ask them what they think the star represents before telling them. 
Have a brief discussion about Christmas. Place the star on the calendar.  
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Next show them the picture of the cross - this is used to represent Easter. Again first ask 
them what they think the cross represents, then have a brief discussion about Easter and 
place the cross on the calendar.  
Ask the children:  
What do you notice about the seasons of Easter and Christmas? (They are both white 
seasons)  

Why do you think the colour is white? (Allow for the children to answer. The white season 
represents joy and celebration. In the church whenever we have a celebration we use the 
colour white. At Christmas we celebrate the birth of Jesus and at Easter we celebrate that 
Jesus rose from the dead)  
 
Now show the children the picture of the dove. Ask them what they think the dove 
represents and where they think it should go. The dove represents the Holy Spirit. The Holy 
Spirit came down on the Day as Pentecost as a flame – again briefly discuss Pentecost with 
the children. So the colour red reminds us of fire and is the colour for Pentecost.  
Ask the children:  
Do you see the colour purple on the calendar?  

How many purple sections are there?  

Do you notice something interesting about the purple sections? (Allow for the children to 
respond. The purple season always comes before a white season. The purple season is a 
waiting season – during this season we get ready for the white season. The purple season 
before Easter is known as Lent and the purple season before Christmas is known as Advent. 
During these times we prepare our hearts for Jesus – we think about all the things we should 
not do and how we can become better people. )  
 
(You may want to discuss the waiting seasons in a bit more detail especially with the slightly 
older children – mention that Advent is 4 weeks long and Lent is 6 weeks or 40 days long. 
Lent starts on Ash Wednesday and ends at Easter. Some people fast or give up something for 
Lent. Purple is the colour of sorrow. It is also the colour of royalty – we are preparing for our 
King Jesus.)  
Put the symbols for Advent and Lent onto the calendar  
What colour have we not discussed yet? (The green season)  

What do you think of when you think of the colour green? (Growing – this is the growing 
season. This is the time when we learn more about Jesus and all the people in the Bible – we 
learn to live as God wants us to live.)  
 
What else do you notice about the green season? (There are 2 green seasons -one of the 
green seasons is the biggest season of the Church Calendar)  
Put the symbol on the calendar for the green season.  
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Reflection Questions:  
1. Where do you think we are in the Church Calendar? (We are still in the Easter Season)  

2. Which Season of the Church do you think is most important? (Allow the children to 
respond – there is no correct answer, except perhaps to say that all the seasons are 
important)  

3. Which is your favourite Season of the Church?  
 

Prayer:   

  
Dear Lord Jesus. We thank you for the different seasons of the year – each season is so 
different and each season has something special about it. Help us to remember everyday 
that you are with us. Help us to grow to be more like you. Amen  
 
 

Craft:  

Craft: The children can make their own church calendar. The template at the end of this 
lesson, can be stuck onto a paper plate to make it firmer. Add an arrow that can be attached 
with a split pin to the calendar so that it can rotate to show where we are in the church 
year. You will need to carefully guide the children to colour each section of the church 
calendar correctly.  
 
 
 

Physical activities: 

Physical activities: Season run  
Each colour of the Seasons of the Church is represented by a different action. Each time you 
call a colour the children have to do the corresponding action. Here are examples of actions 
the children can do for each colour:  
Purple (Waiting season): Children lie down on their stomach’s spreading their arms out like 
a cross; fold their arms and tap their feet on the floor as if they are waiting for something to 
happen  
Red (Pentecost): Children run around (like the Holy Spirit)  
White (Christmas or Easter): Children hold their hands up in the air and shout hallelujah!  
Green (Ordinary or Growing Season): Children bend down on their knees to pray 52  
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 
Lesson objectives: 

• To learn about the Seasons of the Church  

• To gain an understanding of how the Seasons of the Church aid us in our worship 
and Christian life  

 

 Attention Grabber:  

Quiz  
Split the class into groups of about 4 children per group. Each group can choose a group 
name. Each group can be given a piece of paper or a small white board on which to write 
their answers. The teacher asks a question. The children discuss the question within their 
group. The first group to write down the correct answer and show the teacher gets a point. 
The team with the most points at the end of the quiz wins. This is meant to be a short quick 
game!  
Question1: What colour does the Church use for the Season of Lent?  
Question 2: When is the Season of Lent?  
Question 3: Which Season of the Church is represented by the colour green?  
Question 4: What is Epiphany?  
Question 5: When is the beginning of the church year?  
Question 6: What is Pentecost?  
Question 7: What colour does the Church use to symbolise Pentecost?  
Question 8: What colour does the Church use to celebrate Christmas?  
Question 9: Which Season in the Church comes after lent?  
Question 10: Name two seasons in the Church which are represented by the same colour?  
Or  
Discuss with the children which is their favourite season of the year – Summer, Autumn, 
Winter or Spring. Discuss the colours and feelings associated with each season. (See the 
younger children’s attention grabber for more on this)  
 

Discussion:  

Just as we have different seasons in the year, so we also have seasons within the church.  
 Have you noticed how the colours change in the church?  

 Did you notice what the colour in the church was last week (or today if you have already 
been in church today)? What colour was the priest wearing and what was the colour of the 
altar?  
 

Reflection Questions:  
1. I wonder which of these seasons you like best.  
2. I wonder which of these seasons is the most important  
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3. I wonder why the church has its own calendar  

4. I wonder if these different seasons of the church aid me in my worship and my life 
 

 Craft:   
Children can make their own church calendar which can be put into the front of their Bibles. A 
template can be found at the end of this lesson. Attach an arrow with a split pin to the calendar 
so that it can rotate to show where we are in the church year.  

 

Physical activities: 

 
Physical activities: Seasons of the Church Relay race  
Divide the children into teams of 7 children per team. For each leg of the relay race you 
need to have a task that represents a Season of the Church.  
Leg 1: Advent, the first season of the Church year – One child needs to wrap a bible in paper 
as a present.  
Leg 2: Christmas – One child needs to un-wrap the paper without tearing the paper. Fold the 
paper neatly.  
Leg 3: Ordinary day- One child needs to run to the other end of the room, or to a certain 
point and back again  
Leg 4: Lent- You need to “give up” something, in this case one leg! One child must hop on 
one leg to the other end of the room and back.  
Leg 5: Easter- Egg and spoon race – One child carries an egg on a spoon to the other end of 
the room and then back.  
Leg 6: Pentecost- Each team needs a red balloon. One child must blow up the balloon and 
then get it into a bucket at the other side of the room without using his/her hands and the 
balloon cannot touch the ground. If the balloon touches the ground he /she needs to start 
back at the beginning.  
Leg 7: Ordinary day – One child needs to run to the other end of the room, or to a certain 
point and back again  
The first team to complete all 7 legs is the winning team.  
 

Prayer:   

Allow for an open time of prayer.  
Gracious God.  
We thank you for the different seasons of the year – each season is so different and each 
season has something special about it.  
As the seasons of the year pass,  
may we daily be reminded of your presence with us.  
Amen  
References:  
Lectionary for an Anglican Prayer book 1989 Advent 2014-Advent 2015 year B  
http://www.catholicicing.com/lenten-activities-for-children  
http://www.onslowanglicans.org.nz/seasons.html 

http://www.onslowanglicans.org.nz/seasons.html
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Growing God’s kingdom 

Third Sunday after Pentecost 
 
Readings:  1 Sam17:3-4,32-49; Ps 9:9-20; 2 Cor 6:1-13; Mark 4:26-34 
Themes:  Growing God’s kingdom.  
Memory verses: The kingdom of God is like a mustard seed that is planted in the ground and grows 
and becomes the biggest of all plants (Mark 4: 31-32) 
 

Information for the teacher 
In today’s parables, Jesus gives two illustrations regarding the Kingdom of God. In the first 
he recounts that a person might plant seeds but he has no idea how they grow. It is a 
mystery. In the second Jesus talks about the tiny mustard seed and the way that it grows 
into a large and sturdy plant that offers shelter to many. That is how the Kingdom of God 
grows. The mustard seed plant and its seeds were a common sight in Israel.  
 
Jesus often talked about the Kingdom of God and in today’s parable, He tries to explain 
more about this Kingdom. The Kingdom of God is the new way of life that Jesus showed us. 
To live in this Kingdom and be a part of it means that we live as Jesus taught us.   We put the 
love of God and our neighbour before anything else.  
 
The Kingdom of God grows from small beginnings like the tiny mustard seed. The Word of 
God is planted in our hearts and as we grow in kindness, love, understanding and 
forgiveness, we live as people of the Way and in this way God’s Kingdom grows. 
 
 
 

 

Lesson Suggestions: 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives:  

• How do we nurture ourselves? 

• What do we need to do to grow? 
 

 Attention Grabber: 
 
Try to find some seeds and see if the children can guess what these will grow into. You could 
have bean seeds, acorns, apple seeds, orange seeds, sunflower seeds and you can add in seeds 
from trees and flowers. 
 

Ask the children if they know any small seeds which grow into large plants or trees?  
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Show the children any pictures you can find of what mighty plants these small seeds can become. 

 

 Bible Story: 
 
Can you remember what a parable is? A parable is a short, simple story which Jesus told to explain 
an important truth or teaching to the people.  

Tell the two parables. 

The kingdom of God is a mystery we can’t explain. How the seeds grow is a mystery. 

But we do know that the seeds need soil that is good, they need sunlight, water, compost, nutrients.   

A mustard seed is one of the smallest seeds around but it can grow into a large bush where birds can 
rest. 

Jesus says this is what the Kingdom of God is like. 

 
 

Songs  
   
 

Discussion questions 
 
How are we nurtured? 

Who cares for us and who do we care for? 

What can we do to help ourselves grow? 

What do we need to grow into good people? 

Where is the Kingdom of God?  

 
 
 

Craft:  
 
Collect pictures of trees and plants and the seeds of these plants.  Draw pictures of trees and fruit, 

seeds and birds on them. Let the children think what these represent in the kingdom of God. 

OR 

Collect little branches, seeds, leaves, bits of grass, sand and anything else you can find from nature. 
Use these to make a nature collage of trees. 
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OR 

 

Plant a seed or a seedling or whatever you have. Talk about the need for water, good soil, compost. 
We plant the seed in a container which provides a safe space so the seed won't be trampled on. 

 

 

Physical activities: 
 

Our bodies grow as we move and exercise. This helps us to develop muscles. We start by playing a 
game that will develop our muscles. It can also help our brains to grow as we must listen carefully to 
the instructions. 

 

Play Simon says. 

In this game you give the children things they must do such as lift your arms above your head, run on 
the spot etc. However, they only do it if first you say "Simon says" (Maybe you want to change this to 
Jesus says" If you do not say Simon says then they must not do the action.  

 

We can also grow spiritually by being quiet and spending time with God. This is called meditating. 

So close your eyes and imagine that you are a little seed. You could ask the children to curl up in a 
little ball. Then imagine that the gentle touch of Jesus or that Jesus is gently breathing new life into 
you. Slowly uncurl and stretch out. Be quiet for a few minutes and feel the love of God surrounding 
you. Then slowly start to rise until you are standing with your arms wide open to welcome all of God's 
creation. 

 

Or  

You could do a tree meditation. Ask the children to imagine that they are lying in the shade under a 
tree, There is gentle sunlight and they can smell the sweet scent from the tree and hear the rustle of 
leaves. Let them relax and be quiet and experience the peace.   

 

You can make up your own meditation and what to say that is suitable for your children. But do have 
a time of silence and stillness. 

 

Prayer:   

 Have a time of silence 
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Older children (7 – 13 years) 
 

Lesson objectives: 
• How do we nurture ourselves? 

• What do we need to do to grow? 

• Experience meditation as a way of drawing closer to God. 
 
 

 Attention Grabber: 
 
Try to find some seeds and see if the children can guess what these will grow into. You could 
have bean seeds, acorns, apple seeds, orange seeds, sunflower seeds and you can add in seeds 
from trees and flowers. 
 

Ask the children if they know any small seeds which grow into large plants or trees?  
Show the children any pictures you can find of what mighty plants these small seeds can become. 

Ask the children if they know how seeds grow? 

 

 Bible Story: 
 
Can you remember what a parable is? A parable is a short, simple story which Jesus told to explain 
an important truth or teaching to the people.  

Tell the two parables.  

The kingdom of God is a mystery we can’t explain. How the seeds grow is a mystery.  

But we do know that the seeds need soil that is good, they need sunlight, water, compost, 
nutrients.   

A mustard seed is one of the smallest seeds around but it can grow into a large bush where 
birds can rest. 

Jesus says this is what the Kingdom of God is like. 

 

Songs  
  

Discussion questions 
What do seeds need to grow?  

In this parable Jesus says that it is a mystery how the seeds grow. Do you know of any other 

mysteries in the world, things that we just don't understand?  

Who cares for us and who or what do we care for? 
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What can we do to help ourselves grow? 

In what ways would you like to grow?  

What do we need to grow into good people? 

Where is the Kingdom of God?  

What do you think is meant by the Kingdome of God? 

 
 

Craft:  
 
Collect pictures of trees and plants and the seeds of these plants.  Draw pictures of trees and fruit, 

seeds and birds on them. Let the children think what these represent in the kingdom of God. 

OR 

Collect little branches, seeds, leaves, bits of grass, sand and anything else you can find from nature. 
Use these to make a nature collage of trees. 

OR 

Plant a seed or a seedling or whatever you have. Talk about the need for water, good soil, compost. 
We plant the seed in a container which provides a safe space so the seed won't be trampled on. 

Physical activities: 
 

We can also grow spiritually by being quiet and spending time with God. This is called meditating. 
Here are some ways to do meditation 

Meditation with movement 

Close your eyes and imagine that you are a little seed. You could ask the children to curl up in a little 
ball. Then imagine that the gentle touch of Jesus or that Jesus is gently breathing new life into you. 
Slowly uncurl and stretch out. Be quiet for a few minutes and feel the love of God surrounding you. 
Then slowly start to rise until you are standing with your arms wide open to welcome all of God's 
creation. 

Or  

Meditation being still 

Ask the children to imagine that they are lying in the shade under a tree, There is gentle sunlight and 
they can smell the sweet scent from the tree and hear the rustle of leaves. Let them relax and be 
quiet and experience the peace and God's love. (You can use different words and images that are 
suitable for your children. But do have a time of silence and stillness. Don't talk all the time). 

OR 

 

See yourself standing near a big tree.  You are barefoot and it feels good to connect with the earth. 
It's like your feet are your roots that keep you strong and hold you up. Take a few deep breathes and 
feel your connection with the earth. Then walk closer to the tree. Feel its shade and the gentle breeze. 
This is a wise tree that offers shelter and protection. Feel the safety and peace of the tree. Breathe 
gently and slowly. Move your arms. You may want to sway or even dance. Does the tree have a 
special message for you? Be still and listen. 
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Information for the teacher: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Jesus calms the storm 

Fourth Sunday after Pentecost 
 

 
Readings: Mark 4: 35-41 
Theme:  Its okay to be scared 
Memory verse: 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
In today’s lesson we are learning about how Jesus calms the storm, while the disciples lose 
faith and think that Jesus won’t save them. 
Often people read this passage and pass judgement on the disciples, however we miss a few 
valuable lessons when we do this. The first is that Jesus manages to sleep through the storm 
and remains calm which shows complete confidence in God, the second is Jesus reveals that 
he is more than just a prophet. The belief was that only God could control the ocean. 
For the lesson today we are going to concentrate that it is okay to be scared and that being 
brave is not the absence of fear but trusting in God to help us through the hard times.  
The second aspect to this lesson is to try and help the children to look to God when they are 
scared. 
The point of this lesson is not to make the children feel like they shouldn’t be scared but to 
turn to God when they are scared.  
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Lesson Suggestions: 
 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
 
Lesson Objective:   
To learn that its okay to be scared. 
To learn about when Jesus calms the storm. 
To learn that we should turn to God to calm our fears. 
 

 Attention Grabber: 

Either print or show the group images of things that most people find scary. For example 
spiders, heights, maybe other animals like dogs. Ask the group if they are afraid of the 
images. Let the group discuss if they are scared and why. And end with a picture of a boat in 
middle of a bad storm ask if the group has ever been in a situation that was scary. (there is 
one at the end of the lesson). 

  Bible Story and Discussion: Mark 4: 35-41 

Jesus Stops a Storm (international children’s version) 

35 That evening, Jesus said to his followers, “Come with me across the lake.” 36 He and the followers 
left the people there. They went in the boat that Jesus was already sitting in. There were also other 
boats with them. 37 A very strong wind came up on the lake. The waves began coming over the sides 
and into the boat. It was almost full of water. 38 Jesus was at the back of the boat, sleeping with his 
head on a pillow. The followers went to him and woke him. They said, “Teacher, do you care about 
us? We will drown!” 

39 Jesus stood up and commanded the wind and the waves to stop. He said, “Quiet! Be still!” Then the 
wind stopped, and the lake became calm. 

40 Jesus said to his followers, “Why are you afraid? Do you still have no faith?” 

41 The followers were very afraid and asked each other, “What kind of man is this? Even the wind and 
the waves obey him!” 

 
Discussion: 
  
Are you afraid of anything? 
 
What do you do when you are scared? 
 
Do you think its okay to be scared? 
 
Do you think adults get scared? (the disciples were adults and they were scared) 
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What did the disciples do when they were scared? 
What was Jesus doing? 
 
In the story we see that Jesus was calm and trusted God, he was sleeping. We also see that the 

disciples started to panic and went to Jesus in the panic. The disciples learn a valuable 
lesson, they learn that they needed to trust that Jesus would be there for them and to 
trust that they wouldn’t die. 

Jesus tells them to have faith that they need to trust God. 
So in our own lives, how do we find peace and feel safe when we are scared? Who do we turn to? We 

often look to our family, teachers and friends but we can always turn to God.  

Prayer:  Dear Jesus, Help us to trust in you when we scared, help us to understand that it is okay 
to be scared but to put our trust in you. 

                       We pray this in your name. 
                        Amen 
 

  Physical activity:  Monsters inc. (sully says) 
Works very similar to Simon says or just as a fun way of keeping everyone warm without the sully 
says element, you could use it as ‘monster training’, ‘monsters university’ there are many ways to 
play this game so get creative. 
Here are the basic moves: 
Scary feet - running quietly on the spot/one place to another. 
Big scare - as it says. 
Little scare - as it says. 
Single bed scare - lean over and scare. 
Bunk bed scare - reach up scare the top bunk lean down scare bottom. 
Top bunk scare. 
Bottom bunk scare. 
Double bed scare - 2 single bed scares. 
Under bed scare - lie on your back and scare. 
Closet scare - pretend you’re jumping out of a wardrobe and scare. 
Parents coming! - lie down like a smelly sock. 
You can also add your own actions and get creative with 
it.https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/monsters-inc-sully-says/  

 Craft:   
 

you don’t need to  use the fruit in the image and can get creative 
but if you would like to make the same as in the image you will 
need bananas cut in half, pretzel sticks and strawberries. This 
should be easy enough for the children to assemble themselves. 

 
http://bibleschoolteachers.blogspot.com/2012/07/jesus-calms-storm.html 

https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/monsters-inc-sully-says/
http://bibleschoolteachers.blogspot.com/2012/07/jesus-calms-storm.html
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Older children (7 – 13 years): 
Lesson objective:  
To learn that its okay to be scared. 
To learn about when Jesus calms the storm. 
To learn that we should turn to God to calm our fears. 
 

 

  Attention Grabber:  Would you rather: 
In this game the teacher starts with asking one member of the group to pick between two scenarios  

for example would you rather eat spiders or cockroaches? The person who answers the question then 
gets to come up with the next question that they ask to someone else in the group. 

 
 

 

  Bible Story and Discussion: Mark 4: 35-41 

Jesus Stops a Storm (international children’s version) 

35 That evening, Jesus said to his followers, “Come with me across the lake.” 36 He and the followers 
left the people there. They went in the boat that Jesus was already sitting in. There were also other 
boats with them. 37 A very strong wind came up on the lake. The waves began coming over the sides 
and into the boat. It was almost full of water. 38 Jesus was at the back of the boat, sleeping with his 
head on a pillow. The followers went to him and woke him. They said, “Teacher, do you care about 
us? We will drown!” 

39 Jesus stood up and commanded the wind and the waves to stop. He said, “Quiet! Be still!” Then the 
wind stopped, and the lake became calm. 

40 Jesus said to his followers, “Why are you afraid? Do you still have no faith?” 

41 The followers were very afraid and asked each other, “What kind of man is this? Even the wind and 
the waves obey him!” 

 

Discussion: 
What did you hear in the reading? 
So is there anything that you are afraid of? (It is important for the teacher to tell the group what the 
teacher is afraid of as it will help the children to be honest we often tell children to be brave and they 
then think they can’t be afraid of anything) 
 
If its normal to be afraid why do you think Jesus told the disciples that they had no faith? 
Do you have any examples of where you were afraid of something and you prayed to God and you felt 
better? 
Do you think we turn to God enough when we are scared or do we turn to other things? 
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Prayer.  
Almighty God, help us when we are scared, help us to know that you are always there to calm us when 
our own storms are raging. Show us how to move forward in any bad situation. We pray this in Jesus 
Christs name. 
Amen 
 
 

  Physical activity: Captain's Orders 
This game is excellent for a competitive group. It tires everyone out really quickly and can provide a 
good opportunity to award a prize to the winner. 
 
You have one person to be the leader or "Captain". He has to call out different actions but is limited 
to some (or all) of the following actions to call out. Pick and choose the best actions for your group. 
Or make up your own and share them in the comments. 
 
Man Overboard 
Players have to drop to the floor into planking position. 
 
Captain's Coming 
Players must stand at attention and salute the 'captain'. 
 
Starboard / Port 
Players must run to the designated side of the room. 
 
Scrub The Deck 
Players must squat on the ground and scrub the deck. 
 
Climb The Rigging 
Players must stand up and pretend to climb the rigging. 
 
Man The Lifeboats 
Three players have to pair up. They must sit in a row with the two on the end holding their hands out 
to make a boat shape and the person in the middle rows the boat. 
 
Find North 
The players have to pair up into groups of three and point in one direction. 
 
Titanic 
A boy and girl pair up. The guy gets on one knee and holds the girl by her waist while the girl sticks 
her arms out imitating the scene from the movie "Titanic". 

https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/captains-orders/  

 

 
 

https://youthgroupgames.com.au/games/captains-orders/
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Jesus confronts and heals  
5th Sunday after Pentecost 

 
 
Readings:   Mark 5:21-43 
Theme:  Jesus heals and brings new life 
Memory verses: “Jesus told the synagogue ruler, "Don't be afraid; just believe." Mark 5:36 
(NIV) 
Jesus took her by the hand and said, "Little girl, stand up." (Mark 5:41) 
 

Information for the teacher: 
There are two stories in this reading. There is the story of the healing of Jairus daughter and 
the healing of the woman who was bleeding and who touched Jesus' clothes while he was 
on the way to Jairus' house.  
This is a lovely story of a father's concern for his seriously ill daughter and Jesus' compassion 
and love as her reaches out to the little girl and tells her to get up.  Jairus is a leader in the 
synagogue but he was desperately concerned for his daughter who was very ill. He seeks 
out Jesus who responds as always with compassion and care, despite the fact that the 
leaders of the synagogue were not always supportive of him.  He arrives at the house and 
tell people that the child is only sleeping. Then he takes her by the hand and tells her to 
stand up. She does this and she is restored to health. 
 
This is the story we will focus on for the younger children. For the older children we will 
include the second story when Jesus is delayed and the significance of the touch of the 
bleeding woman. In those days to be bleeding was considered unclean and any woman who 
was menstruating was considered unclean and was not to touch others or they too would 
become unclean. This then excluded the woman from many activities including going to the 
synagogue. Jesus heals her, affirms her faith and overturns the stigma of uncleanness. 
Menstruation is a natural function for women. It does not mean that they are unclean.  
 

 
 

Younger Children (3 – 6 years): 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To explore the ways in which Jesus heals and overcomes death. 

• To feel that Jesus is with us always and helps us to rise above rather than remain 
victims. 

• To pray and be kind and care for those who are sick. 
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Attention Grabber:  
Ask the children to make happy or sad faces and then talk about what makes them happy or 
sad. Or have happy and sad faces and let them show a face and say why they have chosen a 
happy or a sad face. 
 
 

Bible Story:  
Mark 5:21-43 
For the younger ones concentrate on the story of Jairus daughter. 
She is very ill. 
Jairus her father comes to Jesus to ask him to heal her. 
Jesus goes with Jairus to his house but is delayed on the way. 
People from Jairus house come and say that it is too late the little girl has died but Jesus says 
"Don't be afraid, only believe 
When he gets to the house, he "sees all the confusion and crying and he s tells them that 
she is just sleeping. 
Then sends all the people out of the room and just the child's father and mother and his 3 
close disciples, James John and Peter stay there. 
Jesus takes the little girl's hand and says "Little girl, get up". She gets up and starts walking 
around and everyone was amazed. Jesus told them to give her something to eat and not to 
tell anyone. 
 

Discussion:   

1. Have you ever been sick or ill? What do you do to feel better? (they can share stories of when 

they were sick and were able to get better. Please make sure you handle this with care because 

some children may have chronic illness and therefore it is a good time to affirm them that there 

is nothing wrong with them. God loves and is with them.) 

2. What did Jesus do for Jairus daughter?  

3. Why do you think Jesus was able to heal her? (He is the Son of God and loved and cared for her). 

4. What can you do to help someone who is sick? (Ask Jesus to make them better – pray for them. 

We can also do what we can to assist them.  Perhaps discuss with the children that sometimes 

people do not get better even if we pray for them, but our prayers do still help to make them 

stronger.  Jesus heals all of our hurts, not just sickness – so if we are sad, we can also go to Jesus 

and He will make us feel better) 

Songs:   
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Crafts: 
 
Finger puppet of Jairus daughter.  
 
Make a cut out of Jairus daughter. Cut out two 
holes to put fingers as her legs. The children 
decorate the puppet drawing on a face, clothes etc. 
 
 
Make a snack or biscuits for those who are not well. 
You could make sandwiches. 
 
 

Physical activities 
Stand up / sit down 
The teacher calls out stand up and the children must stand. They sit down and they must sit. 
The teacher alternates and mixes up the order in which these commands are given and if a 
child gets it wrong and sits when they should stand or vice versa they are out. 
 
Obstacle course 
Introduce this game by saying something like Jairus daughter got up and started walking and 
now we will walk this obstacle course. Set out things like cardboard boxes to jump over or 
go around, ropes to walk along or jump over and whatever else you have and let the 
children take turns in doing the course. They could run, walk, hop etc. 
 

 

Snack:  Jesus said that they should give the girl something to eat. Make something 
for the children to eat. They children can help with this. Making sandwiches or 
something that you can do at the church with the children. 

 

Prayer: Dear God, we thank you that we are well today and that you love us and care 
for us. Help us to care for others who are not well. 
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Older children (7 – 13 years): 
Lesson Objectives: 

• To explore the ways in which Jesus heals and overcomes death. 

• To think about the way Jesus challenges taboos. 

• To feel that Jesus is with us always and helps us to rise above rather than remain 
victims. 

• To pray and be kind and care for those who are sick. 
 

Attention Grabber:  
Talk about taboos or traditions that the children know about. For example the number 13 is 
seen as unlucky, boys don’t cry, pregnant women should not eat eggs etc. 
 

Bible Story:  
Mark 5:21-43 
Start with the story of Jairus daughter. She is very ill. Jairus her father comes to Jesus to ask 
him to heal her. Jesus goes with Jairus to his house but on the way he feels power go out of 
him as someone touches him. A woman who was bleeding had touched his clothes. She 
feared to tough him as that would make him unclean, but she hoped that just touching his 
clothes would be enough to heal her.  
Jesus stops and asks, "Who touched me?" The woman who was bleeding came forward. She 
was considered unclean because she was bleeding and anyone she touched would also be 
considered unclean.  She confesses to Jesus what she has done. He is not cross. He does not 
feel unclean and he affirms her and says, "Your faith has made you well. Go in peace and be 
healed of your trouble." 
While he was saying this people came from Jairus house and said "it is too late the little girl 
has died" but Jesus says "Don't be afraid, only believe. Then he took just Peter, James and 
John with him.  
When he gets to the house, he "sees all the confusion and crying and he tells them that she 
is just sleeping. 
Then sends all the people out of the room and just the child's father and mother and his 3 
close disciples, James John and Peter stay there. 
Jesus takes the little girl's hand and says "Little girl, get up". She gets up and starts walking 
around and everyone was amazed. Jesus told them to give her something to eat and not to 
tell anyone. 
 
 

Discussion:   

1. If someone had been nasty to you and then something bad happened to them, 

would you feel sorry for them and be  nice to them? Or would you be glad that 

now they were in trouble?  
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2. Why do you think Jesus stopped and asked who touched him? (He wanted to 

make the point that she was not unclean. She was already healed. Maybe he 

wanted to heal her in other ways, help her to find peace?)  

3. How do you think the woman felt?  

4. How do you think the people in the crowd felt?  

5. How do you think Jairus felt?  

6. What did Jesus do for Jairus'  daughter?  

7. How do you think she felt?  

8. Why do you think some people are physically healed and others  are not? 

9. How does God heal  us in ways that are not physical? How does God heal us 

emotionally?  

 

 

 Let the children act out the story, once they have thought about how all the 

characters felt. If you have a large number of children you can divide the m into groups 

and see how the groups act out the story differently.  

Songs:   
 

Physical activities 
Stand up / sit down 
The teacher calls out stand up and the children must stand. They sit down and they must sit. 
The teacher alternates and mixes up the order in which these commands are given and if a 
child gets it worn g and sits when they should stand or vice versa they are out. 
 
Obstacle course 
Introduce this game by saying something like Jairus daughter got up and started walking and 
now we will walk this obstacle course. Set out things like cardboard boxes to jump over or 
go around,  ropes to walk along or jump over and whatever else you have and let the 
children take turns in doing the course. They could run, walk, hop etc. 
 

 

Snack:  Jesus said that they should give the girl something to eat. Make something 
for the children to eat. They children can help with this. Making sandwiches or 
something that you can do at the church with the children. 

 

Prayer: Dear God, we thank you that we are well today and that you love us and care 
for us. Help us to care for others who are not well. 
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Jairus Daughter 

Find the word-game related words in the word scramble below!  

SIAURJ_________________ 
HTADUREG_________________ 

AMOWN_________________ 
WVEELT_________________ 
AEHLED_________________ 

WKLA_________________ 
 

WALK HEALED DAUGHTER JAIRUS TWELVE WOMAN 
 


